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INTRODUCTORY ESSAY OF THE HABILITATION THESIS
“Czech Inflation Targeting: Some Exchange Rate Issues”
Tomáš Holub
Prague, July 2009

I. Introduction
The Czech National Bank (CNB) introduced inflation targeting in late-1997, effective
from January 1998, after a currency turmoil and forced switch from a pegged to managed
floating exchange rate. It was the first post-communist country to adopt inflation targeting,
and among the first countries that adopted this regime as a strategy for disinflation.
The present “habilitation” thesis assesses the experience with Czech inflation targeting,
building on several published papers that I wrote or co-authored in recent years.1 In the
introductory essay, the findings of these papers are not only summarised, but also updated and
supplemented with some new findings. The main focus of the thesis is the challenges which
arose to the inflation targeting framework due to exchange rate developments. This
experience is highly relevant not only for the Czech Republic, but more broadly for all small
open inflation targeting countries.
With some degree of simplification, one can divide this topic into the issues related to
the real equilibrium exchange rate trend and issues related to the volatility of exchange rate
around this trend. Both these aspects have played a prominent role in the policy debates under
the Czech inflation targeting, and have affected its outcomes significantly.

1

To be more precise, two papers were written solely by me, while the other three are co-authored. I thank my
co-authors M. Čihák, J. Hurník and A. Geršl for their generous agreement to use the joint work in this
habilitation thesis, and M. Čihák also for useful comments on the present summary essay. My contribution to the
paper written with M. Čihák, and other papers we wrote on the same subject, was roughly 50 %. In the papers
co-authored with J. Hurník and A. Geršl, I wrote around 65 % of the text (with my co-authors being responsible
mainly for the technical econometric sections).
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In Čihák and Holub (2005), the equilibrium real exchange rate appreciation – measured
by the comparative price level in relation to the eurozone – is analysed empirically from the
international price-convergence perspective. The policy relevance of this issue is essentially
threefold. First, the real exchange rate trend was taken into account when setting the inflation
targets in the Czech Republic. Second, this phenomenon may occasionally create challenges
for fulfilment of the inflation targets due to the difficulties it poses to the central bank’s
forecasts and by co-ordinating the market expectations in the appreciation direction, which
may contribute to exchange rate shocks. Third, the price convergence is relevant for the
Czech Republic’s ability to fulfil the Maastricht criteria in the future, and even more
importantly for its inflation outlook after the euro adoption. As a result, it has been
emphasised in many policy documents (see e.g. Hájková (2007), which partly builds on the
paper cited above) as an important economic factor that should be taken into account when
deciding on abandoning the inflation targeting regime in favour of the eurozone entry.
Holub and Hurník (2008); and Holub (2008) are two related papers that evaluate the
performance of the Czech inflation targeting regime in terms of achieving the inflation
targets, discussing the main factors behind the most pronounced deviations of actual inflation
from targets in 1998-2007. Among these factors, exchange rate fluctuations – measured by
deviations of trade-weighted real exchange rate vis-à-vis the eurozone countries from an
estimated equilibrium – have played a prominent role. The paper Holub and Hurník (2008)
also analyses whether the inflation targeting regime has succeeded in anchoring inflation
expectations close to the inflation targets in the presence of various macroeconomic shocks,
including exchange rate swings (in this case measured as changes of the nominal CZK/EUR
exchange rate).
Finally, Holub (2005); and Geršl and Holub (2006) are two papers that focus on the
exchange rate management under the Czech inflation targeting regime. They present the
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measures that were taken to affect the exchange rate developments and analyse empirically
the effectiveness of direct foreign exchange interventions. Holub (2005) also deals with the
sterilisation costs related to foreign exchange interventions, while Geršl and Holub (2006)
discuss their consistency with the inflation targeting framework. These issues are highly
relevant for the monetary policy conduct in the Czech Republic, but also more generally for
all inflation targeting countries.
The rest of this introductory essay is organised as follows. Section II presents some
stylised facts related to the Czech inflation targeting regime which are relevant for the present
“habilitation” thesis (thus partly overlapping with Holub and Hurník (2008), as well as with
Geršl and Holub (2006)). Section III reviews the paper Čihák and Holub (2005), supplements
it with some more recent estimates of the price-level convergence relationships and scenarios,
and brings a critical discussion of its policy implications. Section IV summarizes the papers
Holub and Hurník (2008); and Holub (2008) including some econometric evidence on the
important role played by exchange rate shocks in the deviations of inflation from the CNB’s
targets and an estimate of the exchange rate pass-through in the Czech Republic. Section V
presents the main conclusions of Holub (2005), as well as of Geršl and Holub (2006), and sets
these into the broader international debate on exchange rate management under the inflation
targeting regime. Section VI summarizes and concludes.

II. Czech Inflation Targeting: Some Stylised Facts
Czechoslovakia, as many other post-communist countries, chose a fixed exchange rate
regime at the beginning of economic transition. At the same time, the fixed exchange rate
regime was combined with elements of money targeting. This strategy was designed to
stabilise inflation after the price liberalisation and devaluation shock of late-1990 and early1991 (see Bulíř, 1993). This policy was successful initially, both in terms of stabilising the
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inflation and keeping the exchange rate fixed with no changes to its central parity. However,
with the ongoing balance of payments liberalisation, the fixed exchange rate and money
targeting gradually became an inconsistent policy mix. In the end, it collapsed during the
currency turmoil in May 1997, coinciding with the outbreak of financial crises in Asia. The
CNB was forced to introduce a managed floating exchange rate regime and start looking for
another nominal anchor for the economy.
The switch to the inflation targeting was announced in December 1997 and became
effective in January 1998 (see Hrnčíř and Šmídková, 1998; Čihák and Holub, 1998). The
Czech Republic was the first post-communist country to adopt this monetary policy regime.
Moreover, inflation targeting was designed as strategy for disinflation in a destabilised
economy after a currency crisis, depreciation of the exchange rate, and intensified price
deregulations in January 1998. Those factors increased inflation temporarily (almost to 14 %
in early-1998) and threatened to build into inflation expectations, thus calling for a tight
monetary policy initially even at the cost of a pronounced economic slowdown.
Besides these initial challenges, the performance of the Czech inflation targeting regime
has also been influenced by the general characteristics of the Czech economy, which has
been: (i) undergoing transition; (ii) converging to the advanced EU countries; (iii) small and
very open to foreign trade and international capital flows.
An important transition-related issue in the Czech Republic has been a high – albeit
declining – share of regulated prices in its consumption basket (see Figure 1). These prices
have often been adjusted in a discrete (and discretionary) manner, thus causing swings in the
overall inflation (Figure 2). Apart from that, there have been occasional changes to indirect
taxes, partly linked to EU-harmonisation. To reflect the problems associated with these
administrative measures and their effect on headline inflation, the CNB initially (in 19982001) specified its inflation targets in terms of the “net” inflation (CPI inflation net of
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regulated prices and indirect tax changes). However, since 2002 the CNB has been targeting
headline CPI inflation, and the administrative measures have thus had a direct impact on the
inflation target fulfilment.
Figure 1: Structure of the Czech Consumption Basket (1999 vs. 2005)
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Moreover, the weight of food, beverages and tobacco in the Czech consumption basket
has also been high, even though declining over time (see Figure 1). This is in line with the
situation in most transition economies, or emerging market economies more generally. The
high share of volatile items in the consumption basket has naturally contributed to relatively
high volatility of inflation overall. This is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Structure of Czech Inflation
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Summary statistics of the individual price groups’ contribution to the overall inflation
and its volatility are provided in Table 1.
Table 1: Structure of Czech Inflation – Summary Statistics (1998-Mar 2009)
Contribution to inflation
Average
Minimum
Maximum
Standard
(in p.p.)
error
Food prices
0.36
-1.53
2.88
1.27
Regulated prices
1.84
-0.16
6.38
1.83
Corrected inflation
1.00
-0.51
4.09
0.94
Indirect taxes
0.38
-0.18
1.82
0.34
Overall inflation
3.59
-0.40
13.43
4.05
Source: Czech Statistical Office, CNB, own calculations
Speaking about the converging nature of the Czech economy, there has been a clear
trend of an equilibrium real exchange rate appreciation of about 3-4 % a year, measured both
on the CPI and PPI basis (see Figure 3). This trend has been associated with the long-run
economic catch-up driven both by a productivity growth and quality improvements. The trend
of real appreciation influenced the debates on the appropriate level of inflation targets in the
Czech Republic, as well as the debates on the appropriate timing of future euro adoption (see
section III for more details).
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Figure 3: Real Effective Exchange Rate of the Czech Crown (CZK)
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At the same time, there have often been substantial swings around the appreciating
trend. The most pronounced exchange rate appreciations took place in 1998, 2001-02 and
2007-08, and were all followed by significant corrections in the depreciation direction.
A combination of transition-related, convergence-related and open-economy factors
contributed to these exchange rate developments. These factors include privatisation-related
inflows of foreign capital, a persistent inflow of foreign direct investments, gradual – but
often not smooth – decline in the risk premium over time, volatility of short-term foreign
capital flows, abrupt changes in the market sentiment, etc. Sections IV and V discuss the
challenges brought by these exchange rate fluctuations to the inflation targeting regime.
Finally, the Czech Republic’s economic openness has been high and continuously
increasing. The nominal exports and imports of goods and services currently both exceed
70 % of the GDP (see Figure 4). Moreover, as shown in Figure 1 above, the combined share
of food and other tradable goods in the consumer basket has reached 45-50 %. The share of
imported goods in the consumer basket was estimated at around 25 % (Coats, et al., 2003).
All these facts imply a substantial scope for the transmission of exchange rate swings into the
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domestic economy and inflation, as well as potential vulnerability of the Czech economy to
exogenous shocks (see section IV).

Figure 4: Degree of Economic Openness
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All of the above factors have affected the CNB’s track record in terms of achieving its
inflation targets. A comparison of the inflation targets with the actual outcomes is presented in
Figure 5. It can be seen that the CNB has succeeded in achieving disinflation under the
inflation targeting regime. But one can also see in Figure 5 that the inflation targets have been
frequently missed, often by a wide margin, and more frequently to the downside than to the
upside. The two periods of most pronounced inflation target undershooting took place in
1998-1999 and 2002-2003, while the most significant target overshooting happened in 20072008. In section IV, I discuss the role played in this performance by exchange rate
developments, as well as the implications of exchange rate shocks for inflation expectations in
the Czech Republic. Section V discuses the exchange rate management by the CNB, its
effectiveness and consistency with the inflation targeting framework, using as an important
consistency criterion the deviations of inflation from the CNB’s targets.
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Figure 5: Year-on-Year Inflation – Targets vs. Actual
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To conclude this section, Figure 6 presents the Czech business cycle evolution,
measured by the year-on-year GDP growth rates and two estimates of the output gap based on
the univariate Hodrick-Prescott filter as well as a multivariate Kalman filter used at the CNB
(Beneš and N’Diaye, 2003). As one can see, there was an economic recession in the early
phase of the inflation targeting decade, which was related to the previous currency turmoil
and the associated restrictive macroeconomic policies. Using the Kalman filter estimate, the
negative output gap bottomed out at around 3.5 % in late 1998. Another slowdown took place
in 2001-2002, with the negative output gap reaching its maximum at 2.5 % in 2003. As a
result, the economy has moved below its estimated potential for most of the inflation targeting
period, except of 2000-01 and the period from 2006 till the middle of 2008. The timing of the
economic slowdowns is closely linked to the periods of most pronounced inflation target
undershooting and preceding episodes of sharp exchange rate appreciation. These issues are
analysed in depth in section IV.
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Figure 6: Czech Business Cycle
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III. Long-Run Real Appreciation Trend: Price-Level Convergence Perspective
The issue of real equilibrium exchange rate appreciation in the new EU member states
has attracted much attention in the economic research and policy debates, as it has been
present in almost all CEE-10 countries (see Figure 7), not just in the Czech Republic.
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The range of analytical approaches to this subject has been extensive, including the
behavioural equilibrium exchange rate (BEER), permanent equilibrium exchange rate
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(PEER), fundamental equilibrium exchange rate (FEER), fundamental real exchange rate
(FRER), natural rate of exchange (NATREX), and the Balassa–Samuelson effect (BS).
A broad meta-analysis of this literature was provided in Égert and Halpern (2006), together
with a long list of references. Here I thus limit myself to the contributions that directly focus
on the Czech Republic and/or played an important role in the domestic policy debates.
Flek, et al. (2003) analysed the Balassa-Samuleson model using panel data estimates for
selected national economies. They concluded that sectoral productivity developments had
a statistically significant impact on relative prices in the EU countries and also in the Czech
Republic, but the magnitude of the impact was not as strong as the Balassa-Samuelson effect
would predict, and in the case of the Czech Republic the impact on the real exchange rate was
in fact negligible.
Šmídková, et al. (2003) employed the concept of fundamental real exchange rate
(FRER) taking into account the impact of foreign direct investment on trade and the impact of
external debt level on current account sustainability. They concluded that the real appreciation
that had taken place during the advanced stage of transition was probably in line with
economic fundamentals, even though there were signs of overvaluation (in the order of 5-10
percent) for all the EU-pre-accession economies, except of Slovenia, at the end of 2001.
Based on this, they argued that some flexibility of exchange rates would be needed in the preEMU period.
Similarly, Bulíř and Šmídková (2005) estimated the “sustainable real exchange rates”.
They found out that the fundamentals explained about 60% of the real appreciation during the
previous decade, but the koruna, forint, and zloty were found to be overvalued in 2003. They
applied the framework to the discussion of future ERM II participation by the Central
European countries. Simulating the sustainable real exchange rates into the future for these
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countries, they pointed to their potential difficulties in sustaining the ERMII regime if entered
too soon and with weak policies.
Melecký and Komárek (2007) used the behavioral equilibrium exchange rate (BEER)
model of the Czech koruna, estimating it by three alternative methods suitable for
nonstationary time series. They found out that the Czech koruna had on average been
undervalued over the period from 1994 to 2004 by about 7 percent with respect to the
estimated BEER. They concluded that the significant determinants of the Czech koruna’s
equilibrium exchange rate appeared to be the productivity differential, the terms of trade, real
interest rate differential, and net foreign direct investment.
Brůha, et al. (2007) developed a two-country dynamic general equilibrium model by
means of which they explained the long-run paths of a converging emerging market economy.
The model’s novel feature is the inclusion of quality investment to the standard framework of
applied general equilibrium two-country models. The authors argued that this extension
proves a crucial ingredient for explanation of the trend in real exchange rate. They calibrated
the model parameters for the Czech economy to demonstrate its ability to consistently explain
the long-run dynamics in key macroeconomic variables.
Finally, Frait, et al. (2009) have argued that empirically the pace of real exchange rate
appreciation in the twelve EU new member states has been closely correlated with the
accumulated inward FDI stock in the manufacturing sector. This is illustrated in Figure 8,
which shows that an increase in the inward manufacturing FDI stock in 2006 by 1 percentage
of GDP tends to be associated with a faster average real effective exchange rate appreciation
by 0.21 p.p a year and an increase in the export-to-GDP ratio by 1.16 p.p. The coefficient of
determination for both these two empirical relationships exceeds 60 %. Moreover,
Frait, et al. (2009) also show that in spite of the faster real exchange rate appreciation,
a higher manufacturing FDI stock by 1 percent of GDP leads to a trade balance improvement
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by 0.65 percent of the GDP. This suggests that the real exchange rate appreciation is an
equilibrium phenomenon when supported by export-generating FDI inflows that does not lead
to any loss of export price competitiveness, as it is driven by supply-side improvements.

30

Average RER appreciation (in %; 07/98)

Change in Exports/GDP (in p.p., 98-07).

Figure 8: Real Exchange Rate Appreciation, Exports and Manufacturing FDI Stock
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In the Czech Republic, the analysis of real exchange rate appreciation from the
international price convergence perspective has received a lot of attention as well. One reason
for this was the apparently low Czech price level in comparison with the GDP level, which
stimulated debates whether the price level may not jump up in the future, perhaps in relation
to the EU accession (see e.g. Vintrová (1998), Vintrová, et al. (2002), and Skořepa (2001)).
The paper Čihák and Holub (2005), which is part of this habilitation thesis, is a follow
up to an extensive empirical research by these two authors on the price convergence issues,
including Holub and Čihák (2000 and 2001) and Čihák and Holub (2001a, 2001b, and 2003).
Holub and Čihák (2003) is a companion paper, contributing to the theory of convergence in
the price level and relative prices by integrating the Balassa-Samuelson model with an openeconomy model of human capital accumulation, and by showing how the Balassa-Samuelson
model can be extended to the case of more than two goods. The novel feature of Čihák and
Holub (2005) is a panel data econometric analysis, while the earlier papers used cross-country
regressions only. This significantly increases the number of available observations and
15

potentially allows using dynamic features in the estimates. Otherwise, the range of issues
covered in this paper corresponds to the previous research by the two co-authors.
The basic stylised fact upon which this stream of literature is built is a strong positive
empirical correlation between the per capita GDP measured in purchasing power parity and
the comparative price level in individual countries, which is the focus of the BalassaSamuleson model (see Balassa, 1964; Samuelson, 1964). This relationship is illustrated for
the price level of GDP in Figure 9 on a sample of 32 European countries. It can be seen that
the fitted regression line captures about 86 % of variability in the international price level
differences, and that an increase in the GDP level in comparison with the EA-16 average by 1
percentage point is on average associated with a price level increase by 0.73 of a percentage
point. Fairly similar results would also be obtained if one looked at the price level of
household consumption instead of the overall GDP price level.

Price level of GDP (2008; EA-16=100)

Figure 9: GDP in PPS vs. Price Level of GDP – Cross Country Comparison
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The estimated aggregate relationship between the GDP and price levels may be
explained by the Balassa-Samuleson model at the aggregate level. As shown in Čihák and
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Holub (2003), the share of non-tradables in the GDP would have to be 50 % or slightly less
for the Balassa-Samuleson models to be able to fit the estimated relationships. Holub and
Čihák (2003) calibrated the share of non-tradables in their theoretical model to 60 % when
simulating their convergence scenarios based on the Balassa-Samuelson effect in a long-run
economic growth model with human capital accumulation. Such a share of non-tradables in
the economy is certainly not implausible, given the fact that the services sector often accounts
for about 70 % of the GDP in advanced market economies. It therefore seems that the
Balassa-Samuelson effect is strongly supported by the cross-country empirical evidence.
Interestingly, though, it turns out that the estimated coefficients from the cross-country
regressions are not stable over time for the European sample of countries. In particular, the
earlier estimates led to lower intercepts and higher slope coefficients. The fact that this
tendency is really in place is illustrated in Figure 10. As can be seen, the estimated slope
coefficient has declined from almost unitary to its current value of 0.67-0.73, i.e. roughly by
one fourth, in 13 years, while the intercept has increased from just slightly above zero to the
current 23-30 percentage points.
Figure 10: Stability of Estimated Coefficients in Cross-Country Regressions
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PCONS

A possible explanation is that the change in the estimated coefficients could be linked to
the edition of new countries, for which the data were not available in the earlier period, to the
cross-country regressions. Another possibility is that some developments in one or more
countries affected the results. A visual inspection of Figure 9 suggests that there indeed is an
outlier / influential point with very high GDP but only modestly high price level, which may
bias the estimated slope coefficient in the downward direction. This outlier is Norway. At the
same time, in mid-1990s the relative per capita GDP of this country was much lower than at
present, while the relative price level was broadly the same, thus causing no possible bias at
that time. Eliminating Norway from the estimate for 2008 would increase the slope coefficient
to 0.81 for the GDP price level, i.e. by 1.44-times the standard error of the estimate. This
shows that with the low number of cross-country observations, one outlier / influential point
may affect the results quite significantly.2
Nevertheless, the declining tendency of the estimated coefficient would still be present
even after the elimination of Norway, which suggests that an additional explanation is needed.
A hypothesis spelled out in the earlier literature (Frait and Komárek, 2001; Égert and Kutan,
2005) is that the initial real exchange rates of many post-communist European countries were
undervalued, which created scope for these countries to experience real exchange rate
appreciation at a faster pace than would be justified by the speed of their economic
convergence and other fundamentals. Taking the Czech Republic as an example, its relative
GDP has increased by ten percentage points since 1995, but its price level has risen by more
than 30 percentage points over the same period, i.e. much more than proportionately. Such an
undervaluation at the beginning of the period in the whole group of less developed countries
present in the data sample would bias the earlier estimates of the slope coefficient in the
downward direction, but this bias would be gradually fading away over time.
2

A common practice is to eliminate Luxemburg from the regressions as another outlier due to its high share of
commuting workers.
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Some indirect evidence supporting this hypothesis may be provided by a cross-country
regression using a global sample of countries, rather than just the European sample, which is
likely to be much less affected by the specific features of transition countries. Čihák and
Holub (2003) have done this using a sample of 106 countries, with Germany used as the
benchmark country. They found out a slope coefficient of 0.56, or 0.62 after an elimination of
three outliers. An updated version of this estimate, based on data from 2005 and covering
even more countries (143 after an elimination of three outliers / influential points), is
presented in Figure 11 below. As can be seen, the estimated slope coefficient is 0.54 in this
data sample.3 This suggests that its declining trend observed for the European sample may
still continue for some time before having fully converged to the global sample. At the same
time, though, the post-communist European countries do not have any special outlier status in
the 2005 global sample, suggesting that the initial currency undervaluation has been largely
eliminated.
Figure 11: GDP in PPS vs. Price Level of GDP – Global Cross Country Comparison
Price level of GDP (2005; Germany = 100)
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3

On the raw data sample with no elimination of outliers, the estimated slope is even smaller, reaching 0.43.
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Another possibility how to deal with the above mentioned issues found in the European
sample would be to use panel data techniques, which substantially increase the data sample
size and supplement the cross-country information in the data by the information from the
time-series dimension, thus potentially leading to more robust results than the cross-country
estimates. The panel estimation was used in Čihák and Holub (2005), who concluded that an
increase in the GDP per capita in purchasing power parity relative to the EU average by 1 per
cent tends to be accompanied by an increase in the price level relative to the EU by 0.7–0.9
per cent, depending on the data sample and the chosen dependent variable.
In Table 2, I provide a more recent panel estimate of the relationship between per capita
GDP and the price level of GDP, which covers 32 European countries for the period of 19972008 from the Eurostat’s New Cronos database. Given the unbalanced nature of the panel,
this gives a total of 379 observations (compared to 32 in Figure 9). The estimate implies
a relationship
PGDPt = 20.36 + 0.80 GDPt + 0.89 AR(1)t,

(1)

where PGDPt is the price level of GDP in year t, GDPt is per capita gross domestic product at
purchasing power standards in year t (in both cases EA-16 = 100) and AR(1)t is the first-order
autoregressive term. The regression was estimated using the two-stage least-squares panel
method with no fixed or random effects. The variables PGDPt-1, PGDPt-2 , GDPt-1 and
GDPt-2 were chosen as instrumental variables. The overall fit of the estimate is remarkably
high, which is nevertheless slightly “distorted” by the presence of the autoregressive term
(without it, the fit would be 90 %, which is still very good).
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Table 2: GDP in PPS vs. Price Level of GDP – Panel Estimate
Dependent Variable: PGDP
Method: Panel Two-Stage Least Squares
Sample (adjusted): 1997 2008; Cross-sections included: 32
Total panel (unbalanced) observations: 379
White cross-section standard errors & covariance (d.f. corrected)
Instrument list: PGDP(-1) PGDP(-2) GDP(-1) GDP(-2) C

C
GDP
AR(1)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Instrument rank

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

20.36091
0.796252
0.887963

6.238340
0.073266
0.045524

3.263835
10.86791
19.50554

0.0012
0.0000
0.0000

0.980051
0.979945
4.388212
12876.50
0.000000
4.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Sum squared resid
Durbin-Watson stat
Second-Stage SSR

83.14234
30.98674
7240.407
2.002880
5222.862

Source: own calculations using EViews 6
Table 3 presents an analogous panel estimate with the price level of household
consumption as the dependent variable. It was estimated on the same data sample (altogether
364 observations, as the price level of consumption was slightly less available that the price
level of GDP) using the same econometric method and analogous instrumental variables. The
estimated relationship is
PCONSt = 31.12 + 0.71 GDPt + 0.91 AR(1)t,

(2)

where PCONSt is the price level of final household consumption in year t, and the other
symbols are the same as in equation (1).4 Comparing (2) with equation (1), it is clear that the
two estimates are not significantly different in terms of the estimated coefficients and the
overall fit. Therefore, it does not matter much for practical purposes if one chooses to analyse
the price-level convergence using the overall price level of GDP or the final consumption
price level only.
4

Note that the estimate (2) is an updated version of the equation which was used in chapter 1.1.1 of Hájková
(2007, 2008) to study the implications of price level convergence for the Czech Republic after the euro adoption.
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Table 3: GDP in PPS vs. Price Level of Consumption – Panel Estimate
Dependent Variable: PCONS
Method: Panel Two-Stage Least Squares
Sample (adjusted): 1997 2008; Cross-sections included: 32
Total panel (unbalanced) observations: 364
White cross-section standard errors & covariance (d.f. corrected)
Instrument list: (PCONS(-1)) PCONS(-2) GDP(-1) GDP(-2) C

C
GDP
AR(1)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Instrument rank

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

31.11984
0.709311
0.905949

10.72202
0.110421
0.029359

2.902424
6.423703
30.85730

0.0039
0.0000
0.0000

0.979958
0.979847
4.257072
10936.85
0.000000
5.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Sum squared resid
Durbin-Watson stat
Second-Stage SSR

87.85059
29.98766
6542.281
2.062894
5299.902

Source: own calculations using EViews 6

Comparing the estimated slope coefficients with the elasticities obtained in Čihák
and Holub (2005) based on the Eurostat’s New Cronos Database, one can see that these are
actually quite similar, even though the time span covered is different. This suggests that the
panel estimates may be more stable over time than the cross country estimates. Such
a hypothesis is indeed supported by recursive estimates of the coefficients of equations (1)
and (2), which show no obvious time trend, unlike the cross-country estimates. It is also
encouraging that the estimated slope coefficients for the panel data are relatively close to the
current cross-country results. This signals that the initial exchange rate undervaluation has
been largely overcome by now, which is fairly plausible after 20 years since the beginning of
economic transition.
Compared to Čihák and Holub (2005), an additional advantage of the results presented
in Tables 2 and 3 is that they clearly show the importance of taking into account high
persistence of residuals, which nevertheless tend to shrink over time gradually. This shrinkage
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of residuals allows for a realistic capturing of the price level convergence dynamics in the
post-communist countries with initially undervalued real exchange rates.
Finally, it is also encouraging that using the 1997-2008 panel data sample and
estimating the regression for the GDP price level with fixed cross-section (i.e. country) effects
(see Table 4), one gets results which are not far from Table 2. The only notable difference is a
smaller AR(1) coefficient, which is natural given that the persistent part of residuals is
captured by the fixed effects. Nevertheless, it turns out that the estimation results obtained
with this method vary considerably over time, which suggests that they are not sufficiently
robust. Therefore, they are not my preferred choice for further analysis. A similar conclusion
was also reached when estimating some alternative dynamic panels using other econometric
techniques (not reported here for the sake of brevity).
Table 4: GDP in PPS vs. Price Level of GDP – Panel Estimate
with Cross-Section Fixed Effects
Dependent Variable: PGDP
Method: Panel Two-Stage Least Squares
Sample (adjusted): 1997 2006; Cross-sections included: 32
Total panel (unbalanced) observations: 301
White cross-section standard errors & covariance (d.f. corrected)
Instrument list: PGDP(-1) PGDP(-2) GDP(-1) GDP(-2) C

C
GDP
AR(1)

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

25.00367
0.720269
0.638018

11.80629
0.146290
0.105661

2.117827
4.923570
6.038349

0.0349
0.0000
0.0000

Effects Specification: Cross-section fixed (dummy variables)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)
Instrument rank

0.984144
0.982628
4.084187
876.4857
0.000000
35.000000

Mean dependent var
S.D. dependent var
Sum squared resid
Durbin-Watson stat
Sekond-Stage SSR

Source: own calculations using EViews 6
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83.14234
30.98674
5754.801
1.933393
4278.133

The estimates from Tables 2 and 3 may be used to simulate the future price level
convergence and real exchange rate appreciation scenarios in the catching up countries
assuming some speed of their GDP convergence. Such simulations need to be treated with
a degree of caution, of course, as they are surrounded by a high degree of uncertainty at least
for two reasons. First, the GDP convergence scenario may not be a good predictor of the
future real convergence path, which may turn out to be faster/slower than assumed, implying
scope for faster/slower real equilibrium exchange rate appreciation. Second, the error term
may hide a lot of omitted factors, and the estimated speed of their shrinkage (i.e. the estimated
AR(1) term) is thus to be viewed as a kind of average speed of convergence towards the
estimated GDP-price level relationship, which may not hold for individual countries.
Čihák and Holub (2005), and some of their earlier papers, indeed found out using an
extended empirical model that the portion of price level differences explained
by the standard Balassa-Samuelson factors is relatively low, and that other factors – such
as terms-of-trade changes, structure of the economy, price deregulations or size
of the government – play an important role, too. This is also in line with the findings of Flek,
et al. (2003) and Brůha, et al. (2007), who argued that the Balassa-Samuleson effect had been
quite weak in the Czech Republic, while other factors had contributed to the real appreciation
trend to a larger extent. Therefore, a large portion of the price level convergence may be
linked to factors, the convergence of which to the advanced EU countries may be correlated,
but not exactly overlapping in time, with the GDP convergence. As a result, a full-fledged
simulation of future price level convergence would require using the extended model. This is,
however, impractical for most policy applications, as one would need to make assumptions
about future developments of all the relevant factors, which would be difficult. To account for
both these sources of uncertainty, Čihák and Holub (2005) calculated a range of scenarios
assuming different speeds of the GDP convergence as well as different speeds of the residual
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shrinkage. Similarly, to capture the latter source of uncertainty the estimated autoregressive
coefficient was varied by one standard error on both sides in Hájková (2007, 2008) to get
a range of plausible simulations.
Bearing all these limitations in mind, I present one such convergence scenario for the
Czech Republic in Figure 12. It is based on the estimate (2), a GDP beta-convergence
scenario with the speed of 3 % a year, and the estimated AR(1) process for the model
residuals. It shows that the Czech price level of final household consumption will reach 80 %
of the eurozone average around the year 2017. The real equilibrium exchange rate
appreciation will slow down from slightly more than 3.5 % a year at present to less than 1.5 %
in 2019. This is broadly in line with Čihák and Holub (2005) who estimated the average pace
of real exchange rate appreciation in transition economies at around 3 percent per year in their
benchmark scenario, with differences for individual countries.
Figure 12: Future Convergence Scenario for the Czech Republic
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The policy relevance of the estimated real exchange rate appreciation for the Czech
inflation targeting is at least threefold. First, it may be relevant for setting the inflation targets.
Holub and Čihák (2000 and 2001) and Čihák and Holub (2001a, 2001b, and 2003)
emphasised that the price level adjustment process was very closely related to the adjustment
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of relative prices, which might proceed more smoothly with somewhat higher inflation
assuming asymmetric downward rigidity of prices. The resulting recommendation was to set
the inflation targets in converging economies slightly above the level common in advanced
market economies. This argument indeed received attention from the CNB. For example,
when setting its 3% target valid from 2006 the central bank stated that: “The inflation target
has been set slightly above the price stability level declared by the ECB for the euro area in
terms of the year-on-year change in the harmonised index of consumer prices (HICP), which
is “below but close to 2%”. This small inflation differential reflects the long-term real
convergence of the Czech economy towards the euro area average, which will continue for
some time after the Czech Republic’s accession to the euro area.”
Čihák and Holub (2005) calculated that for the baseline scenario with realistic economic
growth and real exchange rate appreciation the prices representing 10–20 percent of the
consumer basket would need to decline with a 3 percent inflation rate for most new EU
member states. With an inflation rate of 2 percent, however, this share of falling prices in the
basket might go up further, in some cases even to 30 percent. The authors also provided
a range of sensitivity scenarios around this baseline case.
At the same time, they opened the discussion if the potential downward rigidity
of prices was really a serious problem. According to the economic theory, there are reasons
for prices to be sticky in the short or medium run. Yet there is no theory which would argue
that prices might be sticky in the long run, and that the long-run stickeness would be
asymmetrically more important in the downward direction. The mainstream economic theory
maintains that in the long run prices flexibly adjust to their equilibrium levels, as companies
are able to reset their production costs as well as output prices in line with macroeconomic
fundamentals. Nonetheless, it is possible that the behaviour of economic agents in some
markets – e.g. in the labour market – is not fully rational and downward flexibility of prices
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can be achieved only at some cost even in the medium or longer run. Therefore, given the
tight constraints put on inflation targets by the required future fulfilment of the Maastricht
price stability criterion, Čihák and Holub (2005) argued that it was important for the corporate
sector and labour market to adjust their behaviour quickly to the circumstances of low
inflation, nominal exchange rate appreciation, and falling prices of the (most) tradable goods.
The experience of the Czech Republic has been in line with this opinion. For some
reasons, which are in a greater detail discussed section IV, the inflation on average undershot
the CNB’s targets (see also Figure 5 in section II), and the allowed room for price level
convergence to go partly through an inflation differential thus remained largely unexploited.
As can be seen in Figure 13, the prices of tradable goods have responded by a continuous
year-on-year decline since 2001. At the same time, wage developments remained relatively
benign in the tradable sector until recently, leading to a trend decline of nominal unit labour
costs in the industrial sector, which has allowed the Czech export sector to cope with the trend
of nominal exchange rate appreciation quite well. The economic growth rate accelerated in
2002-2007, measured both by the actual GDP growth rate and the estimated potential.
Figure 13: Year-on-Year Growth Rates of Tradable and Nontradable Prices
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Overall, it thus seems that the prices have demonstrated sufficient downward flexibility
in the longer-term horizon for the low inflation rates to be achievable without visible negative
consequences for the real economy. This finding was also taken into account when the CNB
decided in 2007 to lower its inflation target to 2 %, effective from January 2010. In particular,
the CNB stated that: “Prices of tradable commodities are showing downward flexibility
thanks to a combination of subdued wage growth and high labour productivity growth in
industry. The change in the structure of relative prices, which is usual for a converging
economy, can thus proceed with no problem even amid low overall inflation.” Therefore, the
CNB decided to align its inflation target with the best practice in the advanced market
economies. As this new inflation target also facilitates future fulfilment of the Maastricht
price stability criterion, it is likely to stay in place until the eventual euro adoption.
The second policy-relevant aspect of the real exchange rate appreciation trend is the fact
that it may occasionally create challenges for inflation target fulfilment. An incorrect
assessment of the past or future speed of the equilibrium real appreciation may cause
important errors in central bank forecasts, which may in turn lead to monetary policy shocks
in the inflation targeting framework. At the same time, the appreciating trend of the currency
may in certain periods of time co-ordinate market expectations in one direction, push the
exchange rate above its equilibrium, and thus contribute to exchange rate shocks complicating
the achievement of inflation targets. These issues are in covered in Holub and Hurník (2008)
and Geršl and Holub (2006), and I will thus not deal with them in detail here.
Third, the price level convergence will have direct implications for the inflation
developments after the euro adoption. As a result, it has an effect on the optimal timing of the
eurozone entry, i.e. on the exist strategy from the current inflation targeting framework. With
the impossibility of nominal exchange rate appreciation after the euro adoption, the real
exchange rate appreciation will have to proceed fully through an inflation differential. In the
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longer-run, the “pass-through” of this effect should be perfect, unless one believes that the
exchange rate regime may have a permanent effect on real variables. Therefore, the estimated
speed of future real appreciation trend is by definition also a good estimate of the long-run
inflation differential against the euro area after the adoption of the single currency. This
approach was also followed e.g. in Hájková et al. (2007), who state: “The estimated range (of
future equilibrium real appreacition) corresponds to the average inflation differential vis-àvis the euro area which could be expected in the Czech Republic if the euro were to be
adopted within the next five years. Assuming average euro area inflation of around 2 %,
inflation in the Czech Republic could therefore increase to about 3.4 %–5.4 % during the
initial years following euro area entry, as in the other countries aspiring to joining the euro
area.” The estimates presented in Figure 12 above would suggest an inflation differential of
2.4-3.5 percentage points if the euro adoption took place between 2010 and 2014, implying an
inflation rate of 4.4 % to 5.5 %, i.e. broadly in line with the earlier CNB’s calculations.
The likelihood of higher inflation is, of course, in itself a clear potential cost of the
future euro adoption. Even though the welfare loss stemming from an increase of inflation
from a very low to a moderate level may not be substantial, it is natural that it has received
attention from the central bank, the legal objective of which is to maintain price stability.
A more debatable issue is the problem of lower, and probably even negative real interest
rates after the euro adoption, which is often associated to the real exchange rate appreciation
trend in public debates. It is clear that the real interest rates will be low with the nominal
interest rates prevailing in the eurozone and a positive inflation differential due to the real
appreciation trend. Nevertheless, it should be emphasised that the change brought by the euro
adoption compared to the current situation will not be the revealed impact of real appreciation
on the domestic real equilibrium interest rates, but instead an elimination of the risk premium.
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It is useful to recall the real version of the uncovered interest rate parity (UIP), which
should determine the equilibrium real interest rates in a small open economy with liberalised
capital flows regardless of its exchange rate regime. The real version of the UIP is given by
the following equation:

rt = rt* + ∆qt + ϕ t

(3)

where rt is the domestic real interest rate in year t, rt* the foreign real interest rate, ∆qt the
(expected) real exchange rate depreciation (if positive; appreciation if negative) and φt the risk
premium in the UIP.
From this equation, it is clear that the real exchange rate appreciation trend affects the
domestic real equilibrium interest rates both under a floating and a fixed exchange rate
regime, including membership in a monetary union. What differs is only the channel of this
influence. Under a floating exchange rate with a low inflation target, the real appreciation
leads to a nominal appreciation trend. The expectations of future nominal appreciation attract
foreign capital inflows that need to be offset by keeping the domestic nominal interest rates
low to avoid exchange rate overvaluation and undershooting of the inflation target. This
reduces the real equilibrium interest rates, in line with the Czech experience under the
inflation targeting regime. On contrary, under a fixed exchange rate regime the real
appreciation trend lowers the real interest rates via an inflation differential.
The fundamental difference is that this real appreciation effect may be (partly) offset by
the existence of a risk premium under a floating exchange rate or a pegged exchange rate that
is not fully credible, whereas the risk premium should be fully eliminated by entering the
monetary union. If one realises this, it becomes obvious that the lower (possibly negative) real
interest rates after the euro adoption cannot be – with no further discussion – regarded as
a clear net cost for the economy. On the one hand, it is true that the lower real interest rates
“may create some challenges for macroeconomic and financial stability and thus raise
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questions about the appropriateness of the single monetary policy for an accession country,”
as stated in Hájková (2007, 2008). There may also be an important redistribution aspect of the
lower real interest rates, shifting the resources from the domestic savers to debtors, which
may imply challenges for the political feasibility of the euro adoption project, given the net
creditor position of the household sector in the economy. However, it should not be
overlooked at the same time that the risk premium’s elimination may have important growthenhancing effects.
For example, Holub and Čihák (2003) simulated the effect of a permanent decline in the
risk premium from 3 % initially toward zero in their theoretical growth model with human
(nontradable) capital accumulation and the Balassa-Samuelson effect. This simulation is
reproduced in Figure 14. They found out that: “Once the risk premium starts to decline, the
GDP growth both in nominal terms and in the PPP, as well as the price level convergence
speed up immediately...Moreover, this primary effect is further magnified by the fact that the
reduced equilibrium real interest rate creates an additional motivation for nontradable capital
accumulation, which gradually starts to gain momentum. As a result, the real GDP growth
differential increases above 2 percentage points, and only gradually declines towards 1
percentage point. The real exchange rate appreciation goes up to 2 percentage points initially,
and gradually decreases below 1 percentage point.” This illustrates that the elimination of the
risk premium may bring important supply-side benefits. Those benefits may be plagued with
transitory challenges in the world with real and financial frictions, which are ignored in the
model of Holub and Čihák (2003) as well as in many other long-run growth models. But it is
far from clear that the short-run challenges offset the long-run benefits in this regard.5

5

Cincibuch, et al. (2008) show that an elimination of the risk premium would also improve the financial
situation of the Czech National Bank. They do not provide a full-fledged welfare analysis of its consequences,
though.
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Figure 14: Simulated Impact of Declining Risk Premium
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IV. Exchange Rate Volatility and Performance of the Inflation Targeting Regime
In the previous section, I focused on the implications of real exchange rate appreciation
trend for the Czech inflation targeting. In this section, I discuss the impact of exchange rate
volatility on the performance of this monetary policy regime in terms of achieving the
inflation targets, anchoring inflation expectations and stabilising the real economy.
One of the first studies analysing the performance of inflation targeting in the Czech
Republic was Kotlán and Navrátil (2003). Comparing the actual inflation with the CNB’s
targets, they concluded that the inflation rate had stayed below target for most of the first five
year of inflation targeting. They argued that external disinflation had played a crucial role in
the past developments of inflation. They also analysed the evolution of inflation expectations,
showing that these had been remarkably stable and resistant to one-off swings in the inflation
rate. Finally, they evaluated the performance of monetary policy based on a “loss function
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approach”, concluding that the period of inflation targeting was connected with smaller and
declining values of the overall macroeconomic losses compared with the pre-targeting period.
Jonáš and Mishkin (2003) examined the performance of inflation targeting in the Czech
Republic, Hungary and Poland. Covering the early phase of this regime, they pointed out that
the CNB had significantly undershot its inflation targets, particularly in 1998 and 1999, and
less so in 2000. They attributed this to the unexpectedly sharp economic slowdown after the
crisis of 1997-98, to weak global economic activity, falling commodity and food prices,
increasing competition in the retail sector, and to strong koruna.
Filáček (2007) proposed a methodological framework for assessing inflation-target
fulfilment based on partial simulations. He applied this framework to the CNB’s case between
2002 and 2006. He concluded that that a large part of the inflation target misses in this period
could be assigned to a bias in the variables describing external developments.
The paper by Holub and Hurník (2008), which is part of this habilitation thesis, has
some advantages compared to the above mentioned earlier literature. It covers the most recent
period, quantifies the extent of deviations from the announced inflation targets in different
periods, and provides a formal analysis of the inflation expectations’ formation under the
Czech inflation targeting regime. Similarly, the CNB analysed in detail its own track record in
terms of inflation target achievement during the first ten years of inflation targeting in
Šmídková, ed. (2008). This special CNB’s research volume explored several alternative
hypotheses explaining the average inflation target undershooting, and used a range of
different approaches to analyse this issue empirically. The paper Holub (2008) included in
this habilitation thesis is a journal version of a contribution to this volume.
As already discussed in section II, inflation has often been below the CNB’s targets.
In particular, it was below the target mid-point more than 80 % of time from 1998 till the
middle of 2009, and below its lower margin (or tolerance band) more than 50 % of the time.
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On average, the actual inflation has so far been roughly 1.2 percentage point below the CNB’s
targets in the inflation targeting period.6 This value is statistically significant at the 1 %
probability level, suggesting a clear downward bias in the outcomes of the Czech inflation
targeting regime (see also Antal, et al., 2008).
However, the standard mean test does not take into account the likely autocorrelation
in the analysed time series. With highly autocorrelated observations, it is plausible that a few
random shocks skewed to the downside could lead to an average inflation target
undershooting, which would however not be a sign of significant bias in the regime’s design
as such. Therefore, Table 5 presents an estimated AR(2) process for the deviations of inflation
from targets. As can be seen, the intercept is negative and statistically significant at the 10%
probability level. Therefore, even this statistical test confirms the bias of the regime’s
outcomes towards inflation target undershooting in the first (more than) eleven years of its
existence, but at a weaker significance level than the standard mean test.
Table 5: Deviations of Inflation from Targets – Estimated AR(2) Process
Dependent Variable: PI_GAP
Method: Least Squares
Sample (adjusted): 1998Q3 2009Q2
Included observations: 44 after adjustments

C
PI_GAP(-1)
PI_GAP(-2)
R-squared
Adjusted R-squared
S.E. of regression
Sum squared resid
Log likelihood
F-statistic
Prob(F-statistic)

Coefficient

Std. Error

t-Statistic

Prob.

-0.308855
1.363468
-0.604476

0.157398
0.123520
0.121126

-1.962260
11.03848
-4.990478

0.0565
0.0000
0.0000

0.827212
0.818783
0.922264
34.87342
-57.31907
98.14218
0.000000

Mean
S.D. dependent var
Akaike info criterion
Schwarz criterion
Hannan-Quinn criter.
Durbin-Watson stat

-1.214292
2.166485
2.741776
2.863425
2.786889
2.102771

Source: own calculations using EViews 6
Note: PI_GAP denotes the deviations of inflation from the CNB’s targets.

6

This quantification required to linearly extrapolate the end-year net inflation targets into individual months.
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Holub and Hurník (2008) also show that the extent of the average inflation target
undershooting has so far been lower for the headline inflation targeting period, than in the net
inflation targeting period of 1998-2001. The average deviation of inflation from the target was
-1.3 percentage points in 2002-2007, while the net inflation targets were on average undershot
roughly by 2.5 percentage points. It is interesting to note that the intercept in the estimated
AR(2) process for the sub-period of 2002-2009 turns insignificant, which supports the
conclusion that the more recent period has on average been more successful in terms
of achieving the inflation targets than the earlier period.
There is also a difference between the two periods when using the root mean square
error (RMSE) statistic, which takes into account both the average deviation of inflation from
the targets and its volatility. In the net inflation targeting period, the RMSE reached roughly
3.3 %, whilst under the headline inflation targeting it fell down to 2.2 %.
The CNB’s track record can be compared with other inflation targeting countries in
order to judge its relative success. Roger and Stone (2005) found out that inflation targeting
countries had been outside the target range (± 1 percentage point wide) on average
43.5 % of the time, i.e. less frequently than in the Czech case. However, countries with
decreasing inflation targets were not in the target range 59.7 % of the time, which roughly
corresponds to the Czech experience (64.6 % of the time). The difference is that the
deviations from the target were broadly balanced for the whole sample of countries, and
skewed to the upside for the countries with decreasing targets, contrary to the Czech case. The
RMSE was 2.2 % for all countries and 2.7 % for countries in the disinflation process. The
CNB is close to the latter value when looking at the inflation targeting period as a whole (that
includes both a sub-period of disinflation and the time of flat inflation targets), and exactly at
the former value when looking at the more advanced headline inflation targeting period only.
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Bulíř, et al. (2007) analysed a sample of countries covering Chile, Czech Republic,
Hungary, Poland, Thailand and Sweden. They found out that these countries had been outside
the target range 57 % of the time, i.e. about as frequently as the Czech Republic alone. In
some countries, the results were skewed towards inflation target overshooting (e.g. in
Hungary), while in other countries (Czech Republic, Poland, Sweden) towards target
undershooting. Overall, the Czech experience thus resembles that of other countries that have
used the inflation targeting regime to achieve disinflation, even though it is somewhat specific
(but not unique) as regards its average undershooting of the targets.
Holub and Hurník (2008) also pointed out to the average negative output gap under the
Czech inflation targeting period, as well as to the relatively pronounced swings in the business
cycle. They emphasised that the episodes of widening of a negative output gap in 1998-99
and 2002-03 coincided with periods of a substantial inflation target undershooting, while the
more recent period, which is relatively successful in term of meeting the inflation targets on
average, also saw the GDP returning to its equilibrium on average. More recently, the
overshooting of the inflation target in 2007-08 coincided with a positive output gap.
The time dimension of difficulties with the achievement of inflation targets in the
Czech Republic, as well as their coincidence with the large output gap episodes, stands out
very clearly, if one replicates and updates the “loss-function approach” applied by Kotlán
and Navrátil (2003). Figure 15 shows the hypothetical values of a standard quadratic central
bank loss functions which weighs the deviation of inflation from targets7 and the estimated
output gap. As a robustness check, three different pairs of weights of the two policy objectives
are considered. At the same, two alternative estimates of the output gap are used (an estimate
using the structural Kalman filter (KF) and an estimate applying the Hodrick-Prescott filter
(HP); see Figure 6 in section II above).
7

I consider only deviations from the officially announced CNB’s targets, while Kotlán and Navrátil (2003)
considered also deviations from an assumed long-run inflation target.
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Figure 15: Hypothetical Loss Function Values
Alternative output gap estimates
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Note: The weights are 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3 on inflation, and 2/3, 1/2 and 1/3 on the output gap,
respectively. KF = output gap from the Kalman filter; HP = Hodrick-Prescott filter.
It is apparent that the years 1998-99, 2002-03 and 2008-09 stand out as the least
successful periods of the Czech inflation targeting, at least from the point of view of
achieving the inflation targets and stabilising the economy close to the potential. On the other
hand, the years 2000-01 and 2004-07 were fairly successful. This outcome is largely
independent of the chosen weights in the loss function, as the periods of large inflation target
undershooting/overshooting and subdued/overheated economy largely coincided. The
conclusion also does not depend much on the estimation technique of the output gap.
Given the clear time concentration of problems, it is reasonable to focus the attention
on the three least successful episodes. The earlier literature has identified a set of factors
responsible for the inflation target undershooting in the former two periods (see e.g. Kotlán
and Navrátil, 2003; Geršl and Holub, 2006), while the target overshooting in the last one has
so far remained largely unexplored by the academic research.8 This set of factors includes
falling food prices (both undershooting periods), low oil prices (both periods), a pause in price
8

The CNB attributed the inflation target overshooting in that period to a combination of domestic and global
one-off price shocks, which moreover hit the economy at the top of its business cycle. The shocks were
associated with hikes in indirect taxes and regulated prices as well as with jumps in global oil and food prices.
On the other hand, the exchange rate, which was strongly appreciating from late-2007 till late-2008, played a
stabilizing role both for the inflation and real economy in that period. This may alter the assessment of the
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deregulations (2002-03), fiscal and monetary restrictions (1998-99), a slowdown in economic
growth in the EU (2002-03), and exchange rate appreciation (both periods). To compare,
the CNB in its Inflation Reports ascribed the target undershooting in 1998-99 above all to
food prices, and also to weak domestic demand, exchange rate appreciation, and low oil prices
in 1998. In 2002-03 the CNB pointed out to the anti-inflationary impact of regulated prices,
food prices, exchange rate appreciation and foreign economic developments.
A clear disadvantage of the above mentioned papers is that, except for the CNB’s
Inflation Reports, there is no quantification of the relative importance of the individual
factors. At the same time, all these analyses do not properly account for the potential
endogenous links between the individual factors.
The paper Holub and Hurník (2008), which is included in this habilitation thesis, claims
that the exchange rate appreciation was the main common macroeconomic factor for both the
two periods of inflation target undershooting and negative output gap. In a footnote, the
authors state that the exchange rate shocks account in the medium run roughly for 30 % of the
“inflation gap’s” variance according to a VAR-based variance decomposition. The other
explanatory variables also turn out as statistically significant in some econometric tests, but
their economic significance is smaller compared to the exchange rate. Nevertheless, this
analysis is not presented in full detail in the paper due to space limitations.
This shortcoming is nevertheless addressed in Holub (2008), which also forms a part of
this habilitation thesis, and is thus a very useful complement to Holub and Hurník (2008). Let
me explain the analysis of Holub (2008) in greater detail here. The main variable in focus is
the deviation of inflation from the CNB’s targets. The other analysed variables correspond to
the earlier literature, as they include the real exchange rate, agricultural commodity prices, oil
prices in USD, foreign (represented by trade-weighted euro area) output gap, domestic output
relative importance of the individual shock in comparison with the first ten years of inflation targeting which are
analysed here. I leave this as a subject for future research, though.
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gap, and domestic (3-month) real interest rates. All the data are used in quarterly frequency
and cover the first ten years of inflation targeting, i.e. the period from the first quarter of 1998
till the last quarter of 2007. They are expressed as deviations from estimated equilibrium (or
trend) levels, as the main analysed variable – i.e. the deviations of inflation from targets –
may be also viewed as the deviations of inflation from its equilibrium. For agricultural and oil
prices, the equilibrium was estimated as a simple Hodrick-Prescott (HP) trend. For the real
exchange rate gap, real interest rate gap, and domestic and foreign output gap, the equilibrium
was estimated using two alternative techniques as a robustness check. The first one was the
structural Kalman filter (KF), as applied in the CNB’s analyses and forecasts (see Beneš and
N’Diaye, 2003), the second one was the HP trend.9
To test the statistical significance of the individual factors in explaining the deviations
of inflation from targets, the paper Holub (2008) first used simple pair-wise cross-correlation
tests and Granger causality tests. The conclusion was that all of the above-described
explanatory variables had a statistically significant and in the majority of cases economically
intuitive correlation with the deviations of inflation from the target with a time lag ranging
from zero (for agricultural producer prices) up to ten quarters (for foreign output gap).
As regards the real exchange rate, the time lag amounted to three quarters; in the event of real
interest rate gap it reached 0-2 quarters (depending on the method of estimation). The only
surprising outcome was a long lag and the sign attached to the foreign output gap, which runs
counter to the economic intuition, indicating that the observed correlation may be spurious
rather than reflecting a true causal relationship.

9

Another difference is also in the definition of the real domestic interest rate gap. In the Kalman filter estimates,
inflation expectations are assumed to be partly forward-looking. In the HP estimates, inflation expectations are
assumed to be fully backward-looking.
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At the same time, all of the explanatory variables, with the exception of agricultural
producer prices10 and the real interest rate gap estimated using the HP Filter, were found to
Granger-cause the deviations of inflation from the target at least at the 10-percent significance
level, usually with a time lag of 1-2 quarters (only with the foreign output gap the time lag
would extend to 10 quarters, in line with the correlation analysis, making this relationship
hard to interpret). These results, therefore, justify further research of the causal links between
those variables and the deviations of inflation from the target.
Holub (2008) also investigated the reverse correlation and causality going from inflation
to the other variables. The reverse causality was statistically significant at least at the 10%
level almost for all variables. In the case of foreign output gap and oil prices, which can be
deemed as purely exogenous factors for a small open economy, this conclusion is not
intuitive. For the oil prices, it can be presumed – in view of the small time lag – that the
reverse causality represents a co-incidence of both variables rather than any causal
relationship. For the foreign output gap, the causality is most probably spurious. In the case of
domestic variables, however, the reverse causality is not surprising and confirms the opinion
expressed above that a number of factors used in the previous literature to explain deviations
of inflation from the CNB’s targets is in reality of an endogenous nature, which needs to be
considered in the analysis.
To account for the possible endogenous nature of the “explanatory” variables when
assessing the contribution of individual factors to the deviations of inflation from targets,
Holub (2008) estimated two VAR models. Another advantage of the VARs is that they are
able to identify not only the statistical significance of the individual factors by generating the
impulse responses with confidence intervals, but also to analyse the economic significance via
the variance decomposition.
10

The statistical insignificance of prices of agricultural producers has probably resulted from the fact that the
relationship – according to the performed correlation analyses – was a contemporaneous one, which cannot be
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Both the two VAR models can be represented by the following general form:

Yt = aLYt + ν t

(4)

Yt = [ea _ gapt , poil _ gapt , er _ gapt , agp _ gapt , gdp _ gapt , pi _ gapt , ir _ gapt ] , (5)
where ea_gap denotes the foreign output gap, poil_gap the oil price gap, er_gap the real
exchange rate gap, agp_gap the agricultural commodity price gap, gdp_gap the domestic
output gap, pi_gap the deviations of inflation from targets, ir_gap the real interest rate gap,
ν t the vector of residuals, and L the lag operator. The two models differ only in the use of the

Kalman filter or HP filter in estimating the foreign and domestic output gaps, real exchange
rate gap and real interest rate gap.
In line with the common practice, the shocks to individual variables were identified
using the Choleski decomposition with the variables ordered as in (5). This ordering is rather
standard and reflects the view about the transmission mechanism of shocks in a small open
economy with the inflation targeting regime. It implies an implicit assumption that the shock
to foreign variables (ea_gap and poil_gap) may have an immediate impact on the exchange
rate, but not vice versa. The exchange rate together with the agricultural commodity prices
and the output gap may contemporaneously affect the deviations of inflation from targets, but
not the other way round. The monetary policy under the inflation targeting framework
responds by changing the interest rates, taking into account all the available information. The
lag length in the VAR was set to two quarters, reflecting the short available time series and
the results of standard econometric tests.11
The statistical significance of individual factors is analysed in Figures 16 and 17, which
show the impulse responses of the inflation’s deviations from targets to various shocks.

captured by the Granger causality test.
11
The Schwarz criterion would lead to the preference of a one-quarter lag, while the Akaike information
criterion would imply preference for a lag-length exceeding two quarters, which would however imply
difficulties with the short available time series. In this situation, I chose the two-quarter lag as a realistic
compromise, testing the robustness of results to the choice of a shorter time lag, which turned out satisfactory.
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Figure 16 presents the results for the VAR with Kalman-filtered variables, while Figure 17
relates to the HP-filtered variables. Some conclusions are the same for both estimates. The
shocks to agricultural commodity prices are statistically significant for short time lags, but
their impact gradually decreases and becomes insignificant. The shocks to the real exchange
rate have a statistically significant impact, which peaks after 4-5 quarters. The relative passthrough of real exchange shocks to inflation reaches 28-38 %, which broadly corresponds to
the findings of some previous studies (see e.g. Babetskaia, 2007). This relatively strong passthrough confirms the importance of exchange rate shocks for the fulfilment of inflation targets
in the Czech Republic. The two models also agree on the fact that the foreign demand shocks
do not have a statistically significant impact on the deviations of inflation from targets. These
conclusions can thus be viewed as fairly robust.
Figure 16: Impulse Responses of Deviations of Inflation from Targets to Shocks (KF)
Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations ± 2 S.E.
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Figure 17: Impulse Responses of Deviations of Inflation from Targets to Shocks (HP)
Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations ± 2 S.E.
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There are, however, also some differences between the two estimates, suggesting
caution when interpreting the results. The model using the HP-filtered variables identified as
statistically significant in the short run shocks to the oil prices, but the model with Kalmanfiltered variables did not. The same is true on the medium-term horizon for the shocks to the
domestic output gap, which is somewhat surprising, as the Kalman filter estimate should
reflect the link between the output gap and inflation in a better was than the HP filter. The last
apparent difference emerged for the impact of real interest rates, which turned out statistically
significant in both estimates, but with surprisingly short time lags of 2-3 quarters and with an
opposite sign in the two estimates (an intuitive one for the Kalman-filtered variables
and a counter-intuitive one for the HP-filtered variables). This problem is probably a result of
the general difficulties with measuring real interest rates (forward-looking vs. backwardlooking inflation expectations), as well as with identifying the monetary transmission using
the VAR models (see e.g. Arnoštová and Hurník (2005) and the references therein).
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I also examined the impulse responses of the output gap to the individual shocks and
found out that in both models, the only two statistically significant variables were the real
exchange rate and agricultural commodity prices. Both an exchange rate overvaluation and an
increase of the agricultural commodity prices above their trend lead to a negative output gap,
with a maximum impact after 5-6 quarters. The output gap elasticity with respect to the real
exchange rate shocks is 13-20 %. This confirms the importance of exchange rate shocks for
the Czech business cycle.
The economic significance of the individual factors can be judged from Figures 18 and
19, which present the variance decomposition of the deviations of inflation from targets. In
the short-run, the most important factor (apart from shocks to inflation itself) are the shocks to
agricultural commodity prices and in the VAR with HP-filtered variables also the shocks to
oil prices. Their impact, however, gets weaker over time. The shocks to the real interest rates
account for about 15 % of the total variability of inflation around the target on the horizon of
2-4 quarters, and this impact is at the edge of statistical significance. However, on the time
horizon exceeding one year the shocks to the real exchange rate gap become the most
important factor with a statistically significant contribution of more than 35 %. In the model
with HP-filtered variables, the impact of domestic output gap shocks becomes marginally
statistically significant on the horizon exceeding 6 quarters, too, but this conclusion does not
hold in the estimate relying on the Kalman-filtered variables.
The real exchange rate shocks are also the most important medium-term factor in
explaining the domestic out gap variability if the Kalman-filtered output gap estimate is used,
accounting for more than 45 % of its variance on the horizon of 4 quarters. Another
statistically significant factor are the agricultural commodity prices, which are however less
important economically. In the VAR model using the HP-filtered variables, the relative
importance of the two variables gets reversed. This finding is somewhat surprising, as one
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would expect the exchange rate to play a more important role than the agricultural prices, but
it does not appear robust to alternative model specification (different leg-length, ordering of
the variables, etc.).
Figure 18: Variance Decomposition of Deviations of Inflation from Targets (KF)
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Figure 19: Variance Decomposition of Deviations of Inflation from Targets (HP)
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To conclude this part of the text, the analyses presented in Holub (2008) confirm the
intuitive view expressed in Holub and Hurník (2008) that the exchange rate shocks played a
key role during the first ten years of the Czech inflation targeting regime. This corresponds to
the fact that the most pronounced undershooting of the inflation targets took place in 1998-99
and 2002-03, after a sharp appreciation of the exchange rate (roughly by 8 % against the
DEM and 15 % against the EUR in the two periods, respectively). Another clearly important
factor, especially in the short run, is the shocks to agricultural commodity prices. These were
falling in the two periods of inflation target undershooting, too, and contributed significantly
also to the first major overshooting of the inflation targets from late-2007 till late-2008. The
evidence regarding the other factors is somewhat mixed, and they probably played only
a secondary role for the inflation targeting outcomes.
Unfortunately, though, the applied methodology allows us to study only the evolution of
the departures from inflation targets over time and their main factors, but not the reasons for
the average inflation target undershooting in the first ten years of Czech inflation targeting. It
is of course possible that some of the shocks were skewed to the down-side during the ten
year period. For example, it cannot be excluded that the exchange rate deviations from
equilibrium were biased towards overvaluation, possibly due to the continuous foreign capital
inflows into the Czech Republic and/or the co-ordinating impact of the long-run real
appreciation trend on market expectations, inviting one-way exchange rate bets (see sections
II and III above). But the way in which the analysed exchange rate gap were estimated both
with the Kalman filter and HP filter does not allow taking such a possibility into account, as
the estimated real exchange rate gap is by definition broadly symmetric around zero. The
same applies also to the other factors affecting the deviations of inflation from targets. This
issue of asymmetry thus remains open for further research using alternative analytical
techniques.
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A further issue which is analysed in detail in Holub and Hurník (2008) is to what extent
the Czech inflation targeting regime has been successful in anchoring the inflation
expectations close to the CNB’s targets. Anchored inflation expectations signal that the
central bank has been successful in committing itself to low inflation. To establish such a
commitment was actually the key ambition when the Czech inflation targeting was introduced
in late-1997 (see section II). In addition, stable inflation expectations make it easier for the
central bank to achieve its policy goals of stable inflation and output, improving the trade-off
between these two.
Some basic descriptive statistics of the inflation expectations’ evolution based on the
CNB’s quantitative survey among financial market analysts, firms and households are
presented in Figure 20. As can be seen, inflation expectations of all the groups of economic
agents – with the exception of households in the 3-year-ahead horizon – have on average been
close to the announced inflation targets, in contrast to the actual inflation. The root mean
square error (RMSE) of the expectations’ deviations from the inflation targets have also been
much smaller compared to the actual deviations of inflation from targets, again with the
exception of households.
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Figure 20: Deviations of Actual and Expected Inflation from the CNB’s Targets

As regards the household expectations, Holub and Hurník (2008) also looked at an
alternative, qualitative survey carried out by the European Commission. They concluded that
this survey supported the finding that household expectations had been anchored by the
inflation targeting regime less strongly than the expectations of analysts and firms, but
perhaps somewhat more strongly than the CNB’s own survey indicates.
Furthermore, Holub and Hurník (2008) analysed the expectations formation for the oneyear-ahead horizon more rigorously using a VAR-based approach. Concerning the market
analysts’ expectations, they found out that only the responses to food prices and exchange rate
shocks seemed to be statistically significant, and these were thus probably viewed as crucial
determinants of the overall inflation. Similarly, firms’ expectations were also significantly
affected by food price shocks, while the impact of exchange rate shocks was significant, too,
but only on the margin. This is consistent with the evidence provided in this introductory
essay of my habilitation thesis, as well as in Holub (2008), which shows that the exchange
rate and agricultural commodity prices are the two significant determinants of the actual
inflation’s deviations from the CNB’s targets. From this point of view, the inflation
expectations of analysts and firms thus appear to be at least partly rational. Nevertheless, the
variance decomposition of expectations gives a more prominent role to food prices than to the
exchange rate shocks, while the variance decomposition of the actual inflation puts more
emphasis on the exchange rate.
Another finding of Holub and Hurník (2008) is that even though the expectations of
analysts and firms follow the direction of the shocks, the responses are rather weak. This
supports the conclusion that inflation expectations of these two groups of economic agents
have been anchored quite well by the inflation targeting regime, even though they have
naturally been responding to some limited extent to the major inflationary shocks. As regards
the expectations of households, the story is an ambiguous one. All the responses go in the
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intuitive direction and their magnitudes are relatively high, even though still smaller than the
responses of the actual inflation. Nonetheless, they are evaluated as statistically insignificant,
which may be caused either by the generally higher volatility of households’ expectations
or by the fact that there is another unobserved factor that drives these expectations.
To sum up, the analysis of Holub and Hurník (2008) confirms the important role
of exchange rate and food price shocks for the inflation expectations’ formation in the Czech
Republic, but at the same time highlights the success of inflation targeting in anchoring the
expectations of financial market analysts and the corporate sector close to the inflation targets.

V. Exchange Rate Management under the Czech Inflation Targeting Regime
Given the important role of exchange rate shocks for the inflation targeting outcomes,
as highlighted in the previous section, it is no wonder that one of the crucial policy issues
in the Czech Republic has been the appropriate degree of exchange rate management. This
is the subject of Holub (2005) as well as of Geršl and Holub (2006), which are the last two
papers included in this habilitation thesis.12
Officially, the exchange rate regime has been managed floating since May-1997, when
the CNB was forced to abandon the previous pegged exchange rate arrangement. In line with
that, the CNB occasionally intervened in the foreign exchange market in the earlier years
of inflation targeting regime in order to influence the exchange rate. There are three
distinctive features of these interventions, which are all graphically illustrated in Figure 21.
First, they went almost exclusively in the direction of purchasing foreign currencies in order
to slow down an appreciation of the CZK. Second, they were concentrated into three periods
with no interventions between these. The three periods were: (i) February 1998 - July 1998;
(ii) October 1999 - March 2000; and (iii) October 2001 - September 2002. Third, there have
12

A working paper version of these two articles is Holub (2004), which however did not include the econometric
analysis of the interventions effectiveness included in Geršl and Holub (2006).
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been no interventions since late-2002, meaning that the Czech exchange rate regime has got
closer to a de facto free floating in the more advanced stage of the inflation targeting regime.
Figure 21: Foreign Exchange Interventions of the CNB
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Besides the direct interventions in foreign exchange market a special account for the
government’s foreign exchange privatisation revenues was established at the CNB in early2000, intended to reduce the exchange rate impact of large privatisation sales. This
mechanism was further strengthened by an agreement between the CNB and the government
in January 2002, which kept all of the government’s foreign exchange revenues out of the
market mainly by their direct purchases into the CNB’s foreign exchange reserves (altogether
over EUR 5 billion). The mechanism was once again reviewed in April 2008, and this time
has covered also the inflows of structural and cohesion funds, which have been gradually
gaining importance since the EU entry in 2004.
The papers by Holub (2005) and by Geršl and Holub (2006) address three key issues
related to the exchange rate management under the Czech inflation targeting. The first one,
which is covered in both papers to a various degree, is the effectiveness of direct foreign
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exchange interventions. The second one, covered by Geršl and Holub (2006), is the
consistency of interventions with the inflation targeting framework. The last issue, discussed
in Holub (2005), is the sterilisation costs associated with an accumulation of foreign exchange
reserves.
While the two papers are primarily country case studies, they have also a higher
ambition to contribute to the growing international literature on managed floating
in combination with the inflation targeting framework and on the effectiveness of foreign
exchange interventions in emerging market economies. These are the aspects that I will focus
on in this introductory essay of my habilitation thesis. A reason for this focus is the fact that
unlike in the previous parts of this essay, there is not much scope to update or extend
the findings of the original published papers given that the CNB has carried out no foreign
exchange interventions in recent years.
The standard theory of inflation targeting (see e.g. Svensson, 2000) typically implicitly
assumes or sometimes even explicitly recommends freely floating exchange rates.13 The
foreign exchange interventions are often viewed as ineffective in small open economies with
liberalised capital flows, and/or as potentially conflicting with the inflation targeting
framework. The only monetary policy instrument that a central bank has according to
the inflation targeting literature is its short-term interest rates. To the extent that the exchange
rate fluctuations influence the targeted inflation rate and the output gap, interest rate changes
are used to respond to exchange rate shocks. The exchange rate is, of course, also an
important element of the monetary policy transmission in small open economies.
Nevertheless, some authors started to argue in favour of managing the floating exchange
rate as part of the inflation targeting regime at the beginning of this decade (Bofinger and

13

Nevertheless, the use of foreign exchange interventions has been proposed by McCallum (2000, 2001) and
Svensson (2001) as a way out of a liquidity trap. This recommendation has become topical in 2008-09 as many
of the leading central banks have resorted to unconventional monetary policy measures. Among these, the Swiss
National Bank has started to use foreign exchange intervention to depreciate its currency since 12 March 2009.
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Wollmershaeuser, 2001; Goldstein, 2002; Truman, 2003). It has been proposed that foreign
exchange interventions could reduce a major source of shocks that small open economies
face, i.e. excessive exchange rate volatility, and thus lead to a more favourable trade-off
between stable inflation and real economic activity. This would improve the overall
performance of the inflation targeting framework.
This debate is clearly relevant in practice. In Figure 22, I illustrate the distribution of the
exchange rate regimes in the inflation targeting countries according to the IMF’s de facto
classification from April 2008. As can be seen, the independent floating is the most common
de facto exchange rate regime among these countries, but managed floating is also applied in
many countries.14 One country even operated a pegged exchange rate regime under its
inflation targeting framework in 2008.15
Figure 22: Exchange Rate Regimes of Inflation Targeting Countries
Pegged
exchange rate
with a band; 1

Managed
floating; 10

Independent
floating; 19

Source: IMF, De Facto Classification of Exchange Rate Regimes and Monetary Policy
Frameworks, April 2008.
At the same time, looking at the actual practice, one may find out that the use of foreign
exchange interventions is more common than the IMF’s classification suggests. This is
14

Note that the Czech regime was classified as a de facto independent floating for the first time in April 2008.
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illustrated in Figure 23, showing that more than two thirds of the inflation targeting central
banks do in fact use interventions at least occasionally, while truly independent floating is
applied in less than one third of the inflation targeting countries.
Figure 23: Actual Use of FX Interventions by Inflation Targeting Countries
No
6

Yes
24

Source: IMF, national central banks; own analysis
More details on the exchange rate regimes and the actual FX intervention practice of the
inflation targeting central banks are provided in Table 6. As can be seen, the inflation
targeting countries that do use foreign exchange interventions or other forms of foreign
exchange operations on their own account can be found in all continents, even though the
largest build-up in the FX reserves is traditionally observed in South-East Asian economies.
There is some broad tendency of advanced inflation targeters to use the interventions less
actively in comparison with the newcomers to the club, but there are exceptions to this rule as
well. Such an exception is for example the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, a pioneer of the
inflation targeting framework, which was given a new mandate to use direct foreign exchange
interventions as a monetary policy instrument under pre-specified conditions in March 2004,

15

This country was Slovakia participating in the ERM II, which has introduced euro in 2009, and is thus no
more an inflation targeting country with a separate legal tender.
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and first applied this mandate in 2007. Moreover, the use of interventions has become more
common during the financial and economic crisis in 2007-09.
Table 6: FX Interventions by Inflation Targeting Countries – A Survey
Exchange rate regime FX interventions (Y/N)
Albania
Australia

IF
IF

Y
Y

Brazil

IF

Y

Canada

IF

N

Chile

IF

Y

Colombia

MF

Y

Czech Republic

MF

Y

Ghana

MF

Y

Guatemala

MF

Y

Hungary
Iceland

MF
IF

Y
Y(?)

Indonesia

MF

Y

Israel

IF

Y

Mexico

IF

N

New Zealand
Norway

IF
IF

Y
N

Peru

MF

Y

Philippines

IF

Y

Poland

IF

N/Y

Romania

MF

Y

Serbia

MF

Y

Slovakia
South Africa

PB
IF

Y
N

South Korea

IF

Y

Sweden
Switzerland

IF
IF

N
N/Y

Thailand

MF

Y

Turkey

IF

Y

United Kingdom

IF

N

Notes
Regulation no 75 "The procedure of intervention of Bank of Albania in the domestic foreign
exchange market", entered into force 11.10.2006. Fairly transparent.
Interventions quite frequent; moving in cycles; net purchases from March 2002 onwards;
during 2006/07 not intended to influence the overall level of exchange rate.
Central bank allowed to intervene to smooth excessive exchange-rate volatility and to build
up reserves; large build-up in reserves in 2006-07. October 2008: established discount
window and loans in foreign currency.
BoC may intervene on behalf of the government; interventions quite frequent till Sept.
1998; since 1995 internal rules; new strategy since 1998, but not tested in practice.
Crawling per till 1999; two intervention episodes in 2001 and 2002; relatively transparent.
Interventions using FX options to maintain adequate reserves, to limit excessive volatility
in the short term, and to moderate excessive swings that could jeopardise the
achievement of inflation targets; rule-based approach.
Three intervention periods: (i) February 1998 - July 1998; (ii) October 1999 - March 2000;
and (iii) October 2001 - September 2002; no interventions since 2002; aggreement with
the government on its FX revenues.
Managed floating with no predetermined path of the exchange rate (little further
information was found).
A rule for participation in the market to moderate the volatility of the nominal exchange
rate, without affecting its tendency; a rule based on reference exchange rate moving
averages and on exchange rate fluctuation margins.
±15 % fluctuation band, abolished in early-2008.
Interventions employed only if the Central Bank considers this necessary in order to
promote its inflation target or sees exchange rate fluctuations as a potential threat to
financial stability (little further information was found).
Central bank may intervene to maintain stability of the exchange rate; interventions viewed
as one of the monetary policy instruments; increasing net FX assests in recent past, but a
substantial drop during the financial crisis in 2008 (esp. in Oct 2008). Imposed some
Adopted a strategy of no direct intervention in June 1997. However, on 20 March 2008 the
BoI announced a program to increase the level of the reserves by about $10 billion over a
two-year period, by buying about $25 million per day in the market. BoI pushing to weaken
the shekel via FX interventions since the middle of 2008.
Decided at the end of 1994 that the exchange rate would be determined by market forces;
discretionary interventions in 1995 and 1998; a rule-based mechanism to reduce the buildup in reserves.
New mandate to use interventions since March 2004; clarified rules; first used in 2007.
Norges Bank has the capacity to intervene in the foreign exchange market, but normally
the Bank will not use interventions; no interventions since January 1999.
Intervenes in the exchange market to prevent excessive volatility in the exchange rate, to
soften its changes and strengthen reserves.
Interventions to ensure orderly market conditions and to limit sharp exchange rate
fluctuations; increasing net FX reserves.
Pure floating since April 2000. NBP reserves, however, the right to intervene if it deems
this necessary in order to achieve the inflation target. Sales of EU funds in the market in
spring 2009 to reduce depreciation pressures.
Interventions in the early phase of inflation targeting; policy of non-intervention in the
foreign exchange market adopted in October 2005; interventions in October 2008.
The NBS is committed to pursue a flexible FX regime; it will gradually withdraw from its
operations with FX bureaus, reduce its presence in the FX market and implement a new
system of infrequent FX interventions through other market players.
Participated in the ERM II; occassional interventions; euro adoption in 2009.
Operations directed towards gradually strengthening the reserves started in March 2003;
may from time to time smooth the execution of one-off large transactions in the market;
interventions to manage the exchange rate not conducted.
Intervenes when necessary to counter disorderly conditions in the market and to achieve
foreign exchange market stabilisation; interventions quite frequent; growing trend in
reserves; aggresive interventions during the financial crisis in 2008 (in Oct 08 alone, the
FX reserves fell by USD 24.7 bn; interventions in early March 2009).
One intervention in June 2001, otherwise rarely; clarified intervention rules.
Reserves the right to intervene. Interventions against CHF started on 12 March 09
(unconventional monetary policy).
Intervenes as conditions require in a manner consistent with the inflation targeting;
interventions to achieve a tolarable level of volatility and to maintain competitiveness.
Daily auctions to build up reserves; inteventions in case of excess volatility; not too
frequent.
Free floating after the EMS crisis in 1992-93; reserves the right to intervene.

Source: IMF; central bank web sites; BIS (2005)
Note: IF = independent floating; MF = managed floating; PB = peg with a band. In some
cases it is difficult to get enough of up-to-date information on FX interventions, as the
transparency standards in this sphere differ significantly across countries.
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All in all, the practice of the inflation targeting central banks does not deviate
substantially from the “fear of floating” proposition of Calvo and Reinhart (2000) and from
their observation that the actual practice often deviates from the generally applied exchange
rate regime classification, typically in the direction of a more active exchange rate
management than declared. The Czech Republic with its managed floating exchange rate
(even though now de facto classified by the IMF as independent floating – see footnote 14)
therefore does not stand out as an outlier among the inflation targeting central banks, and its
experience can thus be relevant for many other countries, too.
The use of the foreign exchange interventions under inflation targeting faces at least
three key challenges. First, there is a lack of general consensus on the effectiveness of foreign
exchange interventions in terms of influencing the exchange rate and/or its volatility. The
survey of literature provided in Geršl and Holub (2006) shows that overall the results of
available empirically studies are inconclusive. It is true that with the availability of new data
sources and econometric methods the outcomes of empirical analyses have on balance
become more positive since the 1990s compared to the 1980s or the earlier papers
(see e.g. Dominguez and Frankel, 1993; Reitz, 2002; Fatum and Hutchison, 2003; Kearns
and Rigobon, 2005; Ito 2003). However, in some cases the statistically significant outcome
does not imply an economically significant (i.e. sufficiently strong and predictable) impact
of interventions on the exchange rate. At the same time, some authors have suggested that
the interventions’ effectiveness may be greater in emerging market economies compared with
the advanced countries the data on which was typically used in the past empirical analyses
(Canales-Kriljenko, 2003). The evidence in this respect is, nevertheless, still relatively scarce,
even though growing rapidly over time.
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In relation to this, let me focus here on the available evidence concerning the
effectiveness of interventions in the Czech Republic, which has become more extensive since
the papers by Holub (2005) and Geršl and Holub (2006) were written.16
Disyatat and Galati (2005) was one of the first econometric studies focusing on the
Czech experience, and in particular on the 2001-02 episode.17 Using official statistics
on foreign exchange interventions of the CNB in conjunction with options market data
the authors found out that central bank intervention had some (weakly) statistically significant
impact on the spot rate and the risk reversal, but that this impact was small. They found
no evidence, however, of the interventions’ effect on short-term exchange rate volatility.
Holub (2005), as well as Geršl and Holub (2006), i.e. the papers included in this
habilitation thesis, provide some stylised facts on the interventions’ effectiveness during the
whole inflation targeting period. The two papers conclude that in some cases the interventions
seem to have had a visible immediate impact on the exchange rate lasting up to two or three
months. In some other situations, though, the impact was much less clear, weak and nonlasting. At the same time, no particular effective intervention strategy (e.g. open vs. hidden;
large vs. smaller etc.) could be identified at first sight. Moreover, even many of the
“successful” interventions were not able to prevent relatively prolonged periods of exchange
rate overvaluation in 1998 or in 2002. In Geršl and Holub (2006), the authors also use a more
rigorous econometric model to study the latest intervention period of 2001-02 in greater
detail. Even though they find some evidence that the interventions had a statistically
significant impact on the exchange rate, it seems to have been quite short-lived and of little
16

There is also some empirical evidence on the motives for the CNB’s interventions, which comes partly as
a by-product of the studies focusing on the interventions‘ effectiveness (see Disyatat and Galati, 2005; Geršl and
Holub, 2006; Geršl 2006), and partly as self-standing papers (Horváth, 2007; de Mello, et al., 2008). The typical
conclusion is that interventions occur predominantly to reduce exchange-rate volatility and/or the degree of
exchange rate misalignment (too rapid appreciation). Horváth (2007) also found out that the inflation targeting
regime was an important constraint on FX intervention activity. More specifically, the more inflation and output
was above their targeted values, the less likely the CNB was to intervene against the domestic currency.
In de Mello, et al., 2008, the interventions were found to be contemporaneously interrelated with monetary
policy in the Czech Republic.
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economic relevance. The authors also find out that the interventions contributed to an
increased (conditional) volatility of the exchange rate, but only to a limited extent.
Geršl (2006) concluded – using a structural econometric model – that the interventions
conducted by the CNB in 2001-02 had only a minor, short-term, non-lasting effect on the
exchange rate. On the other hand, his analysis shows that interventions contributed to
increased volatility, both conditional and implied, and this holds true for longer horizons
as well. Thus, the interventions might have been effective in the medium term through raising
the two-sided risk in the market. This channel of interventions’ transmission into
the exchange rate is, however, not consistent with the proclaimed goal of many central banks
(see also the Table 6 above), including the CNB, and with the theoretical literature
on managed floating suggesting that the interventions are aimed mainly at reducing
fundamentally unjustified exchange rate volatility under the inflation targeting framework.
Using the event study approach Geršl (2006) also suggested that no particular intervention
strategy made intervention more successful in terms of moving the exchange rate towards
more depreciated levels within one day. He mentions, though, that at the 10% level of
significance the amount of intervention might have contributed to their success, while
conducting interventions in an undisclosed manner actually made them less effective.
Scalia (2008) estimated a two-equation system of the CZK/EUR exchange rate
and order flow at hourly frequency within the framework of Evans-Lyons (JME 2002),
focusing on the CNB’s interventions activity in the second half of 2002. He found
a significant impact of order flow on the exchange rate, equal on average to 7.6 basis points
per EUR 10 million, of which 80 per cent persisted throughout the day. Moreover, the news
on intervention increased the price impact of order flow by 3.9 basis points per 10 million
EUR, consistently with the notion of interventions’ efficacy in the short-term. While
the author acknowledges that the chosen methodology does not allow tackling the issue
17

The journal version of this paper is Disyatat and Galati (2007).
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of the long-run efficacy of foreign exchange intervention, he gives arguments why
the interventions could be effective even in a longer-term horizon, which is obviously more
relevant for the policy-makers.
Another paper that is quite positive regarding the interventions’ effectiveness is Égert
and Komárek (2006). This paper studies the exchange rate impact of interventions in the
period from 1997 to 2002. It applies the event study methodology extended with official
interest rate moves and a variety of GARCH models. The authors concluded that FX
interventions, especially koruna purchases, had been relatively ineffective from 1997 to mid1998, but from mid-1998 to 2002, the koruna sales turned out to be effective in smoothing
the path of the exchange rate for up to 60 days. At the same time, they stated that FX
interventions combined with interest rate changes tended to generate more exchange rate
volatility for 30-60 days. Based on the event study approach, they also stressed
the coordination of interventions and interest rate policies as an important precondition for
the effectiveness of policy measures. In particular, they stated that the intervention episodes
excluding changes in key policy rates seemed to be ineffective from a statistical viewpoint,
and the same conclusion could be drawn for interest rate events cleaned from the effects
of FX interventions, suggesting that more satisfactory outcomes could be obtained when
interest and FX intervention policies were coordinated rather than when they were relied
on separately.
To sum up, the evidence on the effectiveness of foreign exchange interventions in the
Czech Republic is quite mixed. While all the studies do find a statistically significant impact
of interventions on the exchange rate level and/or volatility, in some studies this effect is quite
weak, short lived, and thus economically insignificant. In any case, the link between this
policy instrument and its effects is much less clear than for the interest rates, which makes its
use as a systematic monetary policy tool under the inflation targeting framework quite
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challenging. As mentioned in Holub and Geršl (2006), there may be a risk that the lack of
apparent effectiveness of this instrument in some periods may have a negative impact on the
credibility of the overall monetary policy framework, as the central bank’s actions would not
deliver the desired outcome. Perhaps even more importantly, the attempt to use the possibly
ineffective instrument may delay the central bank response using the potentially more
effective instrument consistent with the inflation targeting framework, i.e. the interest rates.
This may cause problems in terms of the inflation targets achievement, and thus undermine
the credibility even further. With the benefit of hindsight, the CNB was indeed slow to react
with its interest rates to the exchange rate appreciation episodes of 1998 and 2001-2002,
which then resulted in the prolonged periods of inflation target undershooting and subdued
economic performance (see section IV above). One of the factors which contributed to this
delayed response might have been the use of foreign exchange interventions as the first line of
defence, but with little apparent success.
The second challenge that a central bank may face when trying to use the interventions
is how to make them consistent with the overall monetary policy framework of inflation
targeting. The authors who propose supplementing inflation targeting with managed floating
(e.g. Bofinger and Wollmershaeuser, 2001; Goldstein, 2002; Truman, 2003) assume implicitly
that this can be done quite easily, without adverse consequences for the credibility
of the monetary policy framework. Nonetheless, there is abundant experience showing that
trying to “chase two rabbits” with monetary policy can be very harmful for credibility,
and this possibility can not be dismissed simply by claiming that this danger does not apply
to managed floating under which no exchange rate goal is announced.
To avoid the potential problems, several central banks have made attempts to clarify the
rules under which the interventions may (or may not) take place under the inflation targeting
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regime. Such rules have been published for example in Chile, Sweden, New Zealand
or Columbia. Internally, such rules have been adopted also in Canada and the Czech Republic.
Nevertheless, this issue was not explored much in the economic literature until recently.
That is perhaps why the paper by Geršl and Holub (2006) or its earlier versions attracted some
attention in the policy making community (see e.g. IMF, 2006; Banco de la República
Colombia, 2005). In particular, Geršl and Holub (2006) have proposed consistency checks
of the interventions at three levels: 1) Target consistency: The exchange rate policy should not
be in conflict with achieving the policy goals of inflation targeting and send confusing signals
compared with the interest rate policy. Interventions against appreciation (depreciation)
should be limited to cases when a monetary easing (tightening) is consistent with the inflation
targeting; 2) Regime consistency: The use of interventions should not be in conflict with the
underlying philosophy of inflation targeting. For interventions against appreciation
(depreciation) to be regime-consistent the exchange rate should be judged as seriously
overvalued (undervalued), or moving in that direction quickly. At the same time, interest rates
should be relaxed (tight) and/or declining (rising), reflecting that the primary monetary policy
tool has been used in line with the inflation targeting; 3) Procedural consistency: The
procedures governing the interventions – such as the decision-making rules, public
communication, etc. – should be consistent with the procedural constraints imposed on the
decision-making under inflation targeting.
Taking the Czech Republic as a case study and applying the proposed criteria to it,
Geršl and Holub (2006) concluded that most past interventions of the CNB were targetconsistent. The interventions against appreciation of the CZK in the first months of the
inflation targeting regime, i.e. in early-1998, are an exception, though, as they took place
in a situation when the CNB’s inflation forecast was pointing above the announced target and
the interest rates were raised once in that period. These interventions also fail to pass
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the ex-post regime-consistency check, together with the interventions from late-1999 till
early-2000, as they happened in a situation when the exchange rate was not clearly overvalued
and the interest rates were kept restrictive. Finally, both Holub (2005) and Geršl
and Holub (2006) also claim that there is room for improvement on the procedural
and communication side of the CNB’s foreign exchange interventions.
To sum up, it is not always easy to carry out the foreign exchange interventions policy
in a manner consistent with the inflation targeting framework. As noted for example
by IMF (2006), implementation of the consistency checks would likely make intervention less
frequent and more clearly focused on limiting exchange rate volatility. This is in line with the
experience of Canada, Sweden and the Czech Republic, which have not used foreign
exchange interventions since they introduced their rules, unlike Chile, Colombia and New
Zealand. It is clear that the lower frequency limits the systematic importance of interventions
for the performance of inflation targeting regime. At the same time though, as also noted by
IMF (2006), the observance of the consistency rules may make the interventions more
effective and less likely to send confusing messages to markets.18
The third challenge related to the use of foreign exchange interventions under the
inflation targeting regime is the potential financial costs if the interventions lead to a
systematic accumulation of foreign exchange reserves, as has been the case in the Czech
Republic and some other inflation targeting countries. This issue was covered in Holub (2004,
2005). This topic has been also extensively analysed in Frait and Holub (2009)
and Cincibuch, et al. (2008). They show that the central bank financial losses may become
large and systematic with large foreign exchange reserves, low inflation, the trend of real
exchange rate appreciation, and the existence of a risk premium in foreign exchange market.

18

The link between the consistency of interventions and their effectiveness is supported by the findings in Kamil
(2008) who studied the experience of Colombia and concluded that during 2007, the intervention was
“ineffective in reversing or slowing down domestic currency appreciation, as large-scale intervention became
incompatible with meeting the inflation target in an overheating economy.”
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Moreover, substantial short-run exchange rate fluctuations may make the central bank
financial performance very volatile if the pricing-to-market principle is applied. While
the above authors argue that the financial losses have not undermined the credibility
of the inflation targeting framework in the Czech Republic, as they remain repayable
by the future stream of CNB’s profits without resorting to higher inflation or a transfer from
the state budget, the losses may undermine the effectiveness of interventions (see Holub,
2004, 2005) and represent a non-negligible cost for the society.
To quantify the opportunity costs associated with holding the foreign exchange reserves,
Holub (2004, 2005) used the following equation

[

]

SC t = itd − (it f + et ) FXRt ,

(6)

where SC are the estimated opportunity (sterilisation) costs, id denotes the domestic interest
rate, if foreign interest rate, e percentage exchange rate depreciation (appreciation if negative),
and FXR net foreign exchange reserves. In other words, the costs can be estimated as a
difference between the CZK yield on net foreign exchange reserves and the yield the central
bank could earn by investing the same amount of money in the domestic money market (or by
reducing the volume of sterilised liquidity by the same amount).
In Figure 24, I provide an update of the estimated costs from Holub (2004, 2005)
expressed as a percentage of GDP in each year, and compare it with the accounting exchange
rate gains or losses on foreign exchange reserves. It can be seen that these costs have averaged
at slightly less than 1 % of GDP in the inflation targeting period, with a lot of volatility
around this average caused mainly by short term fluctuations in the CZK’s exchange rate visà-vis the reserve currencies. Given this order of magnitude, the sterilisation costs are certainly
something that should not be ignored when deciding on the use of foreign exchange
interventions.
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Figure 24: Estimated Costs of Foreign Exchange Reserves
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Source: CNB; own computations
Note: A negative number means a cost/loss, positive number denotes a gain.
To conclude this section, the lack of consensus on the effectiveness of foreign exchange
interventions, difficulties in implementing them in a manner consistent with the inflation
targeting regime, and the potential financial costs of accumulating large foreign exchange
reserves all point in the direction of using the interventions as rarely as possible. Indeed,
Holub and Geršl (2006) reached the following conclusions: (i) Larger economies are probably
better of with freely floating exchange rate under the inflation targeting regime; (ii) Even in
small open economies, interventions should be relatively rare under the inflation targeting
regime, and be viewed at best as a supplementary monetary policy tool; (iii) Interventions
should be avoided especially in those circumstances, when they would go against future
fulfilment of the inflation targets, would push the exchange rate away from equilibrium, and
when interest rates could be adjusted in the first instance without compromising the inflation
targeting goals; (iv) Procedural and communication aspects of the interventions could be
brought closer to the inflation targeting standards, as long as this does not reduce substantially
their effectiveness. From this point of view, it has been a welcome evolution that the CNB has
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moved closer to a de facto freely floating exchange rate regime with no direct foreign
exchange interventions undertaken since late-2002.
VI. Summary and Conclusions
More than ten years of experience with inflation targeting in the Czech Republic
provide a good opportunity to assess the performance of this monetary policy regime and
discuss the challenges that it has brought so far. On the one hand, there are some clear
successes. The disinflation process has been accomplished and inflation expectations have
been anchored to the CNB’s targets, at least as regards the expectations of financial market
analysts and of firms. On the other hand, the CNB’s inflation targets have been missed quite
frequently, typically to the downside, and the business cycle fluctuations have also been
relatively pronounced.
The present habilitation thesis focuses on the role played by exchange rate
developments in the design and outcomes of the Czech inflation targeting regime. It divides
this topic into the issues related to the real equilibrium exchange rate trend and issues related
to the volatility of exchange rate around this trend.
The equilibrium real exchange rate appreciation is analysed empirically from
an international price-level convergence perspective. The policy relevance of this issue
is threefold. First, the real exchange rate trend was in the past taken into account
in discussions on the appropriate level of inflation targets in the Czech Republic. Second,
the real exchange rate trend complicated the achievement of CNB’s inflation targets in certain
periods of time due to the difficulties it posed for central bank’s forecasts and as a potential
generator of one-way exchange rate bets. Third, the price convergence is relevant
for the Czech Republic’s ability to fulfil the Maastricht criteria in the future, and even more
importantly for its inflation outlook after the euro adoption, thus playing an important role
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in the debates on the appropriate timing of abandoning the inflation targeting framework in
favour of the euro area entry.
The exchange rate fluctuations, together with shocks to the agricultural commodity
prices, are identified as a major driver of the deviations of inflation from the CNB’s targets
and fluctuations in the output gap. The two periods of the most pronounced inflation target
undershooting in 1998-99 and 2002-03 both followed after substantial exchange rate
appreciation. Exchange rate fluctuations have thus represented a key challenge for the Czech
inflation targeting regime, which is also confirmed by the econometric evidence provided this
habilitation thesis.
In light of this fact, it is not surprising that the CNB has used some degree of exchange
rate management under the inflation targeting regime, even though the standard inflation
targeting literature supports freely floating exchange rates. Nevertheless, the evidence
on the effectiveness of foreign exchange interventions in the Czech Republic is mixed at best.
At the same time, one could argue that there are substantial challenges for implementing
the exchange rate management in a manner consistent with the inflation targeting regime,
i.e. in a way not harming the credibility of the overall monetary policy framework. In
combination with the potentially high financial costs of accumulating large foreign exchange
reserves, this leads to a recommendation to use the foreign exchange interventions as rarely as
possible, despite the importance of exchange rate shocks in small open economies. The CNB
has indeed moved in this direction, as it has not intervened since September 2002.
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I. Introduction
As eight of the post-communist countries join the European Union (EU) this year,
the emphasis of many policy debates has shifted towards the next steps in European
integration, including future adoption of euro by these countries. Various alternative euro
accession strategies have been proposed, related to different perceptions of different authors’
on the acceding countries’ readiness to fulfil the Maastricht convergence criteria and give up
their independent monetary policies. As part of these debates, the potential conflict between
real and nominal convergence has been emphasised. In particular, it is widely recognised that
with convergence in productivities and GDP levels, the acceding countries are likely
to experience convergence in their price levels as well. This is equivalent to a real
appreciation of their currencies, which can go either through an inflation differential
or nominal exchange rate appreciation. This can, among other things, create difficulties
in achieving the Maastricht nominal convergence criteria, which simultaneously put
restrictions on the inflation rates and nominal exchange rate fluctuations. Suppressing
inflation too low may lead to a nominal exchange rate appreciation and/or put pressure
on prices in some commodity groups to decline, which could complicate the necessary
structural adjustments and thus slow down the real convergence process. After the euro
adoption, inflation could return to higher levels, creating challenges in terms of low real
interest rates and inappropriateness of the common monetary policy for the new members.
A quantification is needed in order to assess the policy importance of this problem.
To address this issue, we study in this article the price convergence process of the EUaccession countries towards the EU, developing further our earlier work on this topic (Holub
and Čihák, 2000; Čihák and Holub, 2001 a,b).
The article is organized as follows. After this introduction, the second section describes
the data used in the article. The third section presents the empirical relationship between
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the GDP and average price levels and its implications for real exchange rate appreciation
during the convergence process. The fourth section analyzes past adjustments in relative
prices and discusses their likely future path. The fifth section concludes.
II. Data
The key data source used in this article is the International Comparison Program (ICP).
The ICP is the most authoritative source of international data on relative prices and price
levels. It is organized worldwide by the United Nations (Kravis et al., 1982; Kurabayashi
and Sakuma, 1990; Heston and Lipsey, 1999), and in Europe by OECD/Eurostat, in
cooperation with national statistical offices. The key results of the ICP include data on prices
in individual countries, both on a highly aggregated level (GDP and its components)
and on a commodity group level. The price data have the form of “comparable prices.”
The comparable price of a commodity i, denoted as Pij, is a price of the commodity i in the
economy j in terms of commodity i in a reference economy (for instance, the price of bread
in Hungary in terms of bread in the EU-15). The ICP calculates the Pijs for various
commodity groups. Private consumption, for instance, consists of thirty items.
The ICP data are published only once in three years. In addition to the ICP data,
the OECD and Eurostat also calculate extrapolated annual data. To obtain a larger number
of observations, we therefore use also data from Eurostat’s NewCronos database, which are
obtained from the ICP data by Eurostat using extrapolations based on annual data reported by
national statistical offices.1
Even though these sources contain arguably the best available data on international
prices and outputs, they still need to be treated with a degree of caution. Despite major efforts
by the statistical agencies to achieve the highest possible degree of comparability across
countries and to adjust the prices for factors such as quality differences, the data can still have
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substantial errors. For example, in the case of GDP per capita in PPP, the margin of error
is estimated at as much as 5 percentage points (Schreyer, Koechlin, 2002).
Given that our analysis includes panel regressions and comparisons of ICP projects
for different years, some cautionary remarks also need to be made about the comparability
of the ICP data across time. Firstly, both the national accounts methodologies and ICP
methodologies have been changing over time. For instance, before 1993, the transition
economies were linked to the ICP through their bilateral comparisons with Austria only,
whereas their comparisons are multilateral since 1996, as usual for advanced countries.
Secondly, the comparisons have been influenced by a gradual introduction of the new system
of national accounts, ESA95, which took place at different points of time in different
countries (Stapel, 2002). Finally, a number of other changes in the ICPs have taken place,
such as the way the quality adjustments are calculated, which may result in differences
between new ICP data and those received by extrapolating older ICP data.2 Notwithstanding
these caveats, we think that analysing the ICP data in panel framework or comparing across
time may be useful, if the interpretation of the results takes into account these changes in data
methodology.
III. Price Levels
III.1 Basic Empirical Observations
The widely shared belief that the EU acceding countries will have to go through a pricelevel convergence process is based on a well-established empirical observation (Balassa,
1964; Samuelson, 1964) that price levels in less advanced countries tend to be lower than

1

The New Cronos data are freely available at http://europa.eu.int/comm/eurostat/newcronos/queen/index.html.
See Stapel and Pasanen (2003) for explanation of the data.
2
Schreyer and Koechlin (2002) show that in the case of Portugal in 1990–1999, the difference was as high as 6
percentage points. Similarly, at a disaggregated level, we found large differences between the 1999 ICP price
data and the prices of individual commodity groups extrapolated from 1996 ICP into 1999 (Čihák and Holub,
2001).
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in developed ones. As GDP and productivity levels in the acceding countries are expected
to converge to the EU average in the future, price levels should follow suit.3
Before presenting more rigorous estimates, let us start with some basic observations
on the aggregate data reported in the ICP. Table 1 presents results of simple regressions
of logarithms of price levels in each economy on the logarithm of per capita GDP levels
in purchasing power parities. The estimates were carried out for a panel of European OECD
countries4 and all 13 EU-accession countries (i.e. including Romania, Bulgaria, and Turkey),
using the ICP data (1993–99) and the NewCronos data (1991–2001).
Table 1: Price Level vs. GDP per capita in PPP, 1991–2001
Estimate

Dependent variable

Data source

No. of
No. of
countries observations
30
125

1

Log (price level of GDP)

ICP

2

Log (price level of GDP)

NewCronos

29

250

3

Log (price level of consumption)

ICP

36

157

4

Log (price level of consumption) NewCronos

29

250

Intercept

Slope

R2

0.01*
(0.001)
1.05*
(0.04)
-0.01*
(0.003)
1.23*
(0.04)

0.85*
(0.001)
0.77*
(0.01)
0.90*
(0.01)
0.73*
(0.01)

0.70*
(0.26)
0.91*
(0.13)
0.83*
(0.21)
0.88*
(0.14)

Notes: * significant at 1 percent level; standard errors (White heteroscedasticity consistent) in
parentheses. In all estimates, the explanatory variable is the logarithm of GDP per capita in
PPP, and the method used is GLS (cross-section weights with iterations). The reported R2
statistics are unweighted. For both the dependent and the explanatory variable, Germany =
100 in ICP estimates, EU15=100 in New Cronos data.
The regressions account for 70–90 percent of the variability in price levels. The null
hypothesis of no correlation between the two variables can be rejected at the 1 percent
significance level. Table 1 illustrates that the results change only marginally when
the dependent variable is the price level of household consumption instead of the price level

3

The Balassa-Samuelson proposition is a part of the purchasing power parity (PPP) framework, which models
exchange rates as a function of relative prices (see Froot and Rogoff (1995) for a review of the PPP framework).
We briefly discuss some departures from the Balassa-Samuelson (and PPP) framework later in this article. Égert
(2004) reviews alternative theories of real exchange rate determination and their empirical estimates for the EU
accession countries.
4
Luxembourg was excluded from the regression as an outlier and influential point. Its inclusion would lead to
strong non-normality and heteroscedasticity of the residuals, both confirmed by standard tests at the 1 percent
probability level.
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of GDP. This means that the issues discussed later for the price level of GDP can be applied
almost equally for convergence in the price level of household consumption.
The estimated elasticity in the regressions varies between 0.7 and 0.9, depending
on the data source and the price level index. This means that an increase in GDP per capita
in purchasing power parity (PPP) units relative to the EU average by 1 per cent tends
to be accompanied by an increase in the price level relative to the EU by 0.7–0.9 per cent.
In spite of the good overall fit of the simple regressions in Table 1, there are still
important residuals in explaining the price levels, which increases uncertainty in forecasting
their future developments and drawing policy implications.5 For example, Table 2 shows that
the 2001 residuals in the estimate 2 for the thirteen accession countries ranged roughly from 30 to +30 percent of the estimated price levels. In the following sub-section, therefore,
we introduce other explanatory variables besides the GDP that can help explain a substantial
part of these residuals.
Table 2: Accession Countries: Price Level Residuals, 2001
Price level in 2001

Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Lithuania
Latvia
Malta
Poland
Romania
Slovenia
Slovak Republic
Turkey

Actual
32
80
47
51
47
44
47
68
55
35
69
41
42

Estimated
35
81
66
47
59
46
42
74
50
33
73
53
33

Residual in estimate 2 (Table 1)
percent of
percentage points
forecasted price
(actual-estimated)
-3
-9
-2
-2
-19
-29
4
8
-11
-19
-2
-4
5
11
-6
-8
5
11
2
6
-4
-5
-11
-21
10
30

Source: Own calculations based on the NewCronos data.

5

For example, a significantly negative residual of the Czech Republic has led some economists to question
whether it is not a symptom of some negative characteristics of the Czech economy, and/or if there is not
a danger of significant price jumps in the run up towards the EMU accession (see, for instance, Vintrová et al.,
2002).
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III.2 Additional Variables Explaining Price Levels
The Balassa-Samuelson model (Balassa, 1964; and Samuelson, 1964) assumes that
the law of one price holds for tradable commodities, but not for non-tradable ones. It also
assumes perfect labour force mobility among sectors within an individual economy, but zero
mobility of labour force among different economies. Under these assumptions, it can
be shown (Holub and Čihák, 2003) that with a one-factor production function,
the comparative price level of a country should be equal to6

P ⎛ AT ⎞
⎟
=⎜
P * ⎜⎝ AT* ⎟⎠

1−γ

⎛A
⎜
⎜A
⎝ N
*
N

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

1−γ

⎛ GDPnom
= ⎜⎜
*
⎝ GDPnom

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

1−γ

⎛A
⎜
⎜A
⎝ N
*
N

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

1−γ

⎛ GDPPPP
= ⎜⎜
*
⎝ GDPPPP

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

1−γ

γ

⎛A
⎜
⎜A
⎝ N
*
N

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

1−γ

γ

,

(1)

where P is the price level, AT and AN are the labour productivities in the tradable and nontradable sectors, respectively, (1-γ ) is the share of non-tradable goods in GDP and γ is the
share of tradables, GDPnom is the GDP per employee expressed using the nominal exchange
rate, and GDPPPP is the GDP per employee (as opposed to GDP per capita) in PPP. Foreign
variables are denoted with an asterisk. The last step in equation (1) uses the definition GDPnom
≡ P*GDPPPP. It can be demonstrated that the same relationship holds (with some minor
modifications) also for more advanced versions of the Balassa-Samuelson model with a two
or three-factor production function, if we treat AN as the conventionally measured total labour
productivity in the non-tradable sector (Holub and Čihák, 2003).
Based on (1), the simple empirical analysis of subsection III.1 can be extended
in the following ways:
•

GDP per capita vs. GDP per employee: In the regressions in Table 1, we used the GDP
per capita. However, according to equation (1), productivity should be measured as GDP

per employee (or, ideally, per hour worked). Measuring product per capita can create
6

This also assumes a geometric form of the price index. Such a form is optimal if the utility function has unitary
elasticity of substitution between tradable and non-tradable commodities. The commonly used arithmetic
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distortions, as there are important differences among countries in their labour participation
rates within the working-age populations, as well as differences in the ratio of their
working-age populations to total inhabitants. The ratio of total employment to population
ranges from 35 to 55 percent in our sample of countries, and is positively correlated with
the GDP in PPP. In the regression below, we define the variable GDPPPP/empl as the GDP
in PPP per employed person relative to the EU average.
•

Productivity in the non-tradable sector: As shown in (1), the simple regressions
of Table 1 omit cross-country differences in productivities of their nontradable sectors.
According to our own estimates based on the Eurostat data on sectoral output in PPP
and employment, there are significant differences in labour productivities between
the candidate countries and the EU in services (Table 3). In construction, trade, transport,
and communications, financial and business services, and public services (used here
to approximate nontradables), the labour productivity of accession countries reaches just
about 55 percent of the EU15 average (compared to about 35 percent of the EU
in manufacturing and agriculture). To take account of these differences, we used
productivity in nontradable sector (denoted prodNT) as an additional explanatory variable.
From (1), the expected coefficient sign for this variable is negative: countries with more
productive nontradable sector are expected to have lower price levels.

•

Share of non-tradables in GDP: As also shown in (1), for any given level of GDP
in PPP and productivity in the non-tradable sector, the price level depends on the relative
shares of non-tradables and tradables in GDP, (1-γ)/γ. For a country with a low
productivity in tradables and high productivity in non-tradables, a high share of nontraded goods tends to lower the relative price level, and vice versa. If we again define nontradables as construction, trade, transport and communications, financial and business

average can be thought of as a log-linear approximation of the geometric price index (see, for instance, Obstfeld
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services, and public services (which might be arguably too broad a definition), their share
on GDP varies from about 55 to 85 percent in the EU and accession economies. These are
important differences that cannot be ignored.
Table 3: Accession Countries: Productivity in Tradable and Nontradable Sectors
(2001; EU15=100)
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Lithuania
Latvia
Malta
Poland
Romania
Slovenia
Slovak Republic
Turkey
AC 13 average

Tradables
n.a.
n.a.
49
32
50
30
23
n.a.
25
19
49
48
n.a.
36

Nontradables
n.a.
n.a.
54
43
62
40
41
n.a.
63
43
74
54
n.a.
53

Total
31
80
53
41
61
38
36
89
48
29
67
53
34
51

Note: AC 13 are the thirteen accession countries listed in this table; n.a. = not available.
Source: Own computations based on Eurostat data
So far, we have concentrated only on the Balassa-Samuelson approach to explaining
the price convergence. However, there may be other factors determining the price levels
besides those available within the Balassa-Samuleson framework that could explain at least
some portion of the remaining price level differences among countries. We outline the key
factors here:
•

Government interference: Price levels can be distorted by various government actions,
such as price regulations, taxes, and subsidies. In order to approximate the fiscal
influences, we included the share of general government revenues on GDP (govrev).
Another proxy variable for the governments’ actions in the estimate is the size
of agricultural employment in each country (wagremp). This approximates the political

and Rogoff, 1998).
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temptation to regulate/subsidise the agricultural sector. The expected sign of the slope
coefficient is positive in this case.7
•

Terms of trade impact: Finally, the law of one price may not hold even for the tradable
goods, contrary to the Balassa–Samuelson assumptions. Much of the literature that
examined the law of one price shows that the law fails, particularly in the short to medium
run (see, for instance, Engel 1993). If the law of one price does not hold, price
developments may be partly explained by terms of trade in tradable goods. In Čihák
and Holub (2001a,b), we suggested that less developed countries have to cope with less
favourable prices, if they are to export higher value added products. In order to estimate
the impact of this factor, we included in the regression the share of exports of the SITC
groups 6, 7, and 8 on total exports of the individual economies (exp6_8). The relationship
between this variable and the price level cannot be expected to be monotonic, though,
since underdeveloped economies must undercut their prices, while “luxury” products from
advanced countries can enjoy a monopolistic premium. Therefore, we also included
in the regression the cross-term of this export share and the logarithmic GDP in PPP per
employee of individual countries (exp6_8*log[GDPPPP/empl%]).
We estimated an extended panel regression incorporating the factors described above

(Table 4). The estimation method used was feasible generalized least squares assuming
the presence of cross-section heteroskedasticity. Overall, the explanatory power of this
regression is high. All the included explanatory variables are statistically significant and their
coefficients have the expected signs. Table 4 presents results for two different dependent
variables, price level of GDP and price level of consumption. Even though the individual
coefficient estimates are different, they have the same signs and significance. In the following
discussion, we will focus on the regression with price level of GDP.
7

We also tried to use a dummy variable to capture the distortionary effect of the EU’s agricultural policy (=1 for
EU countries; =0 otherwise). Its coefficient was positive, but not significant.
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Table 4: Results of the Extended Panel Regression
Dependent Variable #1:
Log (Price Level of GDP)
(1-γ)/γ * log[GDPPPP/empl]

0.17*
(0.01)

Dependent Variable #2:
Log (Price Level of
Consumption)
0.09*
(0.02)

(1-γ)/γ * log[prodNT]

-0.32*
(0.02)

-0.17*
(0.02)

0.009*
(0.003)

0.031*
(0.005)

exp6_8

-5.90*
(0.08)

-5.54*
(0.12)

exp6_8*log[GDPPPP/empl% ]

1.26*
(0.02)

1.19*
(0.03)

log (govrev)

0.23*
(0.01)

0.34*
(0.01)

Constant

3.62*
(0.03)

3.33*
(0.06)

R-squared (unweighted)

0.83*
(0.16)

0.84*
(0.15)

22
128

22
128

log(wagremp)

No. of countries
No. of observations

Notes: * significant at 1 percent level; standard errors are White heteroscedasticity consistent.
The estimation method used is GLS (cross-section weights with iterations). EU15=100 for all
variables except the ratios (govrev and exp6_8).
The foreign trade variables are highly statistically significant. The estimate suggests that
the relationship between exp6_8 and the price level is indeed non-monotonic: for economies
with GDP in PPP per employee below 105 percent of the EU average (i.e., all the accession
countries), an increase in the share of industrial exports leads to a lower average price level,
and vice versa.8 This supports the hypothesis that less developed countries have to cope
with less favourable prices, if they are to export higher value added products. The fact that
the structure of foreign trade has an important influence on the price level speaks against
the Balassa-Samuelson simplifying assumption that the law of one price holds perfectly for
tradable goods. As a result, it is necessary to take into account the terms of trade changes
as part of the price convergence process.

The threshold of 105 percent was derived by solving the equation -5.90 + 1.26 log[GDPPPP/empl%]=0, where
-5.90 and 1.26 are the estimated slope coefficients of the two export variables.

8
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In this model, growth in the GDP in PPP per employee is associated with increases
in price levels through two channels. The first one is the Balassa-Samuelson effect, which
appears to be much smaller than suggested by the simple estimates in Table 1. The second
channel works through the structure of trade (or terms of trade) impact, i.e. through
the variable (exp6_8*log[GDPPPP/empl%]). Table 5 shows, for each country, the implied
elasticity of the price level with respect to GDP in PPP per employee. The elasticity differs
for countries depending on the share of higher value products in their exports exp6_8. These
findings highlight the importance of focusing on all channels of the equilibrium real
appreciation in monetary policy discussions, and not concentrating on the Balassa-Samuelson
effect only. The experience of many transition economies has been in line with this
conclusion, as their long-run trend of real effective exchange rate appreciation (typically
around 2–5 percent a year on CPI basis) has substantially exceeded the estimated size
of Balassa-Samuelson effect (typically 1–2 percent at most; see e.g. Flek, at al., 2002; Halpern
and Wyplosz, 2001).
Table 5: Implied Elasticities of Price Level to GDP in PPP per Employee
Elasticity 1/
Bulgaria
Czech Republic
Estonia
Hungary
Lithuania
Latvia
Poland
Romania
Slovenia
Slovakia

Total
0.79
1.12
0.93
1.05
0.74
0.77
1.04
1.03
1.13
1.06

of which:
Structure (Terms) of Trade
0.70
1.02
0.83
0.95
0.64
0.67
0.94
0.95
1.04
0.95

Residual (2001) 2/
...
-0.30
0.02
...
-0.30
-0.22
...
0.43
...
-0.18

Notes: 1/ Elasticity of price level of GDP to GDP in PPP per employee, implied by the first
estimate in Table 4. Includes the Balassa-Samuelson impact as well as the impact through
terms of trade. 2/ Difference between the actual and the estimated value of the logarithm
of the price level of GDP.
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The estimated elasticities in Table 5 can be used for assessing the average pace of real
exchange rate appreciation in the accession economies. If the economy’s elasticity is, say, 0.9,
and if it achieves a growth differential compared to the EU of, for example, 2 percentage
points a year (which we think might be realistic), its real exchange rate appreciation should
reach about 1.8 percentage points on average.9 Interestingly, this is close to the real exchange
rate appreciation that some recent empirical studies predict for transition economies based
on the Balassa-Samuelson effect (see e.g. Halpern and Wyplosz, 2001; Begg, et al., 2002;
and Deutsche Bundesbank, 2001).
We should also remember that some countries are far from the estimated regression line,
as indicated by the right column in Table 5. Their “actual” elasticities may be thus different
from the “theoretical” ones. They will be higher for countries below the regression line,
implying a higher long-term real exchange rate appreciation, and vice versa for countries with
a positive residual.
From the monetary policy point of view, it is important that the realistic pace of real
appreciation is slow enough for most EU-accession countries with flexible exchange rates
to allow them fulfil the Maastricht inflation and stay within the wide ±15 percent fluctuation
band of the ERM II mechanism. If a country plans to spend in the ERM II the shortest
required period of two years, the maximum ERM II-consistent speed of real appreciation
is 8–9 percent a year.10 This is way above any realistic estimate based on our cross-country
comparisons. There may be some problems, though, if the narrow ±2.25 percent fluctuation
band was treated as the benchmark for assessing exchange rate stability, as interpreted
by some EU institutions, or if some country wanted to stay in the ERM II for a prolonged
9

This calculation is only approximate, as it assumes a constant growth differential. In longer horizons, we would
need to take into account the fact that growth rates in converging countries tend to decline during the
convergence process.
10
The maximum real exchange rate appreciation via the inflation differential is 1.5 percent under the Maastricht
criteria. The maximum nominal appreciation is 15 percent in two years in the ERM II, which means roughly 7.5
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period. But the interpretation of the criterion gives more tolerance to exchange rate
appreciation than depreciation, and the appreciating trend may thus not be a big de facto
problem even if the exchange rate moved outside of the ±2.25 interval on this side.
For countries with hard exchange rate pegs, however, even a real appreciation speed
of 1.8 percentage points might be a problem. In their case, the only channel of the real
appreciation is inflation, and the Maastricht limit is just 1.5 percentage points above
the average inflation in the best three performers among the EU countries. Moreover,
the accession countries with currency boards have relatively lower GDPs per capita;
as pointed above, their average speed of real convergence may thus easily exceed
2 percentage points a year, leading to a faster real appreciation.

IV. Relative Prices
IV.1 General Observations on Structures of Relative Prices
The international price differences do not concern the average price levels only, but also
relative prices. The differences in structures of relative prices in the accession countries
and the EU according to the Eurostat data are illustrated in Table 6. Typically, rents,
schooling, and health care are at less than 35 percent of the EU price level, while
communications, cars and alcoholic beverages have prices much closer to the EU average.
Moreover, substantial changes in structures of relative prices have been taking place over
time, and these changes and their speed in many cases differ considerably among
the individual accession countries.

percent a year. Taken together, the maximum possible real appreciation is 9 percent in relation to the three EU
countries with lowest inflation rates.
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Table 6: Prices in Accession Countries Relative to the EU, 2001 (EU=100)
HOUSEHOLD CONSUMPTION,
of which:
Food, non-alcoholic beverages
Alcoholic beverages, tobacco
Garments and shoes
Rent, fuel, energy
Housing equipment, maintenance
Health and medical care
Transportation
Communications
Recreation and culture
Education
Restaurants, cafes, hotels
Other goods and services
GDP TOTAL

BG
32

CZ
44

EE
46

HU
44

LT
42

LV
45

PL
54

RO
34

SI
68

SK
39

54
33
54
25
46
21
52
69
41
10
28
26
32

54
52
73
34
69
31
61
77
49
26
48
42
47

70
62
81
32
65
33
65
76
59
21
58
44
51

60
51
67
34
65
30
71
82
52
23
51
38
47

59
59
76
23
66
26
63
128
53
19
51
40
44

67
64
76
22
74
27
68
129
56
21
69
43
47

61
78
85
39
69
40
74
133
68
30
71
52
55

53
40
40
25
46
23
48
91
43
12
49
29
35

85
59
87
64
66
62
75
57
81
61
61
66
69

53
48
62
25
58
29
57
86
45
20
42
37
41

Source: Eurostat.
In order to quantify the changes in structures of relative prices over time
and the differences across countries, it is useful to summarize the extent of (and changes in)
relative price differences in a single number. This can be done by calculating a coefficient

of relative price differences (Holub and Čihák (2000) and Čihák and Holub (2001a,b)), defined
as a weighted standard deviation of comparable prices of individual goods in the given country
relative to the average comparable price level,

ρ=

Pi

∑w (µ
i

− 1) 2 ,

(2)

i

where wi is the weight of commodity i in the consumption basket, Pi is the comparable price
of commodity i (i.e. price of the commodity i in the given economy in terms of commodity i
in a reference economy) and µ is the average price level of consumption. If structures
of relative prices in the given country and the reference country were identical, all comparable
prices would be the same (and equal to µ), and the coefficient of relative price differences
would reach its minimum value of zero. The higher the differences in relative prices,
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the higher the dispersion of comparable prices around their average, and the higher the value
of ρ.11
There are two ways of calculating ρ, depending on the choice of weights of individual
commodities in the consumption basket. First, we can use the structure of nominal
consumption by households (“nominal weights”). Second, we can calculate “real weights”
of commodities by imputing their internationally comparable prices. The nominal weights
tend to underestimate the importance of items with artificially low (regulated) prices, thereby
biasing downward the coefficient of relative price differences in transition economies.
The “real weights”, on the other hand, are likely to overestimate the extent of price
distortions, since they assume that the real structure of consumption in transition countries
would not change with changes in relative prices. In this article, we calculate the results
for both real weights and for nominal weights, which allows us to assess the range of likely
values and scenarios.
Table 4 below shows coefficients of relative price differences for 31 countries in 1990–
2001, with Germany as the reference country.12 The calculations are based on the standard
breakdown to 29 (30 for 1999 and 2001) commodity groups of private consumption used
in the ICP. The results with nominal weights are not qualitatively different from those for real
weights. In general, coefficients of relative price differences in the EU countries are not
higher than 0.35, and in the “core” EU countries they are well below 0.20. The coefficients
in the accession countries are in most cases much higher, typically above 0.50.
A general decline in price dispersion in the accession countries was not observed over
the 1993–2001 period (Table 7).

Theoretically, ρ is not limited from above, but empirical values for European countries tend to be well below 1
(Table 4). For a more detailed discussion of the properties of the coefficient, see Holub and Čihák (2003).
12
The coefficients for 2001 have to be treated with caution, as they are based on the Eurostat’s extrapolations of
comparative prices and the 1999 ICP weights.
11
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Table 7: Coefficients of Relative Price Differences; Germany=benchmark
Real Weights

Nominal Weights

ICP year
Austria
Belgium
Bulgaria
Cyprus
Czech Republic 1/
Denmark
Estonia
Finland
France
Greece
Hungary
Ireland
Island
Italy
Latvia
Lithuania
Luxembourg
Malta
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
United Kingdom

1990
0.16
0.16
...
...
0.51
0.22
...
0.31
0.19
0.37
0.56
0.29
0.37
0.27
...
...
0.18
...
0.15
0.29
0.60
0.46
0.52
0.69
...
...
0.29
0.25
0.19
0.51
0.22

1993
0.13
0.13
0.55
...
0.59
0.17
0.67
0.24
0.16
0.31
0.45
0.26
0.36
0.23
0.72
1.02
0.17
...
0.12
0.26
0.68
0.39
0.72
0.89
0.73
0.38
0.21
0.15
0.14
0.44
0.18

1996
0.19
0.12
0.76
...
0.57
0.30
0.81
0.25
0.12
0.35
0.59
0.32
0.37
0.32
1.02
0.90
0.16
...
0.12
0.30
0.83
0.38
0.91
0.81
0.86
0.42
0.25
0.19
0.14
0.57
0.27

1999 20013/
0.15 0.12
0.15 0.12
0.77 0.76
0.35 0.35
0.64 0.51
0.21 0.17
0.64 0.61
0.21 0.22
0.15 0.17
0.33 0.34
0.60 0.55
0.24 0.23
0.32 0.31
0.29 0.23
0.94 0.77
0.78 0.76
0.15 0.16
0.38 0.38
0.18 0.13
0.30 0.30
0.57 0.54
0.42 0.38
0.56 0.63
...
...
0.68 0.59
0.35 0.26
0.23 0.24
0.22 0.17
0.17 0.18
0.58 0.66
0.21 0.26

AC-11 average 2/

...

0.65

0.77

0.65

0.25

0.20

0.24

0.22

EU15 avg. (excl. Germany)

1990
0.16
0.15
...
...
0.53
0.23
...
0.40
0.18
0.40
0.52
0.28
0.43
0.23
...
...
0.17
...
0.14
0.34
0.62
0.44
0.74
0.84
...
...
0.27
0.29
0.20
0.65
0.23

1993
0.13
0.13
0.52
...
0.53
0.18
0.59
0.27
0.16
0.31
0.42
0.25
0.38
0.20
0.48
0.66
0.15
...
0.12
0.28
0.58
0.35
0.53
0.66
0.58
0.38
0.20
0.15
0.14
0.48
0.18

1996
0.17
0.12
0.79
...
0.48
0.28
0.63
0.27
0.12
0.31
0.49
0.35
0.36
0.27
0.63
0.66
0.15
...
0.12
0.32
0.64
0.34
0.64
0.57
0.46
0.35
0.23
0.22
0.13
0.46
0.29

1999 20013/
0.15 0.11
0.15 0.12
0.72 0.63
0.35 0.35
0.52 0.43
0.21 0.18
0.56 0.50
0.22 0.25
0.14 0.16
0.30 0.31
0.53 0.46
0.24 0.24
0.32 0.34
0.24 0.20
0.72 0.57
0.64 0.55
0.14 0.16
0.39 0.38
0.19 0.13
0.30 0.33
0.51 0.51
0.33 0.31
0.57 0.58
...
...
0.52 0.47
0.33 0.25
0.20 0.22
0.24 0.18
0.16 0.17
0.51 0.56
0.22 0.27

0.60

...

0.53

0.58

0.56

0.50

0.21

0.26

0.20

0.23

0.21

0.20

Sources: OECD, Eurostat, own computations.
1/ The 1990 figure refers to Czechoslovakia. 2/ AC-11 are the accession countries of Table 3,
excluding Cyprus and Malta. 3/ Calculations for 2001 are based on the Eurostat’s
extrapolations of comparable prices and the 1999 ICP weights, which may lead to some
distortions.
Actually, the non-weighted average of the coefficient with real weights for the transition
countries declined just marginally from 0.65 to 0.60 between 1993 and 2001, and the average
coefficient with nominal weights went down from 0.53 to 0.50 over the same period.
Moreover, an increase in the average coefficient was in fact observed in 1996. At the same
time, both coefficients have de facto stagnated in EU countries. A panel regression
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of the coefficient of relative price differences with respect to price levels and time dummy
variables confirms these observations, since it yields insignificant estimates for the dummy
variables. The results do not depend on the choice of Germany as a benchmark; even when
another “core” EU country, such as France, is chosen as a benchmark instead of Germany,
the major conclusion still remains valid.13
There are several explanations of why the coefficient of relative price differences
in transition countries, as well as in the EU, did not decline monotonously in 1993–2001:
(i) The data methodology has been changing over time, as discussed in section II. (ii) Prices
in the EU countries were influenced by the impact of the crisis of the EMS and the forced
devaluation of several currencies between 1993 and 1996, and later on by the introduction
of the euro. (iii) If the downward flexibility of prices in individual countries differs,
the economic slowdown in 1996 might have led to an increase in the coefficient of relative
price differences relative to Germany. (iv) The price system in the new EU member countries
(i.e. Austria, Sweden) might have been temporarily disturbed by the preparation for EU
accession and by the accession itself. A similar development was observed before EU
accession in Spain, where the coefficient of relative price differences temporarily increased
in 1985 (Figure 1). This development can be explained by the fact that the acceptance
of common EU policies or tax harmonization increased some groups of prices in the less
advanced countries, thereby distorting the system of relative prices temporarily; it is only
afterwards that the relative prices begin to “settle down,” and that the coefficient of relative
price differences starts to decrease again.
The coefficients of relative price differences could be expected to decline over time
in transition countries, as their real GDP and overall price level converge to the EU. Greece,
Spain, Portugal, three countries with the lowest GDP per capita in the current EU15 countries,
13

For brevity’s sake, the results for France as a benchmark are not reported here, but are available from the
authors.
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have gone through a substantial price adjustment since their accession (Figure 1). However,
it should be noted that the adjustment was far from monotonic—see in particular the spike
in Spain’s coefficient in mid-1980s.
Figure 1: Spain, Portugal, and Greece: Coefficients of Relative Price Differences,
1980–2001
0.60
0.50

Portugal

0.40
0.30

Greece

0.20
0.10

Spain

0.00
1980

1985

1990

1993

1996

1999

2001

Source: Own calculations based on ICP data.
IV.2 Relative Prices vs. Price Levels Across Countries
A negative relationship appears to exist between the degree of differences in relative
prices and the aggregate price level. Results of a panel regressions of the average price level
of consumption (µ) on the coefficient of relative price differences ρ, as defined in (2),
are summarized in Table 8. The estimated relationship in both regressions (for nominal
and real weights) is significant at the 1 percent significance level.14 This negative relationship
between relative price dispersions and price levels can be, in a sense, viewed as an analogy
to the relationship between the relative price of tradable and non-tradable goods
in the Balassa-Samuelson model. The difference is that the Balassa-Samuelson model
distinguishes two types of goods only (tradables vs. non-tradables), whilst our statistical
Alternatively, the relationship between µ and ρ could be fitted by a hyperbola. However, given that the
“hyperbolic” function does not add much new insight or precision and the notation becomes more cumbersome,
we use the assumption of a linear function here.
14
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approach allows to consider many commodity groups without specifying the degree of their
tradability (see below for more detail).
Table 8. Panel Regression of the Price Level on the Coefficient of Relative Price Differences
Number of Number of Intercept
countries observ.
Nominal weights
1980–99
30
Real weights
1980–99
30

Slope

Std.
Error

R2

F-stat.
(p-value)

138

1.18*

-1.41

0.04

0.61

0.000

134

1.13

-1.07

0.02

0.66

0.000

This finding suggests that the increases in relative price differences, found in previous
sub-section for the period of 1996-99, could be only temporary. The results in Table 8 mean
that accession countries with similar relative price structures to Germany tend to have price
levels closer to Germany (i.e., higher). The stability of this relationship gives credibility
to the hypothesis that in the longer term, with output convergence, relative price differences
can be expected to decline, while aggregate price levels would increase. We quantify these
relationships in greater detail in the next subsection.
IV.3 Macroeconomic Developments and Relative Price Adjustments
In the previous sub-section, we have illustrated that the structures of relative prices
in the EU accession countries are very different from those in the EU. In our previous
research (e.g. Holub and Čihák, 2000; Čihák and Holub, 2001a,b), we argued that the future
adjustment of the structures of relative prices may push towards a higher inflation rate
in accession economies compared with the EU, assuming that the prices are asymmetrically
downward-sticky. We used this to discuss the implications for the appropriate choice
of inflation targets in the Czech Republic. At present, though, the medium-term inflation
targets are publicly announced in most accession countries with flexible exchange rates.
The need for nominal convergence is also anchored by the Maastricht inflation criterion.
Therefore, it is reasonable to turn our earlier questions around, and ask what the existing
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inflation targets mean in combination with the real convergence process for the individual
prices. And if some of the prices are likely to be forced to decline in nominal terms over
the convergence process, the relevant question now is how the potential downward-stickiness
problem could be reduced, e.g. by appropriate wage bargaining mechanism, so as to minimize
the negative consequences for the real economy.
In order to answer these questions, we need to establish empirically the sensitivity
of individual prices with respect to GDP in PPP. This requires to run regressions between
prices and GDP, similar to those shown in Table 1, but separately for each commodity group.
As explanatory variable we use logarithmic GDP per capita in PPP. The dependent variable
is not the general price level as in Table 1, but the logarithmic price of a specific commodity
group. For a tradable commodity, one can expect that the slope coefficient will not be
significantly different from zero, while for a nontradable commodity, it will. Moreover,
the estimated coefficient may be used to compute an “empirical degree of nontradability,”
based on equation (1).15
The results of these panel regressions for 30 commodity groups in 30 European OECD
and/or EU-accession countries are summarized in Table 9.16 The results seem to confirm that
there are many different “degrees of nontradability” of the various commodity groups,
as measured by the slope coefficient in the regression between their prices and GDP in PPP,
ranging from 0.10 (the most tradable) to 0.60 (the least tradable). Only few commodity groups
can be characterised as being close to purely “tradable” (cars, communication and recreation
equipment) since the relationship between the price and GDP in PPP per capita was positive
15

In theory, tradability could be analyzed more directly, by investigating whether foreign competition
participates in a particular market. In practice, such an analysis is impaired by data constraints and by the
difficulty of defining precisely “foreign competition in a particular market.” This leads us to the indirect method,
which is based on the fact that the estimated elasticity in the regression of each commodity price on per GDP in
PPP should be equal (1-γi)/γi, where (1-γi) is the non-tradable component of commodity i. Therefore, the slope
coefficient would theoretically be 0 for a perfectly tradable commodity and infinite for a perfectly nontradable
commodity.
16
We used New Cronos data for 1995–2001 in these regressions, as these data cover a more recent period than
the ICP data, and thus allow for more up-to-date simulations in the rest of this section.
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in all groups and highly statistically significant in most cases. This finding can be explained
for example by the fact that retail prices of even the most “tradable” commodities include
nontradable elements, such as transportation costs, wholesale margins, and retail margins.
Also, there may be systematic differences in terms of trade in tradable goods between more
and less developed countries (see section III.2). In any case, the classical Balassa-Samuelson
distinction of tradable vs. nontradable commodities appears to be artificial in practice, and our
empirical approach can be understood as an attempt to generalise the price convergence
debate in order to make it more realistic.
Table 9: Price vs. GDP Regressions for 30 Commodity Groups
Commodity group
Bread and cereals
Meat
Fish
Milk, cheese and eggs
Oils and fats
Fruits, vegetables, potatoes
Other food
Non-alcoholic beverages
Alcoholic beverages
Tobacco
Clothing including repairs
Footwear including repairs
Rentals for housing
Maintenance, household services
Electricity, gas and other fuels
Furniture, floor coverings, textiles
Household appliances and repairs
Other household goods and services
Medical products and equipment
Medical services
Personal transport equipment
Operation of transport equipment
Purchased transport services
Communication
Recreational equipment and repairs
Recreational and cultural services
Newspapers, books and stationery
Education
Restaurants and hotels
Miscellaneous goods and services

Intercept

Slope

R2 1/

1.72
1.60
2.94
2.72
3.40
2.07
3.29
3.01
2.55
0.54
2.51
2.60
-1.53
0.17
1.50
1.88
3.17
2.26
2.30
-1.83
3.67
2.37
0.05
3.30
4.10
0.58
1.19
-2.14
2.17
0.52

0.64
0.66
0.37
0.42
0.27
0.56
0.29
0.36
0.43
0.86
0.46
0.45
1.34
0.96
0.66
0.59
0.32
0.51
0.49
1.38
0.23
0.48
0.99
0.28
0.11
0.87
0.74
1.46
0.52
0.88

0.71
0.80
0.58
0.55
0.41
0.72
0.45
0.43
0.04
0.76
0.73
0.58
0.74
0.72
0.65
0.75
0.41
0.73
0.58
0.91
0.11
0.72
0.80
-0.04
0.20
0.88
0.64
0.89
0.69
0.87

Note: 1/ Unweighted statistic.
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Empirical
nontradability (%)
39
40
27
30
21
36
23
27
30
46
32
31
57
49
40
37
24
34
33
58
18
33
50
22
10
46
42
59
34
47

The estimates from Table 9 can be used to determine how prices in these individual
groups are likely to develop in the future depending on the speed of real economic
convergence. If π is the domestic inflation rate, εi is the estimated elasticity for commodity
group i, and ε is the average elasticity for the overall consumption basket (see Table 1
above), than the domestic price of commodity group i (denoted Pi D ) should develop
according to :
∆Pi D
∆GDPPPP
.
= π + (ε i − ε )
D
GDPPPP
Pi

(3)

As an example, let us consider the price of recreational equipment, which has the lowest
elasticity in the regression on GDP per capita in PPP. The average elasticity for the overall
consumption basket was estimated in Table 1 as ε =0.73. This means that for recreational
equipment, the term in the brackets on the right-hand-side of (3) approximately equals
to -0.62. Assuming that inflation is about 3.0 percent,17 prices of recreational equipment will
stagnate if the GDP growth reaches about 4.8 percent a year. For a GDP growth rate higher
than that, prices of this commodity group would be forced to decline, which may ‘hit
the constraint’ of lower downward flexibility of prices.
A growth rate of 4.8 percent does not appear to be a binding constraint for more
advanced accession countries, as the benchmark convergence scenarios include a slower
growth in their case. However, it does not have to be true for less advanced countries
for which one could expect a higher growth differential. Moreover, the above result needs
to be treated with a degree of caution. First, at a more disaggregated level, it might be possible
to find commodities with a smaller elasticity than the 0.11 for recreational equipment, which
would decrease the figure for GDP growth not pushing some prices to decline. Second,
the above calculations count too much on the average estimated relationships in the simplest
17

This should be roughly equal to the upper bound of the Maastricht inflation criterion to which all the acceding
countries should converge.
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versions of the estimates. As we have shown in section III, additional factors beside the GDP
growth may influence the average price level, and thus also the real exchange rate
appreciation and changes in relative prices. Note that the GDP growth rate of 4.8 percent
should be on average associated with real appreciation of about 2.0 percentage points, while
the actual speed of real appreciation in many accession countries has been historically above
that level even with a GDP growth rate below 4.8 percent. It is thus quite possible that some
prices may be forced to decline in nominal terms even with a growth rate smaller than 4.8
percent.
Finally, the actual exchange rate, economic growth, and inflation developments may
deviate substantially from their long-run trends in the short or medium run. This may push
on a decline of some nominal prices in these periods even though there is no need for them
to decline in a long time horizon. If the inflation rate reaches for example 2.0 percent only,
GDP growth can become “binding” (i.e. some prices may have to decline) at around 3.2
percent only. The more likely candidates for price declines are those commodity groups
for which the price-GDP slope coefficients, as reported in Table 9, are below average. Besides
recreational equipment, this includes commodities such as personal transport equipment, oils
and fats, household appliances or communications.
With convergence in output and the appreciation in the real effective exchange rate,
the degree of differences in relative prices is likely to decline in the accession countries, too.
We provide a benchmark scenario for relative price convergence in Table 10. The table
is based on the assumption that the rate of GDP convergence to the EU would be 2.5 percent
per year, i.e. that 2.5 percent of the output gap with respect to the EU average would be closed
each year.18 We also assume that the factors influencing the residuals in the price-GDP
regressions (such as those discussed in section III) adjust towards their EU levels.
18

The 2.5 percent convergence rate is consistent with most cross-country studies of economic growth
and convergence (see for instance Barro, 1991).
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In particular, it is assumed that the residuals in the price-GDP regressions decline over time
at a rate of 10 percent per year. This adjustment speed was set consistent with the errorcorrection parameter, which we estimated in a dynamic version of the regression for the price
level of household consumption presented in Table 1 (for New Cronos data). The regressions
presented in Table 9 were used in combination with these assumptions to project the future
price developments in each commodity group for all acceding countries.19
As shown in Table 10, assuming that the price adjustment follows the GDP convergence
and that the adjustment of price residual does not proceed in jumps, it may take one (and
in some cases even two) decade for the aggregate price level to reach 60 percent of the EU
price level in most acceding countries (except for Slovenia). And it may take several decades
to reach 80 percent of the EU price level. Similarly, it would take 10-25 years to reach
the degree of relative price differences compared with the core of eurozone as now observed
in the least developed EU countries. This shows that the price level and relative price
adjustment in the acceding countries is to be considered a long-run matter.
The rate of real exchange rate appreciation associated with the price adjustment in our
scenario is also presented in Table 10. On average, the real appreciation should reach roughly
3 percent over the next five years and 2 percent over the next 15 years. It should be much
lower in Slovenia, though, which has a price level close to some current EU members already
at present.20 On the other hand, some countries may experience a real appreciation of more
than 4 percent according to this scenario (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Romania, and Slovakia).
Following the discussion in section III, such rates of real exchange rate appreciation should

19

The factors influencing the adjustment of residuals in the relative prices can be analyzed explicitly
by replacing the simple regressions for commodity prices on GDP in PPP with extended regressions such
as the one in Table 4. However, it is not clear how quick might be the adjustment of some of the explanatory
factors (such as the share of agricultural employment in a country), if they adjust at all. Price adjustment is then
likely to be less speedy or less smooth then suggested in Table 10. Another improvement might be to estimate
the error-correction parameter for each commodity group separately, which would modify the projected process
of relative price adjustment. We avoid this complication here, taking advantage of the simple scenario’s
suitability for sensitivity analysis.
20
The same conclusion applies to Cyprus and Malta, which are not reported here for the sake of brevity.
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be still manageable from the ERM II participation point of view. But they further highlight
the importance of not insisting on the narrow fluctuation band, staying in the ERM II
for the minimum required period of two years and tolerating some nominal appreciation
within the ERM II band. For the hard exchange rate peg countries (Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania,
and Bulgaria), on the other hand, the real appreciation projected in Table 10 could
be challenging in terms of fulfilling the Maastricht inflation criterion. In their case,
the nominal exchange rate strengthening cannot be used to achieve the real appreciation,
which might lead to an upward pressure on inflation.
Table 10: Accession Countries: Speed of Adjustment vs. EU15
Real exchange rate, 5yrs 1/
Real exchange rate, 15 yrs 2/
µ reaches 60 percent of EU 3/
µ reaches 80 percent of EU 3/
ρ reaches 40 percent 3/
ρ reaches 30 percent 3/
Weight of falling prices, π=3% 4/
Weight of falling prices, π=2% 4/

BG
5.6
3.9
19
47
13
27
19.8
20.7

CZ
4.6
2.9
6
25
1
8
19.0
30.6

EE
1.9
1.7
10
39
8
22
4.8
13.8

HU
3.8
2.6
7
31
3
13
15.8
33.0

LT
3.3
2.5
12
40
8
21
10.7
14.5

LV
2.3
1.9
13
43
10
23
7.9
8.9

PL
1.4
1.3
6
37
7
19
7.9
8.9

RO
4.3
3.2
19
48
11
23
11.4
15.0

SI
1.3
1.0
0
16
0
0
1.8
13.7

SK
4.6
3.1
11
36
4
14
11.2
31.1

Notes: 1/ Average annual real exchange rate appreciation in percent over the next 5 years.
2/ Average annual real exchange rate appreciation in percent over the next 15 years.
3/ Number of years to reach the threshold. 4/ Nominal weight in percent of falling prices
in consumption basket with overall inflation equal to 3 percent or 2 percent, respectively.
Table 10 also presents the nominal weight in consumption of commodity groups
the prices of which might be forced to decline over time for each convergence scenario.
The computations were done both for the overall inflation being at the upper edge
of the Maastricht criterion (assumed to be 3 percent here), as well as at the ECB’ target
(rounded up to 2 percent here). This is a more detailed approach compared with equation (3),
as it takes into account not only the GDP growth, but also the existing residuals
of the country. Table 10 shows that for the baseline scenario with realistic economic growth
and real exchange rate appreciation, the prices representing 10–20 percent of basket would
need to decline at the 3 percent inflation rate (again except of Slovenia). With the 2 percent
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inflation rate, however, their share in the basket may go up further, in some cases even to 30
percent. This shows the economic importance of setting the inflation targets close to the upper
edge of the Maastricht criterion, rather than trying to push the inflation as far as the euro area
average.
We calculated a range of alternative scenarios to assess the sensitivity of the results
of Table 10 to alternative assumptions.21 In particular, we varied the GDP convergence
parameter between 1.5, 2.5 and 4.0 percent, and the residual adjustment speed from between
5, 10 and 15 percent. In general, the adjustment of price levels appears to be more sensitive
to the overall GDP growth, while the adjustment of structures of relative prices is more
sensitive to the factors that influence the speed with which the residuals in the simple “price
vs. GDP” regression are eliminated. The speed of residual adjustment is very important
for the real exchange rate appreciation particularly in those countries that have a large overall
residual at present. Changes in the speed of GDP convergence influence both aggregate price
levels as well as structures of relative prices, but the impact on relative prices is relatively
smaller.
In the most upside scenario, which is of a higher policy interest than the conservative
scenarios that pose no particular monetary policy challenges, the average speed of real
appreciation went up to slightly more than 4 percent (and in some cases even to 5–8 percent)
for the five-year period. The time required for the price level and relative price convergence
to reach the level of the less developed current EU members declined below 10 years
on average (and below 15 years even for the extreme cases). The average weight of falling
prices in the consumer basket increased to 18 percent (in some cases as much as 30 percent)
for a 3 percent inflation rate, and to 23 percent (for some countries over 30 percent)
for a 2 percent inflation rate. This further highlights the importance of having a flexible

21

The numerical results of these scenarios are available from the authors upon request.
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interpretation of the Maastricht exchange rate stability criterion, and of targeting a slightly
higher inflation rate than in the EU.
Nevertheless, even under such reasonable policies we cannot exclude the possibility
of some prices being forced to decline under the realistic scenarios. This leads us to the
question if the potential downward rigidity of prices is really a serious problem. According
to the economic theory, there are reasons why prices may be more downward-sticky
in the short or medium run. Yet there is no theory, which would argue that prices may
be downward-sticky in a longer run. The mainstream economic theory maintains that
in the long run, prices flexibly adjust to their equilibrium levels, as companies are able to reset
their costs and output prices in line with the macroeconomic fundamentals. On the other hand,
it is possible that the behaviour of the economic agents in some markets – for example
in the labour market – is not fully rational and downward flexibility of prices can be achieved
only at some economic cost even in a medium or longer run. Even if it is hard to give
convincing explanation of such a phenomenon, it might be prudent from the policy
perspective to take it into account (a similar argument was recently used by those who feared
deflation or very low inflation in industrialised countries) and try to minimise its likelihood.
What is thus the appropriate response from policy makers and economic agents? It is
the companies’ and labour unions’ responsibility to realise the above fact and to adjust their
behaviour to the circumstances of low inflation, nominal exchange rate appreciation,
and falling prices of the most tradable goods. Unfortunately, the only thing that
the policymakers could possibly do in this respect – besides setting higher inflation targets
which is constrained by the need to achieve the Maastricht criterion – is to communicate more
actively to the private sector the implications of the nominal and real convergence processes.
This may help overcome the behavioural aspect of the downward rigidity of prices and its real
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macroeconomic costs, which may stem from the lack of companies’ and labour unions’
experience with the low-inflationary and real convergence environment.

V. Conclusion
The results of the calculations in this article show that there is a significantly positive
cross-country relationship between aggregate price levels and outputs. This relationship can
provide reasonable predictions of the average pace of real exchange rate appreciation
in transition economies, which is estimated at around 3 percent per year (with differences
for individual countries) under our benchmark scenario. This real appreciation rate should
be manageable in the ERM II regime, if the exchange rate stability criterion is assessed
in a flexible manner and if the inflation is targeted at the upper bound of the Maastricht
criterion. The real appreciation might be more challenging, though, for the hard peg countries,
as it might push their inflation rates upwards, potentially above the Maastricht limit.
We also consider other factors determining the price level besides the per capita GDP.
We use GDP per employee rather than GDP per capita, allow for differences in productivity
in the non-tradable sector, shares of non-tradables in GDP, the government policies
and the structure of foreign trade. These factors are significant for explaining price level
differences. This shows that the debates on price convergence should not focus on its link
to the GDP convergence and Balassa-Samuelson effect only, but should take into account
other factors as well.
We also demonstrate that a strong negative relationship exists between price levels
and the degree of differences in structures of relative prices in individual countries. We show
how the prices of individual commodity groups, and therefore also the structures of relative
prices as well the aggregate price levels, are likely to adjust as the accession countries
converge to EU. We find out that the structure of relative prices is quite sensitive with respect
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to the above mentioned additional explanatory factors, in particular in those countries that
currently have high residuals in the simple regression. The impact of GDP convergence speed
is also important for the convergence in price levels and relative prices.
Using the panel data estimates, we assessed whether the convergence of output
can force prices of some commodity groups to decline, given the nominal convergence
process required by the Maastricht criteria. This is essentially a restatement of a question
analyzed in our previous research, whether the process of adjustment in structures of relative
prices can lead to inflationary pressures, given that some prices may not be very downwardflexible. We found that even in the benchmark scenario, more than 10 percent of prices might
be forced to fall if the inflation is around the upper bound of the Maastricht criterion.
Moreover, if additional factors such as a significant exchange rate appreciation exceeding
the benchmark scenario speed put additional downward pressure on inflation, the share
of declining prices may go up even further.
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Abstract
This paper focuses on the first ten years of experience with the Czech inflation targeting
regime. Under this regime, the Czech Republic has successfully achieved disinflation.
However, there were two periods of substantial inflation target undershooting and economic
slack, related to two episodes of sharp exchange rate appreciation. Dealing with exchange rate
volatility has been a key challenge for inflation targeting in the Czech Republic. In spite
of the missed targets, though, the regime has been successful at anchoring inflation
expectations of analysts and firms close to the announced targets, suggesting that it has
worked well as a nominal anchor for the economy.
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I. Introduction
The Czech National Bank (CNB) introduced inflation targeting in late-1997, effective
from January 1998, after a currency turmoil and forced switch from pegged to managed
floating exchange rate. It was the first post-communist country to adopt inflation targeting,
and among the first countries that adopted this regime as a strategy of disinflation.
The present paper reviews the first ten years of functioning of this regime, evaluating
the CNB’s performance in terms of meeting its inflation targets, contributing to stabilisation
of the real economy and anchoring inflation expectations. In comparison to the earlier
literature (see e.g. Kotlán and Navrátil, 2003) it covers the most recent period and provides
a formal analysis of inflation expectations’ formation under the Czech inflation targeting.
The paper starts with a description of the historical background in section II. Section III
explains some challenges for inflation targeting in the Czech Republic. Section IV focuses
on the regime’s performance in terms of meeting the targets and stabilising the real economy.
Section V summarizes some stylised facts on the regime’s achievements in terms of anchoring
(measured) inflation expectations. Section VI provides an econometric analysis of inflation
expectations’ formation. Section VII concludes.
II. Historical Background
Czechoslovakia, as many other post-communist countries, chose a fixed exchange rate
regime at the beginning of economic transition.2 At the same time, the fixed exchange rate
regime was combined with elements of money targeting with publicly announced targets
for money supply growth. This strategy was designed to stabilise inflation after the price
liberalisation and devaluation shock of late-1990 and early-1991.3

2

The exchange rate was fixed to a basket, which was initially composed of five currencies. Later on the basket
was simplified to DEM (65 %) and USD (35 %).
3
A detailed description of the monetary policy during the early phase of transition is presented in Bulíř (1993).
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This policy was successful initially. The price developments calmed down in mid-1991,
and Czechoslovakia since then enjoyed modest inflation rates of about 10 % annually until
1997 (see Table 1).4 The exchange rate peg was maintained with no realignment till 1997.
Table 1: Key Macroeconomic Indicators before Inflation Targeting (in %)
1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996
GDP growth (in %)
0.0 -11.6
-0.5
0.1
2.2
5.9
4.0
Inflation (in %)
9.7
56.6
11.1
20.8
10.0
9.1
8.8
Nominal wage growth (in %)
3.7
15.4
22.5
25.3
18.6
18.6
18.3
Current account (in % of GDP)
n.a.
n.a.
n.a.
1.2
-1.9
-2.5
-6.6
M2 growth (end year, in %)
0.1
27.3
20.3
19.8
20.7
20.3
9.1
Discount rate (end year, in %)
8.5
9.5
9.5
8.0
8.5
9.5
10.5
CZK/DEM (average level)
11.2
17.8
18.1
17.6
17.7
18.5
18.1
CZK/USD (average level)
18.0
29.5
28.3
29.2
28.8
26.5
27.2
0.5
0.3
-0.4
-0.5
-0.5
-1.4
Deviation from parity1)
Note: 1) Average percentage deviation of exchange rate vis-à-vis the basket of currencies
(65 % DEM, 35 % USD) from former central parity. Positive (negative) number means
depreciation (appreciation)
Source: Czech Statistical Office, Czech National Bank, own computations.

1997
-0.7
8.5
9.9
-6.2
10.8
13.0
18.3
31.7
5.0

Nonetheless, with the ongoing balance of payments liberalisation, which was to a large
extent finished by 1994-95, the fixed exchange rate and money targeting gradually became
an inconsistent policy mix. The liberalisation created favourable conditions for massive shortterm capital inflows into the Czech economy in 1993-96. Under the fixed exchange rate
regime, this caused strong upward pressure on money supply, the growth of which
persistently exceeded both the nominal GDP growth and the announced CNB’s targets
(see Hrnčíř and Šmídková, 1998; Čihák and Holub, 1998).
The inflation and wage growth remained high, leading to a rapid real exchange rate
appreciation. The domestic demand expanded at a fast rate, outpacing the slow improvements
on the supply side affected by lagging structural reforms. The demand growth was also
supported by a deteriorating cyclically-adjusted position of public budgets. These
developments led to an economic overheating and a sharply growing current account deficit.

4

An exception was the year 1993, when the VAT was introduced, pushing the inflation rate above 20 %.
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To regain control over the monetary developments and domestic demand, the CNB
widened the exchange rate’s fluctuation band to ±7.5% in February 1996, and raised its major
interest rates and minimum reserve requirements in mid-1996.5 The monetary restrictions,
however, had no fast positive impact on the current account, as they contributed
to an exchange rate appreciation within the band (Table 1 and Figure 1). Fiscal policy
remained relatively loose. Its tightening was implemented only in spring-1997, which was
already too late to reverse the negative trends and win confidence of investors. In the wake
of financial crises in Asia this led to a currency crisis in May 1997.
Figure 1: Exchange Rate (CZK/EUR and CZK/USD)
Managed floating
Inflation targeting

CZK/EUR (DEM before 99)

VII.07

I.07

VII.06

I.06

VII.05

I.05

VII.04

I.04

VII.03

I.03

VII.02

2nd appreciation
episode

I.02

I.01

VII.00

I.00

VII.99

I.99

VII.98

I.98

VII.97

I.97

VII.96

I.96

1st appreciation
episode

VII.01

42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18

42
40
38
36
34
32
30
28
26
24
22
20
18

CZK/USD

Source: Czech National Bank
The CNB tried to resist the speculative attack with foreign exchange interventions,
a radical increase in interest rates and some administrative measures.6 In spite of that, it was
eventually forced to introduce managed floating of the Czech crown (CZK) on May 26, 1997.
The exchange rate immediately depreciated by more than 10 % (Figure 1). The interest rates
were kept high throughout the rest of 1997 and the first half of 1998 (Figure 2).
5

The monetary policy trade-off between controlling domestic demand and avoiding massive capital inflows
faced by transition economies has been called „Tošovský dilemma“ by Lipsitz, et al. (2002), after the former
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Figure 2: Monetary Policy Interest Rates
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Having lost the fixed exchange rate, the CNB had to start looking for another nominal
anchor. It needed to pin down inflation expectations by credibly committing itself
to a disinflationary process, which had been disturbed by the crisis. One possibility was
to continue with the money targeting. Uncertainty over the money demand stability, however,
eventually led to the choice of inflation targeting (see Hrnčíř and Šmídková, 1998). This
move was announced in December 1997 and became effective from January 1998.
III. Some Challenges
There is growing evidence that emerging market inflation targeting countries achieve
less favourable outcomes in terms of inflation and output volatility than the industrial inflation
targeters (Fraga, et al., 2003; Roger and Stone, 2005; Mishkin and Schmidt-Hebbel, 2006).7
Besides possible stabilisation policy errors, one could attribute this difference to some

Governor of the CNB Josef Tošovský.
6
A detailed description of the crisis is provided in Dědek (2000).
7
This does not imply, however, that the inflation targeting is not a good monetary policy regime for the
emerging market countries. Batini, et al. (2005) provides evidence that inflation targeting leads to better
outcomes than other monetary policy regimes in emerging markets. Mishkin and Schmidt-Hebbel come to
somewhat less positive conclusions, but they use highly successful non-inflation targeters as the control group.
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challenges faced by these economies, including the challenges of disinflation. This needs
to be considered when the performance of inflation targeting is assessed. This section
of the paper provides a brief discussion of the challenges faced by the Czech Republic.
First, the Czech Republic was the first post-communist country to adopt the inflation
targeting. It thus could not build on the experience of any other comparable economy.
Moreover, inflation targeting was designed as strategy of disinflation, not just maintaining
previously achieved low inflation.8 The regime was introduced in a destabilised economy
after a period of overheating, currency crisis, depreciation of the exchange rate,
and intensified price deregulations in January 1998. Those factors increased inflation
temporarily and threatened to build into inflation expectations. The external environment
was not very supportive either, as the Asian crisis of 1997 was followed by the Russian crisis
in 1998.
Second, the Czech Republic has a high (albeit declining) share of volatile items,
such as food and regulated prices, in its consumption basket. A specific feature is a high share
(at present roughly 17-18 %; in the past even more) of administered prices, which are
sometimes adjusted in a discrete (and discretionary) manner, and occasional changes
to indirect taxes.9 Moreover, the weight of food, beverages and tobacco has moved between
24 % and 32 % (with a declining tendency).10 All these factors increase the volatility
of overall inflation.11

8

As shown empirically in Roger and Stone (2005) or Mishkin and Schmidt-Hebbel (2006), inflation targeting
with declining targets seems to provide a weaker nominal anchor and is associated with more pronounced
deviations of inflation from targets than stationary inflation targeting.
9
The contribution of administered prices to headline inflation has fluctuated between -0.2 and 6.4 percentage
points during the whole inflation targeting period, and between -0.2 and 2.6 p.p. during the headline inflation
targeting period, when regulated prices have directly entered the targeted price index. Moreover, changes in
indirect taxes added between -0.2 and 0.8 p.p. to inflation in the inflation targeting period (-0.1 to 0.8 p.p. during
headline inflation targeting). In 2007-2008 the contribution of indirect taxes to inflation could well exceed 1 p.p.
in both years due to tobacco excise tax harmonisation and approved changes to the VAT.
10
Their contribution to inflation has ranged between -1.5 and 2.9 p.p. (-1.1 to 1.1 in the more recent period).
11
It is fair to say, though, that the volatility of core inflation has also been relatively high during the inflation
targeting period (roughly 65 – 75 % of the headline inflation volatility).
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Finally, the Czech Republic is a small open economy, making it potentially more
vulnerable to exogenous shocks. The exports and imports of goods and services currently both
exceed 70 % of the GDP. The share of imported goods in the consumer basket is estimated
at around 25 % (see Coats, et al., 2003). This implies fairly strong transmission of exchange
rate changes into the domestic economy and inflation. The long-run economic catch-up
of the Czech economy has led to an equilibrium real exchange rate appreciation trend.
The actual exchange rate has moved around this trend, influenced by sharp volatility
of foreign capital flows, gradual – but often not smooth – decline in the risk premium over
time, etc. (see Geršl and Holub, 2006 for a discussion of the exchange rate issues).

IV. Achievement of the Targets and Policy Goals
In this section we examine the CNB’s track record in terms of achieving its inflation
targets and stabilising the real economy. A comparison of the inflation targets with actual
outcomes is presented in Figure 3.
Figure 3: Year-on-Year Inflation – Targets vs. Actual
Inflation targeting
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The specification of inflation targets changed several times. The targets in 1998-2001
were set as end-year targets for net inflation (CPI inflation net of regulated prices and indirect
tax changes). Since 2002 the CNB has been targeting headline CPI inflation.12 In 2002-2005,
the targets were defined as a declining corridor, since then the target has been flat at 3 %
(lowered to 2 % from January 2010) with a tolerance band of ± 1 %. In the recent period,
greater emphasis has been also put on ignoring the first-round effects of indirect tax changes.
As can be seen in Figure 3, the CNB undershot its targets for net inflation in 19982000, even though in the last case by a small margin only. The net inflation target was first
met in December 2001, i.e. just before the switch to headline inflation targets. Similarly,
inflation has often been below the headline inflation targets since the beginning of 2002.
In this period, it was below the target midpoint in 65 out of 72 months (i.e. 90 % of the time),
and below the lower (tolerance) bound of the target in 37 months (i.e. 51 % of the time).
Only in two months (i.e. 3 % of the time) at the end of 2007 the inflation rate exceeded
the upper bound of the tolerance band around the target.13
Summary statistics of the CNB’s track record in meeting its targets are provided
in Table 2.14 Taking the whole inflation targeting period, the inflation was on average below
the targets by 1.7 percentage points (2.5 percentage points below the net inflation targets and
1.3 percentage points below the headline inflation targets) since December 1998.15

12

The switch to headline inflation targeting reflected strong correlation between net and headline inflation,
clearer outlook for regulated prices and better understandability of headline inflation for the general public. See
Kotlán and Navrátil (2003) for a more detailed discussion of the targets’ specification and the rationale behind it.
They also discuss the application of escape clauses (caveats) by the CNB.
13
Roger and Stone (2005) report that the inflation targeting countries were on average outside of the target
ranges 43.5 % percent of the time. In disinflation targeters, the frequency of deviations was higher (59.7 %),
i.e. marginally higher than in the Czech Republic. Unlike in the Czech case, though, the deviations were broadly
balanced between inflation target undershooting and overshooting for the whole sample of countries, and biased
towards target overshooting for disinflation targeters. The root mean square error of the deviation from centre
of the target range was 2.2 p.p. for all countries, and 2.7 p.p. for countries with disinflation in progress. The root
mean square error for the Czech Republic was between these two figures for the inflation targeting period
as a whole (see Table 2).
14
Table 2 also provides statistics on achieving the inflation targets in terms of headline inflation excluding the
primary effects of indirect tax changes, reflecting the ex ante escape clause applied by the CNB.
15
These calculations required to linearly extrapolate the year-end net inflation targets into individual months.
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Table 2: Achievement of Inflation Targets and the Output Gap
Deviations from targets1) in %
No. of
Average
Standard
Root mean
observations2) deviation
error
square error
Inflation, of which:
Net and Headline
109 (M)
-1.7
1.8
2.5
Net
37 (M)
-2.5
2.1
3.3
Headline
72 (M)
-1.3
1.4
2.0
Headline excl. taxes
72 (M)
-1.6
1.2
2.0
Output gap:
Deviation from potential in %
40 (Q)
-1.6
1.6
2.3
Notes: 1) Year-end net inflation targets had to be extrapolated into individual months;
2) (M) denotes monthly frequency of the data, (Q) stands for quarterly frequency.
The ex post asymmetry in the inflation targeting outcomes might have been partly
unintended, reflecting some unexpected anti-inflationary factors (see below), but also partly
intentional, especially in the early stages of disinflation. It could have reflected the ultimate
ambition of the inflation targeting regime to achieve low inflation, with the inflation targets
viewed only as milestones on the way. In such a situation, the disutility and credibility costs
of inflation target overshooting would have probably been much greater than the costs
of undershooting, implying an asymmetry in preferences.
It is also relevant to look at the business cycle evolution under inflation targeting,
as the regime has always been labelled “flexible” with attention being paid to stabilisation
of the real economy. Figure 4 depicts the year-on-year GDP growth rate together with
the CNB’s estimate of the output gap and unemployment gap from a multivariate filter
(see Beneš and N’Diaye, 2003).16 As one can see, the economy operated below its nonaccelerating-inflation potential until late-2005, i.e. for most of the inflation targeting period.
The estimated output gap averaged at -1.6 % (Table 2), the unemployment gap at 0.9 %.
Figure 4 also demonstrates that the business cycle has been quite pronounced since 1998.
16

The underlying economic structure of the multivariate filter is based on the key equations describing the
monetary transmission mechanism in the core quarterly projection model of the CNB (see Coats, et al., 2003).
In particular, it takes into account the effect of monetary conditions on the output gap, and of the output gap on
core inflation. The unemployment gap is derived from the output gap assuming a simple Okun law relationship
with time lags. The underlying economic model is transformed for its state-space form, on which the Kalman
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Figure 4: Business Cycle
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(see footnote 16)
Note: quarterly GDP growth rates not available for 1996
The periods most clearly responsible for the failure to reach monetary policy targets
were 1998-99 and 2002-03, which were both characterised by inflation target undershooting
and widening of a negative output gap.17 On the other hand, the years 2000-01 and 2004-07
were periods of stabilising the economy close to the inflation targets and potential output.
Especially the latest period can be viewed as a rather successful one, with the inflation being
still below target on average (by -0.6 percentage points), but within the tolerance band,
and with the output gap being only slightly negative (-0.3 %) on average.
The two periods of difficulties were already highlighted by Kotlán and Navrátil (2003)
or Geršl and Holub (2006).18 These earlier papers agree on the list of exogenous shocks that
can explain the two episodes of inflation target undershooting and subdued economic activity.
filter is constructed and unobserved variables such as the output gap, exchange rate gap and interest rate gap are
simultaneously estimated.
17
The GDP growth turned from negative to positive already during 1998, but still remained below the estimated
potential rate, implying that the negative output gap continued to widen until early 1999. Similarly, the GDP
growth remained positive in 2001-03, but fell below (at that time already accelerating) growth potential, leading
to a widening negative output gap.
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The list includes falling food prices (both periods), low international oil prices (both periods),
delayed price deregulations (2002-03), fiscal restrictions (1998-99), EU economic slowdown
(2002-03), and unexpected exchange rate appreciation (both periods). While all these factors
certainly played a role, the exchange rate should be emphasised as the main common
macroeconomic factor for both periods, as well as for both the two policy target variables.19
The exchange rate appreciation against the euro (or DEM) reached 8 % and 15 %,
respectively, in the two episodes. Given the small open economy nature of the Czech
Republic, exchange rate shocks are strongly transmitted both into inflation and real economic
developments. Babestkaia (2006) has estimated, using a VAR model, the strength of exchange
rate pass-through to inflation in the Czech Republic between 20 and 30 % in a 6-month
horizon. A similar strength and speed of the pass-through is also implied by the CNB’s
quarterly projection model (see Coats, et al., 2003). The Czech experience thus shows that
exchange rate volatility may be a major challenge for a small open economy targeting
inflation.20
V. Anchoring of Expectations
Another point of view from which one may assess the performance of inflation targeting
framework is stabilisation of inflation expectations. Anchored inflation expectations signal
that the central bank has been successful at committing itself to low inflation. To establish
18

Kotlán and Navrátil (2003) cover the second period (2002-2003) in their text, but their numerical analysis ends
in late-2002 for most variables, which means that the peak of this period is not fully captured in the paper.
19
To test the statistical and economic significance of (some of) these individual factors in explaining
the deviations of inflation from targets (“inflation gap”) we carried out a cross-correlation analysis, pair-wise
Granger causality tests and VAR-based variance decomposition of the inflation gap. The explanatory variables
were the real exchange rate gap (as estimated by the CNB’s multivariate filter), year-on-year growth in domestic
agricultural prices, year-on-year growth in international oil prices and foreign output gap. All these variables
were found to have a statistically significant correlation with the inflation gap with a time lead of zero (for
agricultural prices) to ten quarters (for foreign output gap). At the same time, all the explanatory variables were
found to Granger-cause the inflation gap at least at the 10% significance level. The VAR-based variance
decomposition suggested that the exchange rate stands out as the main medium-term explanatory factor,
accounting roughly for the same share (30 %) of the inflation gap’s variance as all the other exogenous factors
(agricultural prices, oil prices and foreign output gap). A detailed presentation of this analysis, however, goes
beyond the scope of this paper and is available from the authors upon request.
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such a commitment was actually the key ambition when the Czech inflation targeting
was introduced in late-1997 (see section II). In addition, stable inflation expectations make
it easier for the central bank to achieve its policy goals of stable inflation and output,
improving the trade-off between these two.
To assess the performance of Czech inflation targeting in terms of anchoring
expectations, we use measured inflation expectations from the CNB’s Inflation Expectations
Survey21 carried out among financial market analysts (on a monthly basis starting from May
1999), firms and households (on quarterly basis starting from Q2/1999). This survey asks
for quantitative inflation expectations one and three years ahead (for firms and households
the three-year-ahead expectations are available from Q4/2002 only).22
Inflation expectations of financial market analysts have always been broadly in line with
the CNB’s targets, which can be seen in Figure 5. As one could expect, one-year-ahead
expectations have been more volatile than three-year-ahead expectations, but with a few
exceptions remained within the target band or the tolerance band around the target.23 Threeyear-ahead expectations, which are less affected by one-off shocks and should better reflect
the credibility of the inflation targets, have always remained within the band.
Interestingly, the three-year-ahead expectations of analysts have consistently moved
below the 3% target since the survey carried out in late-2002, i.e. since the end of the second
exchange rate appreciation episode (see section IV). In this period, analysts have also
consistently forecasted the CZK/EUR exchange rate to appreciate in the one-year horizon,
on average by 2.4 % a year. This suggests that the frequent inflation target undershooting
related to exchange rate appreciation has partly built into analysts’ expectations. This may
20

See Geršl and Holub (2006) for a discussion of exchange rate management issues under the Czech inflation
targeting, and more generally.
21
The CNB Inflation Expectations Survey is available on the CNB web page, www.cnb.cz.
22
The survey among households was discontinued in mid-2007 due to its low apparent reliability (see below).
23
The recent spike in expectations is to a large extent related to the announced indirect tax changes to be
implemented in January 2008. As the CNB applies an ex-ante escape clause to the first-round effect of these
changes, the deviation of expectations from the target is in fact consistent with the inflation targeting regime.
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have contributed to the slight average inflation target undershooting in the more recent
period.24
Figure 5: Inflation Expectations of Financial Market Analysts
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Source: Czech National Bank
Note: Inflation expectations were shifted one or three years into the future, i.e. they are not
reported under the date of their measurement, but under the date to which they relate.
This makes them comparable to the corresponding inflation targets set by the CNB.
Inflation expectations of firms have also been in line with the targets, and behaved
in a similar manner as the expectations of analysts. The only noteworthy difference is the fact
that the three-year-ahead expectations of firms have been anchored close to the 3% target
(apart from the increase in late-2007), not slightly below it as in the case of analysts. They
thus remain above the upper bound of the 2% target valid from 2010. This can be seen
in Figure 6, which also illustrates the expectations of households. Clearly, household
expectations have been most volatile, and for the 7-9 recent quarters consistently above
the upper bound of the target’s tolerance band. This contrasts sharply with the analysts’
and firms’ expectations.

24

The results for the analysts’ expectations should be taken with caution, as they may not represent well
the economy-wide expectations in terms of knowledge and education. On the other hand, it could be argued that
the financial market expectations may be viewed as a benchmark for the rest of the economy, as the financial
market expectations are widely spread through publications of financial institutions and media.
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Figure 6: Inflation Expectations of Firms and Households
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Note: Inflation expectations were shifted one or three years into the future (see Figure 5).
The high expectations reported by households also contrast with the CNB’s track record
of inflation target undershooting. Nonetheless, the general difficulties in measuring
households’ inflation expectations and a few methodological changes carried out
in the CNB’s survey over time call for caution in interpreting the data. It is thus useful to also
look at an alternative survey by the European Commission, which is part of the Business
and Consumer Survey. The Commission’s survey is a qualitative one, and shows the balance
of responses of those people who perceived growing and falling prices over the last twelve
months, or who expect higher and lower price growth over the next twelve months. Therefore,
it cannot be directly compared to the CNB’s inflation targets. As benchmarks, we thus chose
the survey responses for the euro area (a natural reference point in the EU) and United
Kingdom (a successful inflation targeting country unaffected by the “euro syndrome”).
Figure 7 shows that the indicator of perceived past inflation has been lower in the Czech
Republic than in euro area and the United Kingdom since 2003. As regards household
inflation expectations for the next twelve months, the Czech indicator converged from above
to the selected benchmarks in the inflation targeting period. From 2005 it remained close
to these, before it was disrupted by the indirect tax changes announcements and increasing
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international commodity prices during 2007. Overall, the inflation expectations indicator
has been more volatile (measured both by standard error and variance) in the Czech Republic
than in the two benchmark cases. This supports the previous finding that (measured)
household expectations have been anchored by the inflation targeting regime less strongly
than the expectations of analysts and firms (even though perhaps somewhat more strongly
than the CNB’s own survey indicates).
Figure 7: Consumer Survey – Perceived and Expected Price Developments
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To sum up, one can claim that the inflation targeting regime has been fairly successful
at anchoring inflation expectations at low levels consistent with the targets, at least for
financial market analysts and firms. As summarized in Table 3, expectations of analysts
and firms have on average been at or only marginally below the inflation targets, and their
deviations from targets (measured both by standard error and root mean square error) have
been substantially smaller than the deviations of actual inflation from targets (compare with
Table 2). Interestingly though, the three-year-ahead expectations of analysts have consistently
moved below the 3% target since late-2002, suggesting that the inflation target undershooting
has partly built into expectations of this expert group. The findings for households’
expectations from the (discontinued) CNB’s survey are much less positive. The alternative
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survey by the European Commission provides somewhat more favourable outcome for this
group of economic agents, but is also mixed at best.

Table 3: Anchoring of Expectations
Deviations from targets1) in %
No. Of
Average
Standard
Root mean
2)
observations
deviation
error
square error
Expectations, of which:
Analysts, 1Y-ahead
104 (M)
-0.2
0.6
0.6
Analysts, 3Ys-ahead
104 (M)
0.0
0.4
0.4
Firms, 1Y-ahead
34 (Q)
-0.3
0.7
0.7
Firms, 3Ys-ahead
20 (Q)
0.0
0.5
0.5
Households, 1Y-ahead
32 (Q)
0.1
1.4
1.6
Households, 3Ys-ahead
18 (Q)
2.0
2.1
2.9
Note: 1) Year-end net inflation targets had to be extrapolated into individual months and
converted into approximate headline inflation targets to compare with expectations; 2) (M)
denotes monthly frequency of the data, (Q) stands for quarterly frequency.

VI. VAR Analysis of Inflation Expectations Formation
Given the narrative and graphical evidence presented in the previous section, one may
reach a preliminary conclusion that the Czech inflation targeting regime has achieved one
of its initial goals, i.e. anchored inflation expectations. Of course, before such a conclusion
is taken, it is useful to supplement the evidence by a more technical analysis of the data.
In particular, we use in this section a structural VAR model for analyzing the effects
of inflationary shocks on inflation expectations. We address the question: What happens
to inflation expectations once the economy has been hit by an exogenous shock to a specific
part of the consumption basket? The VAR methodology appears to be appropriate for this
exercise, as it is suitable for analyzing the impact of unexpected shocks on the economic
dynamics.
VI.1. The Model
The model we use combines observed inflation with inflation expectations, several
sources of inflationary shocks and monetary policy. The structure of the model is chosen
to reveal the impact of inflationary shocks on inflation expectations given the expected
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response of monetary policy. At the same time it enables to compare the effect of inflationary
shock on both inflation expectations and observed inflation.
The estimated system has the following representation:

Yt = AYt-1+vt

(1)

where Yt is the vector of endogenous variables in period t, vt is the vector of residuals and A is
a matrix of coefficients describing the reduced form relationships among the endogenous
variables. The vector of endogenous variables contains the commodity price inflation (πcom),
the food price inflation (πfood), the administrative price inflation (πadm), the change in nominal
CZK/EUR exchange rate (∆s), the headline inflation (π), inflation expectations (πexp)
and the nominal short-term interest rate (i):25

Y = [πcom , πfood , πadm , ∆s , π , πexp , i]

(2)

The commodity price inflation, the food price inflation, the administrative prices
and the change of the nominal exchange rate are assumed to approximate the main sources
of price shocks. The presence of headline inflation captures the influence of the overall
inflation on the inflation expectations.26 The inflation expectations are of the main point
of interest and the inclusion of the nominal interest rates is expected to capture
for the monetary policy response.
For the use of any VAR model for a “shock and response” analysis the identification
is always a critical issue. In this paper, the inflationary shocks are identified from
the estimated residuals ν t using the standard recursiveness assumption (based on Choleski
factorization) with the variables ordered as in (2).27 This ordering of the variables imposes
an implicit assumption about what is observed by the economic agents at the time their

25

The administrative prices cover, among others, prices of electricity, natural gas or house rental. Hence, they
may have a significant impact on inflation expectations.
26
One can argue that given the model specification the problem of multicollinearity certainly arises. As we are
not interested in any specific value or significance of estimated coefficients, however, the possible
multicollinearity does not impose any restriction on our results.
27
For detailed non-technical description of the necessary algebra, see Enders (2004).
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expectations are formed, and about which variables respond contemporaneously
to the inflationary shocks. The ordering in (2) implies that when the expectations are formed,
the individuals take into account the shocks themselves and the overall inflation. At the same
time, however, the individuals face the past monetary policy decision only. Put it differently,
the individuals do observe the shocks but their information about the reaction of the monetary
policy is based on previous experience only. The monetary policy authority, however,
is assumed to observe the inflation expectations at the time they are formed. In addition,
monetary policy actions are assumed to have no contemporaneous impact on inflation.
The above restrictions closely follow a canonical New Keynesian macro model
and coincide with standard rational expectations framework extended for price stickiness.
One may argue that there exists a delay between the moment an inflationary shock occurs
and the moment monetary policy decision is taken.28 Consequently, the economic agents form
their inflation expectations based on expected policy reaction that is later either confirmed
or not. In addition, the way inflation expectations are collected is designed to provide
the information to the monetary policy authority before the monetary policy decision
is made.29
VI.2. Estimation
The VAR model is estimated for inflation expectations of financial markets analysts,
firms and households using the quarterly data sample from the CNB’s survey for the period
from the second quarter of 1999 to the third quarter of 2007.30 Given this sample length,
the results should, of course, be taken with certain caution. Although the inflation
expectations of analysts are collected on a monthly basis, which would allow an estimation

28

The decision not to change the policy stance is viewed as a full-fledged policy decision from this perspective.
The inflation expectations we use for our analysis are known to the monetary policy authority when monetary
policy decision is made. The latter says of course nothing about the quality of the inflation expectations survey,
i.e. whether it approximates the real expectations well.
30
For the households’ inflation expectations, to the first quarter of 2007 only.
29
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of a monthly VAR model, the households’ and firms’ inflation expectations are collected
on a quarterly basis only (see section V). In order to get comparable results for the inflation
expectations of analysts, these are converted into the quarters using simple averaging.
The quarterly VAR model is then estimated for all three types of inflation expectations.31
All the inflation expectations series used in this analysis are the one-year-ahead
expectations. In section V, it has been demonstrated that (with the exceptions of households)
these expectations are more volatile than the three-year-ahead expectations, and can be thus
expected to respond more strongly to exogenous shocks. Their use in the analysis
can therefore be viewed as a stronger test of expectations’ anchoring under the inflation
targeting regime than if the three-year-ahead expectations were used. In addition, the time
series of the firms’ and households’ three-year-ahead expectations is too short (see Section V)
to allow a meaningful estimation of the model.
The data on the commodity price inflation, food price inflation, and headline inflation
have the form of seasonally adjusted annualized quarterly changes. The change of the nominal
exchange rate is the annualized quarterly change of seasonally unadjusted levels. The threemonth money market rate is used as a proxy for the policy rate and it stays in levels. Although
the CNB conducts monetary policy via the two-week interest rate, the correlation between
the two-week and three-month interest rates is quite strong and the use of the three-month
interest rate thus does not represent any problem for the analysis.32
As we do not provide an explicit long-run analysis of the behavior of the economy,
we allow for an implicit cointegrating relationship in the data and following the methodology

31

Unfortunately, we are not able to cover in our analysis also the period before the adoption of inflation targeting
as the relevant data is not available. One can certainly argue that a possible way to obtain inflation expectations
is to extract them from the yield curve. The methodology is based on the Fisher equation and assumes that
the real interest rate is stable, while movements in nominal interest rates are given by changes in inflation
expectations. But, as for example Kotlán (2002) shows, there are also other factors influencing the yield curve
and real interest rate movements in a transition economy making it hard to extract inflation expectations solely
from the yield curve without having any knowledge of the whole economic model.
32
The CNB itself uses three-month money market rates as a proxy for the monetary policy instrument in its core
projection models (see Coats, et al., 2003).
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used by Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (1999) we do not test for the data series
stationarity explicitly. Facing the relatively constrained data sample we use the lag of order
one for all three models. These choices of the lag order are supported by standard likelihood
tests, i.e. by the Akaike, Schwarz and Hannah-Quinn criterions.33 The residual tests show that
there is no significant serial correlation in the ν t residuals for any of our model. Similarly,
all three models pass the test of stability.
VI.3. Results
As in section V, we start the discussion of our results with the financial market analysts’
expectations. Figure 8 shows the effects of a one-standard-deviation commodity price, food
price, administrative price and exchange rate shock on analysts’ inflation expectation
and domestic prices, respectively. The first column of Figure 8 deals with a commodity price
shock, the second with a food price shock, the third with an administrative price shock,
and the fourth with an exchange rate shock.
Although all the shocks are evaluated as statistically significant in at least one period,
inflation expectations remain broadly stable after the shock has hit the economy.
The expectations in all cases follow the direction of the shock, but the responses are rather
weak. The shock in food prices has the largest impact on analysts’ inflation expectations,
but its magnitude is still roughly three times lower than the response of headline inflation.
The initial response of inflation expectations to the commodity price shock is evaluated
as insignificant. The same applies for the effect of administrative price. The exchange rate
shock seems to have a heavier impact than the commodity or administrative prices shocks,
going in the right direction and being statistically significant after one period and significant
on the margin after two periods. Although significant on the margin only, the response

33

For the model with households’ inflation expectations the lag-length criterions are in fact inconclusive
in respect to the lag order of one or two. For the sake of comparison we choose the lag order of one.
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of expectations is almost as strong as it is for food prices. One may argue that the financial
market takes the impact of exchange rate quite seriously; but the effect on inflation is viewed
as relatively quick and non-persistent.
Figure 8: Response of Analysts’ Inflation Expectations to Inflationary Shocks
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That only the responses to food prices and exchange rate shocks seem to be statistically
significant suggests that market analysts probably view these shocks as a crucial determinant
of overall inflation (or its deviations from the targeted level). This is certainly not surprising
for the exchange rate, but the response to food prices may signal that the central bank may be
viewed as being relatively unwilling to respond to food price shocks. This is appealing,
especially compared to the reaction of expectations to the administrative prices shock,
as administrative prices have counted for significant part of the consumption basket as well
(see above). The variance decomposition of financial markets’ expectations (Table 4)
confirms that administrative prices play only a negligible role in forming financial markets’
expectations, whereas food prices seems to be quite important. Evidently, market analysts do
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not expect the changes in administrative price to create any second-round effects on overall
inflation through expectations.
Table 4: Variance Decomposition: Financial Markets’ Inflation Expectations
Period
Commodity
Food Prices
Administrative Exchange Rate
Prices
Prices
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1.41
5.52
7.89
9.30
10.21
10.78
11.15
11.38
11.52
11.60

22.35
26.46
28.11
28.07
27.84
27.59
27.40
27.28
27.20
27.15

1.59
4.05
3.25
2.88
2.68
2.58
2.53
2.50
2.49
2.49

9.20
17.11
18.97
19.90
20.16
20.21
20.19
20.15
20.12
20.10

Source: Own calculations
Figure 9 shows the results for firms’ inflation expectations (the ordering of columns
is the same as in Figure 8). As above, firms’ expectations are also affected significantly
by food price shocks – a little bit more strongly than is the case for financial markets’
expectations – whereas the effect of the exchange rate shock is significant on the margin only.
Surprisingly, the effect of commodity prices is insignificant, though one could expect
commodity prices to be important for firms’ inflation expectations. The huge volatility
of commodity prices may be the reason for this pattern.
The variance decomposition of firms’ inflation expectations (Table 5) confirms a huge
effect of food prices on inflation expectations. Food prices count for half of expectations
volatility, while the exchange rate for roughly 15 percent only. This suggests that firm
managers who participate in the survey probably see food prices as having relatively strong
second-round effects on overall inflation.
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Figure 9: Response of Firms’ Inflation Expectations to Inflationary Shocks
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Table 5: Variance Decomposition: Firms’ Inflation Expectations
Period
Commodity
Food Prices
Administrative Exchange Rate
Prices
Prices
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

2.52
1.40
1.61
1.82
2.07
2.23
2.35
2.44
2.49
2.54

6.63
45.17
49.45
51.88
52.00
51.97
51.86
51.77
51.71
51.67

0.00
0.60
0.78
1.09
1.27
1.39
1.46
1.50
1.53
1.54

1.70
5.67
10.83
12.91
14.19
14.87
15.27
15.51
15.64
15.72

Source: Own calculations
Finally, Figure 10 depicts the results for household expectations (ordering of columns
is the same as in Figure 8 or 9). The story is somewhat ambiguous here. All of the responses
go in the right direction and their magnitudes are relatively high, which applies especially
to food and administrative prices. Nonetheless, they are evaluated as insignificant. This may
be caused either by generally higher volatility of households’ expectations or, naturally,
by the fact that there is an unobserved factor driving the expectations.
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Figure 10: Response of Households’ Inflation Expectations to Inflationary Shocks
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The variance decomposition of household inflation expectations (Table 6) shows that
none of the shock variables has an extensive effect on household expectations. In addition,
the variance decomposition reveals that roughly 50 percent of household expectations
are explained by their own dynamics (not shown in Table 6).
The implicit presence of an unobserved component in the dynamics of household
inflation expectations, which moreover lie above the inflation target, suggests that they are
less anchored to the inflation target than are the expectations of analysts and firms. This
is in line with the above findings.
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Table 6: Variance Decomposition: Households’ Inflation Expectations
Period
Commodity
Food Prices
Administrative Exchange Rate
Prices
Prices
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

3.28
2.36
2.31
2.57
2.71
2.79
2.83
2.86
2.87
2.88

5.66
9.05
10.63
10.61
10.57
10.56
10.57
10.60
10.62
10.65

8.56
12.34
11.17
10.94
11.04
11.07
11.08
11.07
11.07
11.06

4.82
13.49
14.99
15.92
15.97
15.94
15.92
15.91
15.91
15.92

Source: Own calculations
In general, the results lead to two conclusions. First, the magnitudes of inflation
expectation responses seem to be relatively low compared to the actual inflationary effect
of shocks. Second, financial market analysts, firms and households differ in the way that they
change their expectations facing various inflationary shocks. This, however, does not mean
automatically that the regime of inflation targeting does not stabilize inflation expectations.
Mankiw et al. (2003) find similar results for the US economy, showing that inflation
expectations differ for different economic agents. They explain the differences by a sticky
information model. Therefore, the criteria of whether the inflation targeting binds the inflation
expectations to the target or not should be based on the responses’ magnitude. As long as
the responses remain relatively low, which has been the Czech case (perhaps excepting
household expectations), monetary policy can be viewed presumably as playing a stabilizing
role. The results of the econometric analysis thus seem to be broadly in line with the above
conclusions.

VII. Conclusions
This paper focuses on the Czech Republic’s first ten years of experience
with an inflation targeting regime. The regime was introduced in 1998 after a currency crisis
and forced a switch from a pegged exchange rate regime to a managed float in May 1997.
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Its main ambition was to provide a new nominal anchor for the Czech economy and stabilise
inflation expectations after the acceleration of inflation in late 1997 and early 1998.
The CNB has successfully achieved disinflation under the new policy regime.
At the same time, though, there was relatively frequent inflation target undershooting
and a negative output gap for most of the inflation-targeting period. This was mainly related
to two episodes of sharp exchange rate appreciation. Substantial exchange rate fluctuations
have thus been a key challenge for the Czech inflation-targeting regime. In recent years,
however, the CNB has been reached its policy targets rather successfully. Moreover,
the regime has successfully anchored inflation expectations in the economy, at least regarding
the expectations of analysts and firms, thus achieving one of its main policy goals.
The example of the Czech Republic has demonstrated that inflation targeting
can be used successfully as a disinflationary strategy in emerging market economies,
and in particular in post-communist countries. This option is worth pursuing for many
countries despite the challenges related to exchange rate volatility in small open economies,
the importance of which should nonetheless not be underestimated.
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Abstract
This paper provides an empirical analysis of the factors that caused deviations from
the CNB’s inflation targets during the first ten years of inflation targeting in the Czech
Republic. While in the short term, shocks to agricultural producer prices represent the most
important factor, exchange rate shocks are clearly the most important medium-term factor.
At the same time, it could not be proved that monetary policy created any major shocks
contributing to the non-fulfillment of inflation targets, although some role thereof cannot
be excluded either.
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I. Introduction
This paper analyzes empirically the causes of deviations from the inflation targets
of the Czech National Bank (CNB) during the first ten years of inflation targeting. Section II
presents a review of such causes as contained in the existing literature dealing with inflation
targeting in the Czech Republic, and applies simple cross-correlation analyses and Granger
causality tests to identify which explanatory variables – and with what time lags – seem
to have a statistically significant relationship to the deviations of inflation from the CNB’s
targets. Section III then offers estimates of two VAR models examining the impulse responses
of the deviations of inflation from the target to the individual shocks, and providing a variance
decomposition of these deviations. Section IV concludes.
Based on those analyses, it can be concluded that the most important short-term factor
of the deviations from the CNB’s inflation targets are shocks to agricultural producer prices.
In the medium term, however, real exchange rate shocks take over as by far the most
important factor. Indeed, the main common macroeconomic feature of the two periods
of the most significant inflation target undershooting was a noticeable and unexpected
strengthening of the Czech koruna’s (CZK) exchange rate. The difficulties caused
by the exchange rate were further accentuated by their coincidence with other factors,
although these were less important and – as such – they would have probably only resulted
in less distinct and shorter-lived episodes of inflation target undershooting. The analysis,
however, does not provide an answer to the question of why the target fulfillment was
asymmetrically skewed in the undershooting direction and why the periods characterized
by depreciation corrections of the exchange rate did not result in any overshooting
of the CNB’s targets.
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II. Literature Review and Basic Statistical Tests
The fulfillment of the CNB’s targets during the first decade of inflation targeting
was affected to a significant extent by two episodes characterized by a noticeable
undershooting of the targets, namely, in the years 1998–1999 and 2002–2003. The existing
literature concurs on the list of relevant causes of such distinct target undershooting
(see, for example, (Kotlán and Navrátil, 2003), (Geršl and Holub, 2006)). The list comprises
declining food prices (in both periods), low oil prices (in both periods), a pause
in deregulation (in 2002–2003), fiscal and monetary restrictions (in 1998–1999), a growth
slowdown in the EU (in 2002–2003), and a strengthening of the CZK exchange rate (in both
periods). To compare, in its Inflation Reports the CNB assigned the 1998–1999 target
undershooting in first place to food prices, and then also to weak domestic demand, the strong
exchange rate, and low oil prices in 1998. In 2002–2003, the CNB pointed in particular
to the disinflationary effects of regulated prices, food prices, exchange rate appreciation,
and international developments.
A disadvantage of the above-mentioned papers – with the exception of the CNB’s
Inflation Reports – lies in the fact that they do not quantify the relative importance
of the individual factors. At the same time, they do not take into consideration possible
endogenous links among those factors, such as the effect of the exchange rate, monetary
and fiscal policies or international developments on local food prices and on regulated prices,
as well as the feedback effects of price developments on monetary policy decisions. Without
considering such links, any reliable quantification is difficult, something which also casts
doubt on the analysis of the two challenging periods as presented in the Inflation Reports.
The CNB’s forecasts were compiled for both of those periods using short-term forecasting
methods and their fulfillment was also assessed based on these tools afterwards. Those
methods were not particularly suitable for capturing medium-term endogenous links
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in the economy (see (Coats et al., 2003)). The core QPM model was not used for forecasting
until mid-2002, i.e., until the second exchange rate appreciation episode was already peaking.
Therefore, it was possible to use it in the analysis of inflation target fulfillment (see (Filáček,
2007), (Antoničová et al., 2008)) only starting at the beginning of 2004, when inflation
had already started returning to the target.
Holub and Hurník (2008) express the opinion that exchange rate appreciation shocks
were the key common feature of both target undershooting episodes. For the sake of brevity,
however, no sufficiently detailed evidence for such claims is presented in their paper,
except for a brief footnote. The present paper removes the above-described shortcomings
of all the earlier papers and presents a detailed empirical analysis of the causes
of the deviations from the CNB’s inflation targets.
The cited papers – despite their shortcomings – may help us compile a list of variables
to be further examined as regards their statistical and economic significance in the explanation
of deviations from the inflation targets. More specifically, in this paper we will focus
on the following variables: the real exchange rate, agricultural producer prices, crude oil
prices in USD, foreign and domestic economic activity, and the domestic real interest rate.
All the variables are used at quarterly frequency in the form of deviations from their
estimated equilibrium levels, because the variable in focus – i.e., deviations of inflation
from the target1 – may also be considered to be deviations from the equilibrium. As far as
prices of crude oil and agricultural producer prices are concerned, they always represent
deviations from the trend as estimated using the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter.2 As regards
the real exchange rate gap, real interest rate gap, and domestic and foreign output gaps,
1

In the period 1998–2001, this is the deviation of net inflation from the middle of the target, which was
extrapolated in a linear manner into the individual quarters from the year-end values. As far as the later period is
concerned, it is the deviation of headline inflation from the middle of the target range, or the CNB’s point target.
2
We also tried to use year-on-year changes instead of deviations from the HP trends because unexpected
changes of those prices may cause inflation to deviate from the target irrespective of whether they involve shifts
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we work with two alternative estimates. The first one is based on the structural Kalman Filter,
which is applied by the CNB in its analyses and forecasts (see (Beneš and N’Diaye, 2003));
the other one is based on the HP Filter. The advantage of using the Kalman Filter is that
the estimated “gaps” correspond to the view of the central bank concerning the development
of the Czech economy. On the other hand, though, its application may cause some “bias”
in the analyses in the form of an implicit a priori presumption about the course of monetary
transmission as captured by the QPM model applied by the CNB. The application
of an alternative estimate based on the HP Filter, which represents a non-parametric filter,
may thus be understood as a robustness check of the results.3
All the applied data and estimates correspond to the CNB’s forecast as published
in its Inflation Report I/2008, and cover the first ten years of inflation targeting,
i.e., the period from the first quarter of 1998 until the fourth quarter of 2007.
Simple cross-correlation analyses and pair-wise Granger causality tests were used
in the first step to test the statistical significance of the above-described variables.
One of the variables was always represented by the deviations of inflation from the CNB’s
target, while the other side was always occupied by one of the above-described “explanatory”
variables. The results are reported in Table 1. The results of both tests are always shown
for the time lag which maximizes the correlation coefficient or minimizes the zero-hypothesis
probability level in the Granger causality test.
All of the above-described explanatory variables have a statistically significant and,
in the majority of cases, economically intuitive correlation with the deviations of inflation
from the target with a time lag ranging from zero (for agricultural producer prices) up to ten
quarters (for the foreign output gap). As regards the real exchange rate, the time lag amounts
in the long-term equilibrium or temporary fluctuations. However, the results were broadly similar, so we do not
present them in the subsequent text.
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to three quarters; in the event of the real interest rate gap it is 0–2 quarters (depending
on the method of estimation). The only surprising outcome is the long lag and the sign
attached to the foreign output gap, which runs counter to economic intuition, indicating that
the correlation may be spurious rather than reflecting a true causal relationship.
Table 1: Factors of Deviations from Inflation Targets – Cross-Correlation Analysis
and Granger Causality Tests
Explanatory variables
Foreign output gap – KF
Foreign output gap –HP
Oil prices
Real exchange rate gap - KF
Real exchange rate gap - HP
Agricultural producer prices
Output gap – KF
Output gap – HP
Real interest rate gap – KF
Real interest rate gap – HP

Correlation
coefficient 1, 2)

Reverse
correlation 1, 2)

-0.40* (10)
-0.44* (10)
0.51* (3)
-0.59* (3)
-0.52* (3)
0.58* (0)
0.55* (0)
0.47* (1)
-0.51* (2)
-0.75* (0)

-0.37* (4)
-0.33* (4)
-0.46* (3)
0.55* (2)
0.57* (2)
-0.71* (5)
0.55* (0)
0.44* (0)
0.38* (3)
0.57* (5)

Granger
causality test
– probability2)
4.0% (10)
5.1% (10)
0.8% (1)
0.0% (1)
0.0% (1)
14.1% (1)
0.5% (2)
5.4% (1)
0.0% (1)
14.1% (4)

Reverse
causality2)
9.4% (8)
2.4% (10)
1.0% (1)
0.1% (1)
0.1% (1)
1.5% (2)
0.7% (3)
2.5% (1)
0.5% (4)
1.7% (6)

Source: Own calculations.
Notes: HP denotes estimates produced using the HP Filter, and KF denotes estimates
produced using the Kalman Filter; 1) * denotes statistically significant results at the 5
percent probability level. 2) The numbers in brackets show the time lag/lead between
the explanatory variables and the deviations of inflation from the target maximizing
the statistical significance of the identified relationship.
At the same time, all of the explanatory variables, with the exception of agricultural
producer prices4 and the real interest rate gap estimated using the HP Filter, Granger-cause
the deviations of inflation from the target at least at the 10 percent significance level, usually
with a time lag of 1–2 quarters (only with the foreign output gap does the time lag extend
to 10 quarters, in line with the correlation analysis, making this relationship hard to interpret).
These results, therefore, justify further research of the causal links between those variables
and the deviations of inflation from the target.
3

As concerns the real interest rate gap, there is also a difference in that the nominal interest rate is deflated
by partly forward-looking expectations in the Kalman filter estimate, while inflation expectations are deemed
purely backward-looking when using the HP filter.
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We also examined the reverse correlation and causality directed from inflation
deviations from the target to the analyzed variables (see Table 1). The reverse causality
was statistically significant at least at the 10 percent probability level with all the variables.
In the case of the foreign output gap and oil prices, which can be deemed purely exogenous
factors for a small open economy, this conclusion is not intuitive. For oil prices, it can
be presumed – in view of the small time lag – that the reverse causality rather represents
a coincidence of both variables than any causal relationship. For the foreign output gap,
the causality is most probably spurious. In the case of the domestic variables, however,
the option of reverse causality is not surprising and only confirms the opinions expressed
in the introduction to this section of the paper, namely, that a number of factors used
in the literature so far to explain deviations of inflation from the CNB’s targets are in reality
of an endogenous nature, which needs to be considered in the analysis.
III. Estimates of VAR models
The endogenous links among the individual variables can be properly taken into account
by estimating the VAR models which are presented in this section. The VAR models
at the same time allow us not only to identify the statistical significance of the individual
factors by examining the significance of the impulse responses to shocks, but also to analyze
their economic significance via a variance de-composition of the deviations of inflation
from the CNB’s targets.
Two models have been estimated, which can be expressed in general as follows:

Yt = aLYt + ν t

(1)

Yt = [ea _ gapt , poil _ gapt , er _ gapt , czv _ gapt , gdp _ gapt , pi _ gapt , ir _ gapt ]

(2),

4

The statistical insignificance of agricultural producer prices probably results from the fact that the relationship
– according to all of the correlation analyses performed (and in keeping with the empirical experience) – was
free of lags, which cannot by definition be captured by the Granger causality test.
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where ea_gap denotes the foreign output gap (approximated by the effective euro-zone,
i.e., with the individual countries weighted according to their shares in Czech foreign trade),

poil_gap denotes the deviation of the USD crude oil price from its trend, er_gap denotes
the real exchange rate gap, czv_gap denotes the deviation of agricultural producer prices from
their trend, gdp_gap denotes the domestic output gap, pi_gap denotes the deviation
of inflation from the target, ir_gap denotes the real three-month interest rate gap,
νt represents the vector of residuals, and L stands for the time-lag operator. The two models

differed only in one sense: whether they included the foreign and domestic output gap,
the real exchange rate gap, and the real interest rate gap as estimated by the Kalman Filter
or by the HP Filter.
Shocks to the individual variables were identified based on the Cholesky
decomposition, with the variables ordered as in Equation (2). This is a fairly standard
ordering, reflecting the transmission of shocks in a small open economy applying inflation
targeting. The ordering means an implicit presumption that shocks to exogenous variables
(ea_gap and poil_gap) may have an immediate impact on the exchange rate, rather than
the other way round. The exchange rate, together with agricultural producer prices
and the domestic output gap may then directly affect the deviations of inflation
from the target, which, however, does not immediately influence the said variables. Monetary
policy then responds under the inflation targeting regime via the setting of interest rates
to all the available information. The lag length in the model was determined at two quarters,
in view of the relatively short time series and making use of the standard tests.5

5

The application of the Schwarz criterion would result in a preference of only one quarter; using the Akaike
information criterion would require the application of time lags in excess of two quarters, which would face
limitations in the form of short time series. In this situation, a lag of two quarters was selected as a compromise.
We also examined the robustness of our results with respect to the selection of a shorter time lag; this appeared
to be satisfactory.
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The variance decomposition of the deviations of inflation from the CNB’s targets
is presented in Figure 1 for the VAR model using the estimates made using the Kalman Filter,
and in Figure 2 for the model with the variables estimated by the HP Filter.
Figure 1: Variance Decomposition of Deviations from Inflation Targets (Kalman Filter)
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Figure 2: Variance Decomposition of Deviations from Inflation Targets (HP Filter)
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It turns out that in the short term the most important factors of the deviations of inflation
from the target (apart from the shocks to inflation itself) are agricultural producer prices
and – in the case of the model with the HP Filter variables – also crude oil prices.
Their influence, however, would get weaker in the longer run. Shocks to real interest rates,
i.e., monetary policy shocks, hold roughly a 15 percent share in both models in the variance
of the deviations of inflation from the target at the time horizon of approximately 2–4
quarters, and this share is at the edge of statistical significance. However, at the horizon
of one year or longer, by far the most important factor is the real exchange rate gap,
which explains a substantially larger portion of the variance of the deviations of inflation from
the CNB’s targets (more than 35 %) than the other macroeconomic variables, and its influence
is statistically significant. As far as the model with the HP Filter variables is concerned,
the shocks to the domestic output gap are also at the edge of statistical significance
at a horizon exceeding 6 quarters; the model using the time series derived from the Kalman
Filter, however, would not support this conclusion.
The impulse responses of the deviations of inflation from the target to shocks affecting
the individual variables are shown in Figure 3 for the model using variables derived
from the Kalman Filter and in Figure 4 for the model using variables from the HP Filter.
Some conclusions would be qualitatively identical for both models. Shocks hitting
agricultural producer prices are statistically significant for short time lags; however, their
impact would gradually decline and would quickly become statistically insignificant.
The real exchange rate shocks are most effective with a lag of 4–5 quarters,
and an overvaluation (undervaluation) of the real exchange rate results in a statistically
significant decline (increase) of inflation below (above) the target. The maximum real
exchange rate pass-through into inflation is roughly 28–38 %, which broadly matches
the conclusions from the previous studies focusing on the Czech Republic (see (Babetskaia,
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2007)).6 The two models also agree that international demand shocks would not have
any statistically significant impact on the deviations of inflation from the target. These
conclusions, therefore, may be considered reasonably robust.

Figure 3: Impulse Responses of Deviations from Inflation Targets to Shocks
(Kalman Filter)
Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations ± 2 S.E.
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Usually, the pass-through of nominal exchange rate shocks to inflation would be analyzed, with results slightly
lower than the figures quoted here. However, under the presumption that a portion of the exchange rate shock
would be reflected in inflation with a lag of less than one quarter, it is necessary to have a more than
proportionate shock to the nominal exchange rate to change the real exchange rate.
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Figure 4: Impulse Responses of Deviations from Inflation Targets to Shocks (HP Filter)
Response to Cholesky One S.D. Innovations ± 2 S.E.
Response of PI_GAP to POIL_GAP
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However, some partial differences exist between the two estimates, which call
for cautious interpretation of the results. The model based on inputs from the HP Filter
identified shocks hitting global crude oil prices as statistically significant for short time lags,
while the model with the Kalman Filter variables did not. The same applies in the medium
term also for the impact of domestic output gap shocks. This finding is surprising given that
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the output gap estimated using the Kalman Filter, contrary to the HP Filter, explicitly
considers the relationship between this unobserved variable and inflation. The last noteworthy
difference relates to the effect of real interest rates, which is statistically significant in both
cases but – contrary to expectations – only at short-term horizons of 2–3 quarters
and, moreover, with opposite signs in the two models (an intuitive one in the model
with inputs from the Kalman Filter, and an counterintuitive one in the model with inputs from
the HP Filter). Such results can most probably be assigned to the well-known general
difficulties concerning the identification of monetary transmission in VAR models
(see, for example, the discussion and references in (Arnoštová and Hurník, 2005))
and to uncertainties in the measuring of real interest rates (forward-looking vs. backwardlooking inflation expectations).

IV. Conclusion
The results presented in this paper show that the exchange rate probably played the most
important role in causing the deviations of inflation from the CNB’s targets. This is in line
with the fact that the main common feature of the two most distinct periods of inflation target
undershooting (1998–1999 and 2002–2003) was a significant and unexpected strengthening
of the exchange rate of the Czech koruna (by roughly 8 % vis-à-vis the DEM and 15 %
vis-à-vis the euro, respectively).
The difficulties caused by the exchange rate were further accentuated by their
concurrence with other short-term factors, including in particular the development
of agricultural producer prices and probably also the development of crude oil prices. Those
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factors, though, were of lesser importance and would probably in themselves have resulted
only in less distinct and shorter-lived episodes of inflation target undershooting.7
Based on the econometric methods applied, it is not possible to prove or disprove that
monetary policy itself created any significant shocks contributing to the non-fulfillment
of inflation targets. Similarly, using the selected approach it is not possible to find out why
the non-fulfillment of the target was on average significantly skewed towards undershooting
and, for example, why no overshooting of the targets occurred during the periods
of exchange rate depreciation.

7

It remains an open question whether this concurrence was just a coincidence or whether it was caused by some
hidden causal factors. For example, developments in the global economy could have affected prices of crude oil,
global prices of food as well as the foreign exchange markets.
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may also be lessons for the future ERM II membership, in which foreign exchange
interventions may gain on importance.
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I. Introduction
This note discusses the role of foreign exchange interventions in the Czech inflation
targeting regime since 1998. It does not aim to provide an exhaustive analysis using
econometric techniques, but rather to summarise the major stylised facts and policy
considerations. This may be useful on several grounds. First, the Czech National Bank’s
(CNB’s) approach to managing the exchange rate float has gone through a process
of evolution. It is thus important to ask where it stands at present, and what the policy
recommendations should be if the CNB was supposed to face another period of exchange rate
turbulence in the future. Second, the Czech experience may contribute as an interesting case
study to the growing international literature on managed floating. The operational issues
of the foreign exchange interventions are an important aspect of this debate. Finally, there
may also be lessons for the future ERM II membership, in which foreign exchange
interventions may gain on importance.
I discuss the direct interventions only. It must be noted that verbal interventions are also
used frequently by many central banks including the CNB to influence the exchange rates.
These verbal interventions may be no less important than the direct ones. They are not dealt
with here, however, as they do note pose such big challenges, for example, in terms
of sterilisation costs or communication openness, which this note discusses.
The note is organised as follows. Section II describes the exchange rate developments
in the Czech Republic. Section III presents the major policy steps in the exchange rate
management. Section IV summarises some stylised facts on the effectiveness of the foreign
exchange interventions. Section V analyses the sterilisation costs. Section VI is devoted
to the public communication of foreign exchange interventions. Section VII summarises
and concludes.
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II. Exchange Rate Developments
From the beginning of the economic transition the Czech Republic (Czechoslovakia
until the end of 1992) used a fixed exchange rate regime with a narrow band towards a basket
of foreign currencies. The band was widened to ±7.5 % in February 1996 and abandoned
in May 1997, after a currency turmoil that forced the CNB to introduce a managed floating
system. In late-1997 the CNB announced that it would use the inflation targeting regime
as a new nominal anchor for the economy, starting from January 1998. This regime has been
in place since than, even though it has gone through an evolutionary process as far as its
particular details are concerned (including the exchange rate management issues – see below).
In this section, I briefly describe the exchange rate developments of the Czech koruna
(CZK). Figure 1 shows the koruna’s monthly nominal and real effective exchange rate, based
both on CPI and PPI, since 1993.
As one can see, the real effective exchange rate has exhibited an appreciating trend over
the whole period since 1993 (both in CPI and PPI terms), regardless of the exchange rate
regime changes. Before 2001, the real appreciation was mainly driven by an inflation
differential, since then is has gone through strengthening of the nominal exchange rate.
The appreciating trend might be explained by a combination of several factors, including
the Balassa-Samuelson effect, terms-of-trade gains, deregulations of administered prices, etc.
It can thus be considered an equilibrium phenomenon unless it exceeds some “reasonable”
speed. This speed is, however, difficult to determine precisely, as only some of its factors
can be quantified relatively easily (most analyses focus on the Balassa-Samuelson effect
only). A challenge potentially stemming from this real trend is that it may co-ordinate
the exchange rate expectations in one direction, i.e. towards appreciation.1 The price
convergence process may also contribute to volatility of the exchange rate if the market
1

It might thus be one alternative explanation why the interventions have been biased towards purchases
of foreign exchange in the Czech case (see below).
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expectations concerning the long-run trend change substantially over time. It is moreover
difficult to find an appropriate monetary policy response to such developments if the central
bank is itself fairly uncertain on what the equilibrium real exchange rate might be.
Figure 1: Koruna’s Nominal and Real Effective Exchange Rate
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Figure 1 also shows that the medium-term volatility (i.e. fluctuations around the longrun trend) of both the nominal and real exchange rate has increased substantially since the
exchange rate’s fluctuation band was widened in February 1996, and abolished in May 1997.
The CZK has experienced two waves of rather sharp appreciations in recent years,
which were only with some time lag followed with depreciations to (or below) the trend level.
The first one took place in 1998, when the CZK appreciated above its pre-floating level,
in spite of the crises in Russia and Latin America. The second, and more pronounced, wave
started in 2001 and lasted till late 2002. Although these two periods were both affected
by other strong external influences and price shocks, it is probably more than a coincidence
that both these two cases were marked with sub-trend economic growth and undershooting
of the CNB’s inflation targets.
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The short-term volatility is summarised in Figure 2 by a moving 60-day standard
deviation of the CZK/EUR exchange rate both in absolute level and daily percentage changes.
From this figure, one can see that the short-run volatility of the exchange rate was,
as expected, greatest in the turbulent year 1997, but was also fairly high throughout 1998
and early 1999. After stabilising at quite modest levels since mid-1999, another increase
in the short-term volatility was observed during the appreciation episode of 2002, even though
its magnitude remained – perhaps a bit surprisingly – well below the previous peaks.2
Figure 2: Volatility of the Koruna/Euro Exchange Rate (60-day standard deviation)
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III. Management of the Exchange Rate
When the floating exchange rate was introduced in May 1997, it was announced that
the exchange rate regime would be a managed float, the Deutsche mark (euro at present)
serving as a reference currency. The CNB thus retained the possibility to intervene
in the foreign exchange market “in the event of excessive volatility or unjustified exchange

2

The short-term volatility of the CZK’s exchange rate is analysed econometrically in Bulíř (2003).
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rate trends”. This section summarizes the CNB’s policy measures responding to the exchange
rate developments.
In line with the announced managed floating policy, the CNB intervened occasionally
in the foreign exchange market. With the exception of the turbulent year 1997 (which does
not belong to the period of inflation targeting) the interventions de facto always concerned
purchases of foreign exchange to slow down the exchange rate appreciation (see Figure 3).3
Figure 3: The Foreign Exchange Interventions (spot)
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The periods of high intervention activity were typically followed by quite long periods
of no interventions. The most active periods were (i) February 1998 - July 1998;
(ii) October 1999 - March 2000; and (iii) October 2001 - September 2002. In the first
and third cases, this coincided with the periods of fast nominal effective exchange rate
appreciation (Figure 1), which peaked above 15 % year-on-year. In the second case,
the koruna appreciated against the euro, but it depreciated quite strongly against the US dollar
at the same time, due to the euro/US dollar exchange rate developments. As a result, there was

3

In 2004 the CNB has started selling earning on its FX reserves to prevent them from growing further
(see the end of data sample in Figure 3). This step, however, has not been intended as a monetary policy
measure, but as a balance-sheet adjustment step.
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no strong nominal effective exchange rate appreciation (Figure 1). This might be interpreted
as an indirect ‘confirmation’ of the euro’s reference-currency role in the Czech managed
floating.
There are two interesting questions concerning the use of interventions. First, what was
the main trigger for interventions, and second, why they were so skewed towards
interventions against appreciation? Concerning the former questions, one can point
to the medium-term exchange rate volatility and its impact on the macroeconomic
developments as the primary trigger of interventions. By this I mean that the CNB usually
responded to fast exchange rate movements that exceeded any reasonable equilibrium trend
and extended beyond the normal high-frequency volatility of the exchange rate. Such
exchange rate developments have a potential to influence the inflation rate and economic
activity both through the direct exchange rate channel, and most likely also by bringing
the exchange rate out off line with the fundamental value (no matter how difficult it is to
determine it precisely). This being said, the first and third intervention episodes also coincided
with periods of relatively high short-term volatility of the exchange rate (Figure 2), which
may serve as an additional explanation for the use of interventions.
The second question, concerning the interventions’ asymmetry, can be rephrased
to query why the CNB did not react to the depreciations of the currency in the same way it did
to fast appreciations. An easy answer could be that the central bank was trying to influence
the long-run exchange rate trend or targeting a particular level of the exchange rate.
Nevertheless, I do not subscribe to this point of view. The long-run appreciating trend has
openly been acknowledged in the CNB’s strategic documents, and no specific exchange rate
targets exist at the CNB, even internally. The asymmetry may thus rather be related
to co-ordination effect on market expectations of the real appreciation trend (see above)
and/or to the inflation target undershooting and an output gap negative since 1997,
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and which required relaxation of monetary conditions under the inflation targeting regime
(see Holub, 2004).
Besides the direct interventions in foreign exchange market, the CNB has also adopted
other measures responding to the exchange rate developments. A special account
for the government’s foreign exchange privatisation revenues was established at the CNB
in early 2000, which has been intended to reduce the exchange rate impact of large
privatisation sales. This step was explained by the fact that massive privatisations represented
a one-off influence on the exchange rate driven by the government’s actions, which might
distort the market equilibrium. From this point of view, it was regarded by the CNB
as justifiable to offset this influence with a co-ordinated non-standard action
by the authorities. Moreover, it was also believed that the special account would have
a stronger signalling effect on the market than its potential alternative, i.e. direct interventions
of the CNB in the market.
An important aspect of this privatisation account has been facilitated communication
between the CNB and government on exchange rate issues. Apart from this positive role,
however, the effectiveness of the account was limited till 2001 by the fact that the government
never kept its privatisation revenues on the account for long, as it needed the money
to improve the weak fiscal situation. With the largest privatisation sales still to come
(electricity, gas, telecommunications etc.), which were cited by market participants
as the main reason for the exchange rate appreciation in late 2001, the CNB and
the government reached an agreement in January 2002. This agreement has kept all
of the government’s foreign exchange revenues out of the market and at the same time
allowed financing the fiscal needs from privatisation revenues. Direct purchases
of the government’s foreign exchange revenues by the CNB have been the most important
element of the agreement. So far, the CNB has purchased over euro 4.2 billion from the state.
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Besides that, a decision was taken to postpone issues of the government’s eurobonds, an aim
was intensified to match public foreign exchange revenues and outlays (and to match
the foreign exchange assets with liabilities), etc.
It is also important to keep in mind that the interventions can not be assessed
in isolation from changes in the main monetary policy instrument, i.e. the short-term interest
rates. The interest rate changes may support the effectiveness of interventions, both
via the traditional arbitrage conditions and through the credibility channel. I argued
in Holub (2004) that the interest rate changes and interventions should be viewed
as reinforcing tools rather than as substitutes. In other words, in order to avoid a loss
of the monetary policy credibility, the interventions should not go in the opposite direction
to the interest rate moves. Moreover, the policy framework should acknowledge that
the interest rates and interventions are not two independent instruments that would allow
the authorities to achieve their price stability objective with their preferred configuration
of interest rates and the exchange rate. In the Czech case, nominal interest rates were
on a declining trend from the introduction of inflation targeting, with an exception of four
minor interest rate hikes so far (by 0.25 % in March 1998, July 2001, June 2004 and August
2004). The first period of interest rate cuts started in July 1998 and lasted till late-1999. It thus
de facto followed the first wave of foreign exchange interventions (coinciding with it in July
1998 only), and its last stage coincided with the beginning of the second intervention wave.
Another period of interest rate cuts started in November 2001 and went on till mid-2003,
thus coinciding with (and extending beyond) the last episode of intervention activity.
IV. Some Stylised Facts on the Effectiveness of Exchange Rate Management
It would require a detailed econometric analysis to judge whether and to what extent
the foreign exchange interventions and other policy measures were effective in influencing
the exchange rate developments. Moreover, one would need to analyse not only what actually
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happened after the interventions, but also compare this to what would have happened without
them (i.e. to know the counterfactual). This is however extremely difficult to do, not least
because we lack a reliable model describing the short-run dynamics of exchange rates.
It would also be necessary to study in detail the microstructure of the koruna’s market
(see Derviz, 2003 for such an analysis), which goes beyond the scope of this note. I thus limit
myself to a discussion of some stylised facts. These are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Effectiveness of Foreign Exchange Interventions: Some Stylised Facts
Starting
month
(t)

Final
month
(T)

02/1998
06/1998
10/1999
12/1999
03/2000
10/2001
04/2002
07/2002

04/1998
07/1998
10/1999
12/1999
03/2000
01/2002
04/2002
09/2002

Overall
volume4
EUR
million

CZK/EUR (ECU prior to 1999)
t-3M
average

t-1M
average

37.87
36.95
36.52
36.36
36.05
33.86
32.08
30.36

38.50
36.11
36.36
36.40
35.71
34.19
31.39
30.30

1285
508
966
229
394
643
1 009
954

Start
of t
38.37
36.49
35.72
36.08
35.65
33.91
30.62
29.25

Low
of [t;T]
36.30
34.35
35.68
35.83
35.53
31.46
30.06
28.97

End
of T
36.46
34.35
36.62
36.13
35.63
31.92
30.63
30.30

T+1M
average

T+3M
average

36.11
35.47
36.40
36.03
36.31
31.79
30.56
30.65

35.11
35.17
36.03
35.60
36.02
30.36
29.75
31.19

Source: Czech National Bank
In some cases, the interventions seem to have had a visible, immediate impact
on the exchange rate. A typical example is March 2000, when interventions of slightly less
than euro 400 million took place. The exchange rate depreciated almost by 2 % and remained
at a weaker level till mid-2000. Another similar case is February-April 1998, even though this
time the weakening of the koruna was more short-lived (till the beginning of May 1998)
in spite of a relatively high volume of interventions. In October 1999, the interventions
reached almost euro 1 billion, and the exchange rate depreciated by more than 3 %,
and remained weaker till mid-December 1999. In some other situations, though, the impact
was much less clear. For example in June - July 1998, the CNB bought about euro

4

To get a feeling of the relative scope of the CNB’s interventions, note that the average daily turnover in the
CZK foreign exchange market was about US dollar 700-800 million (euro 800-820 million) in 2002. The Czech
yearly GDP is roughly equivalent to euro 75 billion.
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500 million, but the koruna depreciated only with some lag, which coincided with the breakout of the Russian crisis. There were even cases in which the short-term impact
of interventions was quite weak and non-lasting, such as in December 1999 or in late-2001
(even though it may be true that without these interventions the exchange rate might have
went on appreciating further).
The immediate impact of the interventions thus looks quite uncertain, but the impact
occasionally might last up to two or three months according to the Czech experience.
No particular, ideal intervention strategy (e.g. open vs. undisclosed; large vs. smaller; etc.)
can be identified at first sight, though. Something that did work in one situation may have had
little effect in another one. Moreover, even many of the “successful” interventions were not
able to prevent relatively prolonged periods of exchange rate overvaluation in 1998
or in 2002. A key issue for the effectiveness seems to be how the interventions interact with
market expectations, which may be very different in different periods. This is, unfortunately,
quite hard to tell before an intervention is actually carried out.
The most recent experience, in late 2001 and during 2002, fits rather well into this
picture. When the exchange rate started to appreciate abruptly in the second half of 2001,
it was usually attributed by analysts and market participants to expectations of future foreign
exchange privatisation revenues. The CNB tried to resist this tendency with foreign exchange
interventions in October 2001 (euro 240 million) and December 2001 (euro 100 million).
At the same time, from October 2001 the CNB had signalled to the market its intention
to reach an agreement with the government on the privatisation revenues. Nevertheless,
the market seemed to be discounting this information heavily, and the expectations remained
biased towards appreciation. When the agreement was approved on 16 January 2002, it had
surprisingly little effect on the market, even though its mechanisms were quite strong
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(unprecedentedly) and removed the major alleged source of appreciation.5 The major
explanation for the continued strengthening shifted from the privatisation revenues
to the long-run, real appreciation trend of the Czech koruna.
Therefore, the CNB Board held an extraordinary meeting on 21 January 2002, at which
it decided to carry out open foreign exchange interventions (altogether euro 305 million
in January 2002) and an interest rate cut of 0.25 % points. The koruna weakened by slightly
less than 1.5 % on that day, but was back to its pre-intervention level in four days
and continued strengthening at a pace that even accelerated till the beginning of April 2002.
On 4 April, the CNB thus started to openly intervene again. Overall, the volume
of interventions reached euro 1 billion during April 2002. The exchange rate ended the month
where it had started at its beginning (see Table 1), which was perhaps a rather disappointing
result, given the high intervention volume, even though the appreciation tendency was at least
halted till late June 2002. This experience suggests that even relatively large interventions
may have a modest effect at best when the market expectations are set in one direction
and the central bank tries to “lean against the wind”.
Nevertheless, the “undisclosed” interventions that the CNB made in July-September
2002 (altogether roughly euro 1 billion) seem to have had an important effect.
The koruna/euro exchange rate ended the year 9 % weaker compared to its all-time high
of 10 July 2002, and remained relatively weak in 2003 as well. The apparent effectiveness of
these interventions can be explained by a combination of several factors. These included:
(i) a change in the market expectations, supported by some adverse macroeconomic news;
(ii) a negative interest rate differential, making the koruna less attractive for investors;

5

The minutes of the 21 January extraordinary Board meeting state: “The rapid strengthening of the koruna
observed at the end of 2001 was primarily linked to the anticipation of converting a significant part of the state’s
foreign exchange incomes into Czech koruna. It was stated that considering the extent of the approved measures
(i.e. the agreement with the government), the exchange rate was likely to shift back to a level corresponding to
the economic fundamentals. However, the exchange rate did not react in this way, and as a result, monetary
conditions were disproportionately tightened.” (see www.cnb.cz)
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(iii) a change in the market’s perception on the sterilisation costs after the interest rate
differential became negative; (iv) implementation of the agreement with the government
in practice, combined with delays in further privatisation.
The changed market expectations were probably the most important factor. Once
the market expectations ceased to be skewed towards appreciation and the one-sided bets
became less interesting due to a combination of a zero interest rate differential with more
exchange rate uncertainty, it was perhaps a matter of time only until some negative
fundamental news initiated a correction. And to the extent that the policy measures (interest
rate cuts, interventions and the agreement) contributed to this change, we can say that they
might have had a medium-term impact on the exchange rate. This medium-term effect was –
perhaps surprisingly – stronger than the immediate impact. This highlights the signalling role
of foreign exchange interventions as opposed to their “market-equilibrating” effect.
At the same time, it is very difficult to assess the contribution of interventions in isolation
from other factors and policy steps (such as interest rate changes), and it is therefore
not possible to arrive at a clearly positive judgement on their role in the Czech inflation
targeting framework.
On balance, the Czech experience does not shed too much light on the inconclusive
debate

on

the

effectiveness

of

interventions,

and

both

critics

and

supporters

of the interventions can find their favourite bits in the overall evidence. Nonetheless, it is fair
to note that the apparent instability of transmission between the interventions and their
outcomes casts a serious doubt on the possibility of using them more systematically
as a policy instrument under the inflation targeting regime.
V. Sterilisation Costs
It is widely accepted that the monetary policy goals must not be subordinated to profit
considerations. Nonetheless, when considering the use of foreign exchange interventions,
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which are supposed to be a complementary policy instrument at best, and are not crucial
for achieving the main goal of long-run price stability, the sterilisation costs should be taken
into account. This section presents a simple estimate of these costs for the Czech Republic.
The foreign exchange interventions and purchases from the government within
the special agreement have resulted in a growth of the CNB’s foreign exchange reserves.
The volume of foreign exchange reserves was growing rapidly during the period of fixed
exchange rate and fast capital inflows till 1996. After declining during 1997, they started to
grow gradually again due to the occasional interventions from 1998 till early 2000. Since
late 2001, the reserves have increased considerably, though, to over euro 22 billion
(koruna 700 billion).
This has import implications for the structure of the CNB’s balance sheet,
and consequently for its financial results. The volume of foreign exchange reserves exceeds
the currency in circulation almost threefold. The liquidity is sterilised using reverse repo
operations, the volume of sterilisation reaching about koruna 460 billion at present.
This means that the sterilisation costs may be substantial compared with the monetary income
(seigniorage) the CNB can earn due to its monopoly to issue currency. Indeed, there are
accumulated losses from the past in the CNB’s books that reached koruna 72 billion at the end
of 2003, and are likely to increase even further at the end of 2004.6
The overall sterilisation costs can be estimated as a difference between the koruna yield
on net foreign exchange reserves and the yield the central bank could earn by investing
the same amount of money in the domestic money market (or by reducing the volume
of reverse repo operations by the same amount). Table 2 shows an estimate of the CNB’s
sterilization costs calculated for the period of 1993-2003 from Holub (2004). As we can see,

6

These accumulated losses, however, do not reflect the sterilisation costs only, but also past quasi-fiscal
operations by the central bank, such as its involvement in the clean-ups of ailing banks (Holub, 2001) or the cost
of the Czechoslovak federation split-up. These transformation costs alone had the same order as the CNB’s
accumulated loss.
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the estimated sterilisation costs were increasing from 1993 to 1996. The central bank
accumulated more and more foreign exchange reserves, which were to a large extent being
sterilised by the issue of CNB’s treasury bills that had to pay a higher interest rate than
the foreign exchange reserves were earning. In 1996, in addition, the costs of foreign
exchange reserves were increased by an appreciation of the exchange rate within its widened
fluctuation band. From 1997, i.e. under the floating, the estimated costs have been very
volatile due to exchange rate changes, but were still negative on average. As a result, the total
sum of these costs since 1993 has reached about koruna 190 billion (8-10 % of yearly GDP
at present).
Table 2: Estimated Sterilisation Costs (CZK billion)
CZK billion

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

Net foreign assets
Domestic int. rate
(%)
Foreign int. rate
(%)
Exchange rate
gains/losses
Estimated costs
of sterilisation

24
11.1

112
8.6

248
10.9

342
12

359
14

378
13.8

439
6.6

488
5.3

510
5.1

630
3.5

706
2.2

5.9

4.9

5

4

4

4.1

3.5

5.1

5.5

4.3

2.9

-0.3

0

0.2

-8.6

44.7

-35.6

31.8

-3.5

-40.1

-26.2

-29.8

-1.6

-4.1

-14.5

-36.1

8.6

-72.1

18.5

-4.4

-38.1

-20.9

-25.3

Source: Holub (2004)
We can thus see that the CNB’s sterilisation costs have indeed had a strong empirical
relevance, even though the computations presented here are only a rough measure of these
costs based on many simplifications (for detail see Holub, 2004). These financial costs of
interventions should be taken into account – and compared with the expected macroeconomic
benefits – when discussing the exchange rate management, swinging the balance further
towards being faithful to pure floating.7

7

Unfortunately, the scope for a central bank to reduce sterilisation costs is quite limited once high foreign
exchange reserves are accumulated on its balance sheet, if it does not want to influence the exchange rate
substantially or to give up its monetary policy goals. One possibility is to start selling the reserves gradually.
This was in fact the motivation behind the CNB’s decision to start selling the earning on its foreign exchange
reserves to prevent their further growth – see footnote 3.
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It should be also mentioned that sterilisation costs may have important implications for
the effectiveness of interventions, as the Czech experience illustrates. They may undermine
the interventions’ credibility in those circumstances where sterilisation costs are potentially
high, which might further increase costs, as unsuccessful interventions tend to be more costly
than the successful ones (there is thus a self-fulfilling element in the interventions’ financial
credibility).8 If financial credibility is low, it might be helpful to strengthen it by making
the interventions more sustainable. For example, the CNB’s agreement with the government
has included as its crucial part the government’s participation in sterilisation costs incurred by
the CNB due to the direct purchases of public foreign exchange revenues. This provision has
made the agreement financially sustainable for the CNB, and thus more credible. Similarly,
the credibility of the CNB’s foreign exchange interventions increased when the interest-rate
differential vis-à-vis eurozone became negative, which led to the interventions being viewed
by the market as profitable.
VI. Communication Issues
Typically, the procedures governing the decisions on interventions are much less clearly
defined than the rules for interest rates. The international standards on the transparency
of exchange rate management policies are rather vague, compared with other policy areas.
On the one hand there are arguments in favour of clarity on the mandate, rules and procedures
for the authorities carrying out the interventions. On the other hand, it is acknowledged that
“there are circumstances in which it would be inappropriate for central bank to disclose their
near-term monetary and exchange rate policy implementation tactics and provide detailed
information on foreign exchange operations” (IMF, 1999; see also Chiu, 2003).
The international practice is also quite diverse, and there are considerable differences
8

Note that this credibility aspect is exactly opposite to what has been suggested by Mussa (1981). He has argued
that the possibility of a central bank’s losses is positive for credibility, because it can work as a commitment
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in the disclosure policy even among countries practising the same exchange rate regime
(Chiu, 2003). The difficulty in defining clear procedures may be partly connected to the fact
that the economic literature gives no clear guidance in this respect. The literature on
the effectiveness of interventions leads to differing conclusions, based on which channel
of their transmission is emphasised. With regard for example to the transparency procedures,
if one relies on the signalling effect a logical recommendation would be to carry out open
foreign exchange interventions. On the other hand, if one bets on the order flow effect, policy
announcements may be counterproductive (see Canales-Kriljenko, et al., 2003; Chiu, 2003).
The lack of transparency and other operational rules may be also justified
by the fundamental difference in the central banks’ position in the foreign exchange market
compared with the domestic money market. While in the money market, central banks have
an almost perfect control over the short-term interest rates, in the foreign exchange market
they are only one of many players, too weak to lean against the market. A central bank can
afford to discuss openly the pros and cons of its interest rate decisions and possibly signal
the likely direction of its future actions. This does not weaken its impact on the short-end
of the yield curve, and may only increase – and make more predictable – its impact on longerterm interest rates. On the other hand, foreign exchange interventions may be ineffective
when anticipated by the market, as they may have no further signalling effect or impact
on the risk premium. It could also be strongly counterproductive if the central bank expressed
any doubts about the interventions’ effectiveness or appropriateness, as this could weaken
their signalling effect. Publishing the voting ratios or dissenting views in the real-time thus
might be damaging.9

device. In our case, it was the reduction of the possible losses that helped, by causing the interventions
to be viewed as financially sustainable.
9
It might still be possible and advisable, though, to publish the Board discussions with rather a long time lag
for the sake of accountability.
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Let me now look at the communication of foreign exchange interventions in the Czech
Republic. At times, the fact that the CNB was intervening was announced immediately
(e.g. on 31 March 1998, 4 October 1999, 21 January 2002, or most recently 10 April 2002;
see Table 3), but on other occasions the CNB carried out “undisclosed” interventions
(e.g. in December 2001 or in July-September 2002). Discussions of exchange rate issues
appeared in the minutes of the regular monetary policy meetings or extraordinary monetary
policy meetings at which interest rate decisions were discussed. Only sometimes, however,
did the minutes also include clear information on interventions. This happened either
in the case of extraordinary meetings called due to exchange rate developments (such as
on 21 January 2002 or 11 July 2002) or after some regular meetings (e.g. 4 October 1999,
30 March 2000, and 25 October 2001). But information on the voting ratio was given only
in some of those cases, when the decision was unanimous.10 The CNB also published its
agreement with the government, including the alternatives that had been considered; in this
exceptional case the exchange rate policy was very transparent.
The monthly volume of interventions is published with a lag of two months (since July
1998), which is the main regular channel for communicating the interventions. As reported
by Canales-Kriljenko (2003), interventions volumes are published only by 25 percent
of all central banks that responded to questions in a survey concerning the transparency
of their interventions policies. This means that the CNB belongs to the minority group
of more transparent central banks in this respect (even though some other banks publish daily
intervention volumes, which is a step further in transparency). It can be thus concluded that
some minimal communication standards are in place concerning the CNB’s decisions

10

In mid-2001, the CNB’s Board decided to publish full transcripts of its monetary policy meetings with a lag
of six years. This means that the details of the interventions’ debates from these meetings will also become
public. Nevertheless, the transcripts are produced only from those meetings at which interest rate changes are
discussed.
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on foreign exchange interventions, but a considerable degree of discretion remains in this
area, unlike for the interest rate decisions.
Table 3: Communication of Interventions
Starting month

Final month

Short description

02/1998

04/1998

06/1998

07/1998

Open interventions on 31 March announced by a press release (but
interventions already in February), no minutes
Open entry to the market on 14 July; stated in minutes of the monetary
policy Board meeting of 16 July

10/1999

10/1999

12/1999

12/1999

03/2000

03/2000

10/2001

01/2002

04/2002

04/2002

07/2002

09/2002

Open interventions on 4 October, published in minutes (detailed
explanation; unanimous voting)
Minutes only mention a consensus view on the necessity to prevent
excessive appreciation (+warning against interventions was given already
in November)
Open interventions on 30 March, announced by press release, published in
minutes (unanimous decision)
25 October: regular MP meeting, decision to intervene published in
minutes (unanimous); 20 December: regular meeting, interventions
discussed, but no decision announced; 21 January 2002: extraordinary
meeting, interventions announced and published in separate minutes
(unanimous decision)
4 April: extraordinary MP meeting, interventions announced by press
release; 10 April: interventions with a press release
11 July: extraordinary meeting, no decisions announced immediately,
minutes include decision on interventions (no voting ratio); subsequent
interventions not disclosed directly

VII. Summary and Conclusions
In this note, I discussed the role of foreign exchange interventions in the Czech inflation
targeting regime. Since May 1997, the Czech Republic has operated a managed floating
exchange rate with the euro (previously the Deutsche mark) serving as a reference currency.
In line with that, the CNB has intervened occasionally in the foreign exchange market.
With the exception of the year 1997, the interventions were directed against the koruna’s
appreciation only. The periods of intervention activity included December 1997 to July 1998,
October 1999 to March 2000, and the period from late 2001 till September 2002.
Moreover, a special account for the government’s foreign exchange privatisation
revenues was established at the CNB in early 2000, and strengthened by an agreement
between the CNB and the government in January 2002. This agreement has kept
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all the government’s foreign exchange revenues out of the market and at the same time
allowed the government to finance its fiscal needs out of the privatisation revenues. So far,
the CNB has purchased over euro 4.2 billion directly from the state. The agreement includes
the government’s participation in sterilisation costs of the CNB due to these direct purchases.
The stylised facts do not give any clear answer concerning the effectiveness
of the interventions. It seems that sometimes they might have had an immediate impact,
lasting up to two or three months. However, no particular “ideal” intervention strategy can
be identified at first sight. Something that worked in one situation may have little effect
in another. Moreover, even many of the “successful” interventions were not able to prevent
quite prolonged periods of exchange rate overvaluation in 1998 and in 2002. The initial
impact of the CNB’s agreement with the government was also disappointing. Nevertheless,
the undisclosed interventions that the CNB used in July-September 2002 (altogether roughly
euro 1 billion) seem to have had an important effect thanks to a combination of several
factors, a change in the market expectations being probably the most important of these.
And to the extent that the policy measures contributed to these changed expectations,
one could say that they had a medium-term impact on the exchange rate. In sum,
the experience so far seems to favour a signalling role of foreign exchange interventions,
which however implies a rather unstable transmission between central bank actions
and market reactions. The strategy that worked in the second half of 2002, for example,
cannot be thought of as a universally effective recipe for any future turbulent period.
An important aspect of the interventions that must not be overlooked is the sterilisation
costs. I have shown that these have indeed had a strong empirical relevance in the Czech
Republic. Their volume since 1993 has been considerable, partly as a heritage of the fixed
exchange rate regime till May 1997 and partly due to the interventions under floating.
The sterilisation costs had a negative impact on the interventions’ credibility and effectiveness
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till 2002, when the interest-rate differential vis-à-vis eurozone became negative
and the interventions started to be viewed as profitable by the market.
Another issue that has been often overlooked by the literature on managed floating
is the difficulty in defining clear procedural rules for foreign exchange interventions. This
may be quite important, though, when managed floating is combined with the inflation
targeting regime. The lack of clear rules and transparency typically surrounding foreign
exchange interventions contrasts with the clearly defined procedures guiding the interest rate
decisions, which may occasionally create tensions in the monetary policy regime. The Czech
experience has been in line with this general conclusion.
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I. Introduction
This paper discusses the role of direct foreign exchange interventions in the inflationtargeting regime, focusing on the Czech experience since 1998. The Czech experience may
contribute as an important case study to the growing international literature on managed
floating in combination with the inflation targeting framework.
By interventions, we will mean purchases or sales of foreign exchange by the Czech
National Bank (CNB) intended to influence the exchange rate developments in terms of either
the exchange rate level or the exchange rate volatility.
The paper is organised as follows: After a brief literature overview in section II,
the origins of the current Czech monetary policy framework are explained in section III.
Section IV describes the exchange rate developments in this regime. Section V presents
the major policy steps in the exchange rate management. Section VI reviews some stylised
facts on the effectiveness of the interventions and presents its econometric analysis.
Section VII discusses the consistency of the interventions with the inflation targeting regime.
Section VIII summarises and concludes.
II. Literature Overview
The ongoing liberalisation of capital flows and numerous currency crises during
the 1990s have led to a more cautious approach to fixed exchange rates. At the same time,
the number of countries with floating exchange rates has increased substantially. Many
of those countries that have moved towards exchange rate flexibility have chosen inflation
targeting as a new nominal anchor for their economies (see Mahadeva and Stern, 2000;
Truman, 2003).
As part of this trend, the number of small open economies that operate the inflationtargeting regime has grown substantially. For these countries, it is a crucial issue what
approach should the central bank use to deal with possibly large exchange rate fluctuations.
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Their economies may be quite vulnerable to exchange rate shocks and may exhibit a “fear
of floating” (Calvo, Reinhart, 2000). This raises the question to what extent a central bank
pursuing the inflation targeting should try to manage the exchange rate.
The theory of inflation targeting (see, e.g., Svensson, 2000) typically assumes that
the elasticity of short-term capital flows to yield differentials is infinitely high. There is thus
no use trying to influence the supply or demand of foreign exchange, because all central
bank’s interventions would be countervailed by private capital flows. As a result, the theory
of inflation targeting typically assumes or even recommends a purely floating exchange rate.
The only instrument that the central bank then has is its short-term interest rate. To the extent
that the exchange rate fluctuations influence the targeted inflation rate and the output gap,
interest rates are used to respond to the exchange rate shocks.
Nevertheless, some recent literature has started to argue in favour of managing
the floating exchange rate as part of the inflation-targeting regime (Bofinger
and Wollmershaeuser, 2001; Goldstein, 2002; Truman, 2003). It has been proposed that
foreign exchange interventions could reduce one major source of shocks that small open
economies face, that is, excessive exchange rate volatility, and thus lead to a more favourable
trade-off between stable inflation and real economic activity.1 This would improve the overall
performance of the inflation targeting regime.
Some of the inflation-targeting countries do use foreign exchange interventions more
or less frequently in practice. This group includes Australia, Chile, South Korea, Sweden
(in 2001), Hungary and Slovakia, to name just a few countries from different continents
and regions. Most recently, the Reserve Bank of New Zealand, which is a pioneer
of the inflation targeting, was given a mandate to use direct foreign exchange interventions

1

Fraga, et al. (2003) shows that inflation-targeting central banks in emerging market economies face a less
favourable choice between inflation variability and volatility of the GDP growth.
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as a monetary policy instrument under prespecified conditions.2 There is thus not a general
consensus on the “fall of foreign exchange market intervention as a policy tool”
(Schwartz, 2000).
The use of foreign exchange interventions faces several challenges, though. The first
of them is the lack of consensus on the interventions’ effectiveness. Most of the empirical
analyses that were carried out during the 1980s did not support the quantitative importance
of the interventions (Edison, 1993; Almekinders, 1995). On the other hand, there are some
more recent econometric studies, which benefited from better data availability since the 1990s
and new methodologies applied, such as instrumental variables approach, Markov-switching
models or event study approach, supporting the effectiveness of interventions (Dominguez
and Frankel, 1993; Reitz, 2002; Fatum and Hutchison, 2003; Disyatat and Galati, 2005;
Kearns and Rigobon, 2005). New studies focused also on the effect of intervention
on volatility of exchange rate (Ito 2003; Égert and Komarek, 2005).3 Moreover, some authors
have argued that the interventions’ effectiveness may be greater in the emerging market
economies compared with the advanced countries whose data have been typically used
in the empirical analyses (Canales-Kriljenko, 2003). The evidence in this respect is still rather
scarce, but there are papers that do indeed find some evidence on the interventions’
effectiveness in emerging market economies under specific conditions (e.g. Guimarães
and Karacadag, 2004). 4 In any case, the link between this policy instrument and its effects
is much less clear than for the interest rates, which makes its use as a systematic monetary
policy tool challenging. There may also be a risk that the lack of apparent effectiveness of this

2

This mandate, however, has not been used in practice yet.
More detailed review of literature is out of scope of this article. For an excellent overview of recent
contributions on effectiveness of foreign exchange intervention, see Neely (2005).
4
These conditions include mainly the large size of intervention in relation to average turnover in the FX market
of emerging countries and informational advantage of the central bank over the market participants stemming
from reporting requirements.
3
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instrument in some periods may have a negative impact on the credibility of the overall
monetary policy framework as the central bank’s actions do not deliver the desired outcome.
Second, we also lack generally recognised best practices on the procedural
and operational issues for the interventions policies, in spite of some recent attempts
to establish these (see Canales-Kriljenko, et al., 2003). This may create challenges
for the central banks that do not strictly follow pure floating, in particular under the inflationtargeting regime, which puts great emphasis on clear rules, procedures and transparent
communication.
III. Czech Historical Background and Policy Regime
The current monetary policy regime, combining inflation targeting with managed
floating, was introduced in 1997 after a currency turmoil that ended a period of fixed
exchange rate regime. That regime had been introduced at the beginning of economic
transition and was successfully maintained without any change in its central parity since
December 1990. This positive outcome was achieved thanks to the initially undervalued
exchange rate and some restrictive policy measures, which helped to bring the inflation down
to 11 % already in the second year of the economic transition (i.e. in 1992).
In mid-1990s, the situation started to deteriorate rapidly, as the policy mix became less
coherent, the money supply growth was boosted by massive capital inflows, and the growth
of domestic demand averaged at around 8 % a year in 1994-96, well above the potential
growth of the domestic supply. The inflation declined only gradually, and remained close
to 10 %. The current account deficit reached about 7 % of GDP in 1996 (see Table 1).
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Table 1: Key Economic Indicators of the Czech Republica
GDP growth
Domestic demand growth
Unemployment rateb
Current accountc
Inflation rate
M2 growthd
Public budgets (% of GDP)c,e

1995 1996 1997
5.9
4.2 -0.7
n.a. 7.7 -1.0
4.0
3.9
4.8
-2.5 -6.7 -6.3
9.1
8.8
8.5
20.3 9.1 10.8
-0.8 -0.9 -1.3

1998 1999 2000
-1.1 1,2
3.9
-1.7 0.9
4.1
6.5
8.7
8.8
-2.1 -2.5 -4.9
10.7 2.1
3.9
5.4
7.7
5.6
-1.3 -2.2 -3.1

2001 2002 2003 2004
2.6
1.5
3.2
4.4
4.0
3.3
3.4
2.9
8.1
7.3
7.8
8.3
-5.4 -5.6 -6.3 -5.2
4.7
1.8
0.1
2.8
13.0 3.5
6.9
4.4
-2.6 -3.7 -4.0 -2.9

Notes: aYearly averages in percentage points, unless noted otherwise; b ILO definition; c in per
cent of the GDP; d December-on-December growth rate; e GFS methodology, excluding net
loans and subsidies to transformation institutions.
Source: Czech Statistical Office, Czech National Bank, Ministry of Finance

The confidence of foreign investors in the Czech economy was eroded, and even
restrictive monetary policy measures introduced in 1996 and fiscal restrictions of early 1997
did not restore it. With the contagion from the Asian crisis, pressures on exchange rate
devaluation started to mount in May 1997. The CNB resisted the attack for about two weeks
with foreign exchange interventions and a sharp interest rate hike, but eventually, it was
forced to float the exchange rate, which depreciated by around 10 %. The monetary and fiscal
restrictions were further intensified.5
To give the Czech economy a new nominal anchor, the CNB announced a switch
to inflation targeting in late 1997, effective from January 1998 (see Hrnčíř and Šmídková,
1998; Coats, 2000, Tůma, 2000). Considering this historical context, it is important
to understand that the Czech situation has been specific in some respects in comparison
with the other inflation targeting countries.
First, the inflation-targeting regime was introduced in a period when the economy
and inflation expectations had been destabilised due to the economic overheating
of mid-1990s, currency depreciation after the currency turmoil, and economic policy changes
in 1997 and early 1998. In contrast to the advanced countries, the inflation-targeting regime

5

For a more detailed description of the pre-inflation-targeting period, see, for example, Dědek (2000)
or Erbenová and Holub (2005).
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was designed as a strategy of stabilisation after a turbulent period and disinflation from more
than 10%.
Second, the Czech Republic was the first transition country to adopt inflation targeting.
A specific feature related to the economic transition has been the importance of administered
price deregulations (such as in housing, energy and water supply, health and education).
To cope with the jumpy pattern and poor predictability of these prices, the inflation targets
were originally set for the “net inflation” defined as the CPI inflation without administered
prices and primary effects of indirect tax changes.6 Moreover, the Czech Republic also has
a high share of other volatile items in its consumer basket, implying larger cost-driven shocks
to its inflation compared with the advanced countries.7 The range of other transition-specific
issues has included the challenges of the long-run convergence and real exchange rate
appreciation trend, sharp volatility of foreign capital flows8, gradual – but often not smooth –
decline in the risk premium over time, and so on.
Third, the Czech Republic is a very open economy. This makes it potentially more
vulnerable to exogenous and exchange rate shocks. The exports and imports of goods
and services both exceed 65% of the GDP. The share of imported goods in the consumer
basket is estimated at around 25% (see Coats, et al., 2003). This implies fairly strong
transmission of exchange rate changes into the domestic economy and inflation.
All the above factors contributed to the fact that the CNB’s record in terms of reaching
the announced inflation targets has been quite poor so far. In particular, the CNB undershot
its targets for net inflation in all the first three years from 1998 to 2000 (see Figure 1), hitting
the target in December 2001 only. The sharp disinflation in this period was a result of food
6

A target for overall headline inflation was first announced in 2001, when the regulated prices started to be more
predictable and their developments smoother. It was specified as corridor, starting at 3%-5% in January 2002
and falling down to 2%-4% in December 2005. The previous net inflation targets had been specified as end-year
intervals (see Figure 1).
7
The share of foodstuffs in the basket is around 28%, regulated prices 18% and fuels about 3%.
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and oil price declines, combined with an unexpected exchange rate appreciation in 1998
and an economic recession in 1997-1998. Similarly, the headline inflation was below
the announced target range from mid-2002 till early 2004 (see Figure 1). Among the factors
that have caused this development one can point to important exogenous price shocks,
but exchange rate appreciation and a negative output gap have played a role in this episode
as well.
Figure 1: Czech Inflation: Actual versus Targets
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The disinflation process allowed the Czech nominal interest rates to be on a declining
trend since the introduction of inflation targeting, with an exception of five minor interest rate
hikes so far (by 0.25% in March 1998, July 2001, June 2004, August 2004 and October
2005). The first period of interest rate cuts started in July 1998 and lasted till late 1999.
Another period of interest rate cuts started in November 2001 and went on till mid-2003.

8

One can identify two major waves of foreign capital inflows. The first one was primarily driven by short-term
capital and took place in 1994-1996. The second one, peaking in 2002, was caused mainly by the foreign direct
investments.
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The last one took place in early 2005, and brought the CNB’s main policy rate below
that of the European Central Bank (to 1.75%).
Another important achievement of the inflation targeting framework has been
a stabilisation of inflation expectations at low levels, and the credibility of the monetary
policy regime that has been gained despite the frequent target misses. Credibility has been
facilitated by a high degree of monetary policy transparency and a gradual evolution
of the regime over time (longer term orientation, switch to headline inflation targeting,
improvements in the forecasting infrastructure, etc.).9
IV. Exchange Rate Developments
In this section, we briefly describe the exchange rate developments of the Czech koruna
(CZK). Figure 2 shows the CZK’s monthly nominal and CPI-based real effective exchange
rate (REER) since 1993.
Figure 2: Nominal and Real Effective Exchange Rate of Czech Koruna
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9

In 2005, Reuters carried out a poll in which the analysts were asked to assess the quality of communication
of central banks in the Central European regions. The CNB ended at the first place, obtaining 8 points out of 10.
In its last staff report (August 2005), the IMF has stated that: “The inflation-targeting framework has gained
well-deserved credibility and is expected to continue to anchor inflationary expectations.”
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As one can see, the REER has exhibited an appreciating trend over the whole period
since 1993, regardless of the exchange rate regime changes. Before 2001, the real
appreciation was mainly driven by an inflation differential; since then is has gone through
strengthening of the nominal exchange rate. On average, the CPI-based REER has appreciated
by 3.6% a year between 1993 and 2005.
The appreciating trend might be explained by a combination of several factors,
including the initial real undervaluation of exchange rates at the beginning of transition,
the Balassa-Samuelson effect, terms-of-trade gains, deregulations of administered prices,
changes in the structure of consumer baskets. The available studies include time series
regressions, cross-country comparisons and panel data analyses. A very extensive literature
survey was provided by Égert (2003). One of the conclusions was that according to many
studies, the Balassa-Samuleson effect can at best explain one half of the observed real
exchange rate appreciation trend (actually close to zero in the Czech Republic up to 2003),
and other factors were responsible for the rest of the appreciating trend. A similar conclusion
has been reached by Čihák and Holub (2003, 2005), who base their analysis on the crosscountry/panel data comparisons of price and GDP levels. Based on the international
comparison, the real appreciation trend is likely to continue in the future at a relatively fast
speed (roughly 2%-4% a year), if the Czech Republic is able to achieve progress in real
economic convergence towards the advanced EU countries.
The real appreciation trend can thus be considered an equilibrium phenomenon unless
it exceeds some “reasonable” speed. This speed is, however, difficult to determine precisely,
as only some of its factors can be quantified relatively easily. A challenge potentially
stemming from this real trend is that it may coordinate the exchange rate expectations in one
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direction, toward appreciation.10 It may also contribute to excessive volatility of the exchange
rate if the market expectations concerning the long-run trend change substantially over time.
Figure 2 also shows that the medium-term volatility of both the nominal and real
exchange rate has increased substantially since the exchange rate’s fluctuation band
was widened in February 1996 and abolished in May 1997. The CZK has experienced three
waves of appreciation in recent years, which were only with some time lag followed with
depreciations to (or below) the trend level. The first one took place in 1998, when the CZK
appreciated above its pre-floating level in spite of the crises in Russia and Latin America.
Ex post, the appreciation can be attributed to the high nominal interest rates, stabilisation
of the current account, and gradual restoring of the investors’ confidence. The second,
and most pronounced one, started in 2001 and lasted till late 2002. Its initiating mechanism
was high expected foreign exchange privatisation inflows, but the expectations of long-run
exchange rate appreciation trend played a role as well. The third one started at the turn
of 2005, and has been associated with a rapid improvement of the trade balance on the back
of

export-oriented

foreign

direct

investments,

long-run

convergence

expectations

and an overall positive regional sentiment after EU entry.
It is worth noting that the former two appreciation episodes were marked with
undershooting of the CNB’s inflation targets and by subtrend economic growth (see section
III). Consistent with that, those two cases are typically identified as periods of exchange rate
overvaluation in most empirical studies (Égert, 2003; Bulíř and Šmídková, 2005; Komárek
and Melecký, 2005; see also Table 6), even though the estimated size of the exchange rate
misalignment varies.

10

Betting on future exchange rate appreciation may be in some periods viewed by some market participants
as a risk-free strategy, because the koruna is expected to appreciate in the long-run anyway. Such beliefs,
if prevailing in the market, may have a self-fulfilling character. Too fast an appreciation may be harmful
for the economy, however, causing a kind of the “Dutch disease”. This problem might thus be one alternative
explanation why the interventions have been biased towards purchases of foreign exchange in the Czech case
(see section V).
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The short-term volatility of the exchange rate (see Figure 3) was greatest in the early
years of the inflation-targeting regime. After stabilising at quite modest levels since mid1999, another increase in the short-term volatility was observed during the appreciation
episode of 2001-2002, even though its magnitude remained below the previous peaks.
V. Management of the Exchange Rate
When the floating exchange rate was introduced in May 1997, it was announced that
the exchange rate regime would be a managed float, the German mark (euro at present)
serving as a reference currency. The CNB thus retained the possibility to intervene
in the foreign exchange market “in the event of excessive volatility or unjustified exchange
rate trends”. This section summarizes the CNB’s policy measures responding to the exchange
rate developments.
In line with the announced managed floating policy, the CNB occasionally intervened
directly in the foreign exchange market. The interventions almost always concerned purchases
of foreign currency to slow down the exchange rate appreciation (see Figure 3), and were
carried out on discretionary basis.11, 12
The periods of high intervention activity were typically followed by quite long periods
of no interventions. The active periods were (I) February 1998 - July 1998; (II) October 1999
- March 2000; and (III) October 2001 - September 2002. In the first and third case,
this coincided with the periods of fast nominal effective exchange rate (NEER) appreciation
(see Figure 2), which peaked above 15 % year-on-year. In the second case, the CZK
appreciated against the EUR, but it depreciated quite strongly against the US dollar
at the same time, due to the EUR/USD exchange rate developments. As a result, there was
11

In 2004 the CNB has started preannounced sales of earnings on its FX reserves to prevent them from growing
further. This step has not been intended to influence the exchange rate, but as a balance-sheet adjustment. Given
our definition of interventions as operations designed to influence the exchange rate, we do not present these
sales in Figure 3. This is, however, not to say that these sales do not have an unintended exchange rate impact.
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no strong NEER appreciation (Figure 2). This might be interpreted as an indirect sign
of the EUR’s reference-currency role in the Czech managed floating. All interventions
episodes also coincided with periods of temporarily increased short-term volatility
of the exchange rate (Figure 3).

in EUR mil.

Figure 3: CNB’s Direct Market Interventions and Short-Term Exchange Rate Volatility
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Besides the direct interventions in foreign exchange market, a special account
for the government’s foreign exchange privatisation revenues was established at the CNB
in early 2000, which has been intended to reduce the exchange rate impact of large
privatisation sales. This step was explained by the fact that massive privatisations represented
a one-off influence on the exchange rate driven by the government’s actions, which might

12

To get a feeling of the relative scope of the CNB’s interventions, note that the average daily turnover
in the CZK foreign exchange market was about USD 700-800 million (EUR 800-820 million) in 2002.
The Czech yearly GDP is roughly equivalent to EUR 95 billion.
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distort the market equilibrium. From this point of view, it has been regarded by the CNB
as justifiable to offset this influence with a coordinated nonstandard action of the authorities.
The effectiveness of the account was limited till 2001 by the fact that the government
never kept its privatisation revenues on the account for long due to its weak fiscal situation.
Facing the largest privatisation sales of utilities to come, which were cited by the market
participants as the main reason for the exchange rate appreciation in late 2001, the CNB
and the government reached an agreement in January 2002. This agreement has kept all
of the government’s foreign exchange revenues out of the market and at the same time
allowed financing the fiscal needs out of privatisation revenues. Direct purchases
of the government’s foreign exchange revenues by the CNB have been the most important
element of the agreement. So far, the CNB has purchased over EUR 5 billion from the state.
VI. Effectiveness of Exchange Rate Management
A precondition for using the interventions successfully is their effectiveness
in achieving the policy objectives. We start this section with a discussion of some stylised
facts concerning the effectiveness of CNB’s FX interventions, before proceeding to more
formal econometric analyses. The stylised facts are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2: Effectiveness of Foreign Exchange Interventions – Some Stylised Facts
Period Starting Final Overall CZK/EUR (ECU prior to 1999)
month month volume
(t)
(T)
EUR
t-3M
t-1M
Start
Low
End T+1M
million average average of t of [t;T] of T average
02/1998 04/1998 1303
37.87 38.50 38.37 36.30 36.46 36.11
I
06/1998 07/1998 371
36.95 36.11 36.49 34.35 34.35 35.47
10/1999 10/1999 966
36.52 36.36 35.72 35.68 36.62 36.40
II
12/1999 12/1999 177
36.36 36.40 36.08 35.83 36.13 36.03
03/2000 03/2000 352
36.05 35.71 35.65 35.53 35.63 36.31
10/2001 01/2002 838
33.86 34.19 33.91 31.46 31.92 31.79
III
04/2002 04/2002 1 021 32.08 31.39 30.62 30.06 30.63 30.56
07/2002 09/2002 954
30.36 30.30 29.25 28.97 30.30 30.65
Source: Czech National Bank
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T+3M
average
35.11
35.17
36.03
35.60
36.02
30.36
29.75
31.19

In some cases, the interventions seem to have had a visible immediate impact
on the exchange rate. A typical example is March 2000, when interventions of about EUR 350
million took place. The exchange rate depreciated almost by 2 % and remained at a weaker
level till mid-2000. Another similar case is February-April 1998, even though this time
the weakening of the CZK was more short-lived (till the beginning of May 1998) in spite
of a relatively high volume of interventions. In October 1999, the interventions reached
almost EUR 1 billion and the exchange rate depreciated by more than 3 % and remained
weaker till mid-December 1999. In some other situations, though, the impact was much less
clear. For example in June-July 1998, the CNB bought about EUR 400 million
in interventions, but the koruna depreciated only with some lag, which coincided with
the breakout of the Russian crisis. There were even cases in which the short-term impact
of interventions was quite weak and non-lasting, such as in December 1999 or in late 2001
(even though it may be true that without these interventions the exchange rate might have
went on appreciating further).
The immediate impact of the interventions thus looks quite uncertain, but the Czech
stylised facts suggest that occasionally it might last up to 2 or 3 months. No particular optimal
intervention strategy (e.g., open vs. hidden; large vs. smaller; circumstances of interventions)
can be identified at first sight, though. Something that did work in one situation may have had
little effect in the other. Moreover, even many of the “successful” interventions were not able
to prevent relatively prolonged periods of exchange rate overvaluation in 1998 or in 2002
(section IV).
As concerns the most recent experience in late 2001 and during 2002, it fits rather well
into this general picture (see also Geršl, 2004). When the exchange rate started to appreciate
abruptly in the second half of 2001, it was usually being attributed by analysts and market
participants to expectations of future foreign exchange privatisation revenues. The CNB tried
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to resist this tendency with foreign exchange interventions in October 2001 (EUR 435
million) and December 2001 (EUR 100 million). At the same time, from October 2001
the CNB had signalled to the market its intention to reach an agreement with the government
on the privatisation revenues. Nevertheless, the market seemed to be discounting this
information heavily. When the agreement was approved on 16 January 2002, it had
surprisingly little effect on the market, even though its mechanisms were quite strong
(unprecedented) and removed the major alleged source of appreciation.13 The major popular
explanation for the continued strengthening shifted from the privatisation revenues to the
long-run real appreciation trend of the Czech koruna.
Therefore, the CNB Board held an extraordinary meeting on 21 January 2002, at which
it decided to carry out open foreign exchange interventions (altogether EUR 305 million
in January 2002) and an interest rate cut of 0.25 % points. The CZK weakened by slightly less
than 1.5% on that day, but was back to its pre-intervention level in four days and continued
strengthening at an even accelerated pace till the beginning of April 2002. On 4 April,
the CNB thus started to openly intervene again. Overall, the volume of interventions exceeded
EUR 1 billion during April 2002. The exchange rate ended that month where it stood
at its beginning (see Table 2). This was a disappointing result for the CNB given the high
intervention volume, even though the appreciation tendency was at least halted till late June
2002. In July-September 2002 the CNB carried out further – this time undisclosed –
interventions (together roughly EUR 1 billion). Eventually, the CZK/EUR exchange rate
depreciated and ended the year 9% weaker compared to its high of July 10, 2002.

13

The minutes of the 21 January extraordinary Board meeting state: “The rapid strengthening of the koruna
observed at the end of 2001 was primarily linked to the anticipation of converting a significant part of the state’s
foreign exchange incomes into Czech koruna. It was stated that considering the extent of the approved measures
(i.e the agreement with the government), the exchange rate was likely to shift back to a level corresponding to
the economic fundamentals. However, the exchange rate did not react in this way, and as a result, monetary
conditions were disproportionately tightened.”
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Over the past two decades, a number of econometric methods and techniques were
developed to assess whether FX interventions are effective in systematically influencing
exchange rate movements.14 In what follows, we estimate whether FX interventions
conducted by the CNB during 2001 and 2002 were effective, contributing to the successful
reversal – or at least moderation – of the strong appreciation trend.15 In doing so, we aim
at answering basically three questions: first, did CNB’s interventions have an immediate
impact on the level of spot exchange rate? Second, did the interventions also have a mediumterm impact? Third, did the intervention have an impact on volatility of the exchange rate?
A common practice when estimating the effect of intervention on exchange rate
is to combine both an exchange rate equation and reaction function of the central bank
in order to address a possible endogeneity of interventions and exchange rate determination
(Almekinders and Eijffinger, 1996; Kearns and Rigobon, 2005). Consider the following
exchange rate equation:
4

n

i =0

i =1

(1)

∆st = d 0 + ∑ ai INTt −i + ∑ ci X it + ε t

The change in closing exchange rate s between the day t-1 and t is expected
to be dependent on the volume of interventions (purchases of foreign currency) INT
conducted by the central bank during the day t and possibly also in previous days,
and on other control variables X. If intervention is effective, we expect a positive ai
(i.e., purchases of foreign currency are associated with the depreciation of the domestic
currency). However, the volume of interventions in the day t might in turn depend
on the development of the exchange rate within the day, i.e. effectively on ∆st, leading
14

For surveys of earlier techniques, see Edison (1993) or Almekinders (1995); for recent contributions see, for
example, Humpage (1999), Nagayasu (2004), Kearns and Rigobon (2005), or Disyat and Galati (2005).
15
In econometric estimation we focus only on the sub-period 2001-2002 for three reasons: First, the three
subperiods identified in this article represent three independent and specific periods of intervention activity, thus
one should ideally analyse them separately. Second, the last subperiod is the longest out of the three subperiods,
with the highest number of intervention days, which makes it suitable for an econometric analysis. Third,
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to a bias in the estimated coefficient a0 if we estimate the equation (1) directly.
Thus, following the common practice, we apply the instrumental variables technique.
First, we estimate a central bank reaction function, and then use the predicted values
of interventions from the reaction function as an instrument for actual interventions
in the exchange rate equation in order to correct for a possible simultaneity bias.
Following Ito (2003), we estimate an intervention reaction function using daily data
of the following form:

INTt = b0 + b1 ∆st −1 + b2 ( st −1 − sˆt −1 ) + b3 INTt −1 + η t .

(2)

The central bank is expected to intervene if the change in the spot rate is large,
or if the spot exchange rate deviates from a “target” exchange rate sˆt −1 (that is allowed
to be time-dependent). Moreover, interventions usually come in clusters, so that yesterday’s
intervention makes today’s intervention more likely. In order to address the simultaneity bias
when estimating the reaction function, we follow the common practice and use only lagged
values of the exchange rate, as it is very difficult to find a good instrument for actual
exchange rate. Table 3 shows the estimation results for the reaction function given
by equation (2).
Table 3: Estimated Reaction Function
Coefficient Standard error
Significance
level
b0
3.74
1.48
0.01
b1
-12.72
13.55
0.35
b2
-21.65
8.46
0.01
b3
0.19
0.04
0.00
2
Estimated via OLS; adjusted R = 0.05; DW=2.06
Sample: 15/1/2001 – 1/1/2003; 513 observations
Source of data: Bloomberg, CNB (for interventions).

the subperiod 2001-2002 was also chosen in order to be able to compare the results with other studies that
concentrate on this subperiod (e.g. Disyatat and Galati 2005).
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Table 3 indicates that the central bank systematically intervened mainly to correct
the deviation of the exchange rate from the “target” value, which was set to a 10-day
backward moving average. The coefficient for the reaction on the short-term change
in the spot exchange rate has the right sign, but is not statistically significant, so that
for generating the predicted values we skip this variable.
Low adjusted R2 suggests that we are able to explain only a small part of the variance
in the intervention variable. This is caused mainly by the fact that the intervention variable

INT is characterized by a number of zeros, as out of the 283 business days in the sample
the CNB intervened only in 41 days. This particular feature of interventions may cause
any further inference based on the predicted values from the reaction function to be invalid
(correlation between such an instrument and the actual variable INT is only around 25%).
Thus, following Humpage (1999), we replace the predicted values with zeros on the days
of no intervention (via this correction the correlation increases to around 50%).16
Table 4 shows the estimation results for the exchange rate equation (1). For control
variables, we have used the 3-month money market interest rate spread between CZK
and EUR, changes in exchange rates of some of the “peer” currencies (SKK/EUR
and HUF/EUR), as investors may treat eastern European currencies as substitutes,
contributing to common movements; and changes in the Dow Jones Euro Stoxx Broad Index
to control for developments in the euro area.17 In order to capture a possible impact lasting
more than one day, we show next to the regression with current intervention only (I) also
the results both for the impact of lagged interventions on the current change in the spot

16

Of course, as the decision to conduct interventions might be also dependent on the development of the
exchange rate, we might partly bring back the simultaneity bias. However, as the simultaneity problem is much
more serious in the intervention days, for which no correction is done, the resulting bias is probably negligible.
Two other methods discussed in the literature to make the reaction function better predict the zero values are
the binary choice model (Ito and Yabu, 2004) and the “friction” model (Almekinders and Eijffinger, 1996).
17
We report only those control variables that appeared to be significant. We have tried also other daily variables
from financial markets, such as stock market indices, oil prices, other currencies and long-term interest rate
spreads.
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exchange rate (II) and for the impact of interventions on the change of the level of exchange
rate over a period of two (III) and three (IV) days.
Table 4: Effectiveness of Interventions
Variable
Regression Regression Regression III
Regression
I
II
IV
∆ st
∆ st
st - st-2
st - st-3
d0
0.00
0.00
Intercept
a0
0.001
0.003**
0.003**
-0.000
Intt
a1
-0.002*
-0.002
0.002
Intt-1
a2
-0.004***
-0.004*
Intt-2
a3
0.004***
Intt-3
a4
-0.001
Intt-4
-0.015**
-0.015**
-0.032***
-0.046***
3M money market spread c1
∆HUF/EUR
c2
0.015***
0.015***
0.008*
0.001
∆SKK/EUR
c3
0.309***
0.299***
0.314***
0.271***
∆ Dow Jones Euro Stoxx c4
-0.003***
-0.004***
-0.004***
-0.004***
Broad Index
adjusted R2
0.14
0.17
0.16
0.15
Estimated via instrumental variables
Sample: 1/1/2001 – 1/1/2003; 509 observations
*=significance at 10% level; **=significance at 5% level; ***=significance at 1% level
In regression II, the Wald test indicates that all intervention variables are jointly significant,
while in the regressions III and IV the null hypothesis of no joint significance of intervention
variables cannot be rejected.
Source of data: Bloomberg, Reuters, ECB, CNB.
Table 4 indicates that interventions did not have any systematic immediate impact
on the spot exchange rate in the regression I, but when taking into account also the lagged
interventions (regression II), they might have had some (but very short lasting, i.e., one-day)
effect. However, the wrong sign of some of the lagged interventions, the virtually zero
economic impact, both individual and cumulative over the medium-term, and no joint
significance of intervention coefficients in regressions III and IV signal that interventions
have probably played a minor role in influencing the short-run exchange rate development
at best.
In spite of that, interventions still could have had some impact on the volatility.
If, for example, the interventions increased volatility, hereby raising the two-sided risk
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in the market, market participants might have altered their expectations away from the certain
appreciation trend toward a more balanced development, correcting previous trading
strategies (Hung, 1997). Thus, following Almekinders and Eijffinger (1996), we applied
a GARCH model of the exchange rate (3), allowing the conditional volatility to be dependent
on the volume of intervention.
n

∆st = d 0 + ∑ ci X it + ε t , ε t Ω t −1 ~ N (0, σ 2 ) , σ t2 = α 0 + α 1ε t2−1 + α 2σ t2−1 + α 3 INTt + u t

(3)

i =1

As Table 5 shows, interventions indeed contributed to an increased (conditional)
volatility of the exchange rate, but only to a limited extent.
Table 5: GARCH Model
Coefficient Standard error
Mean equation
3-month money market rate spread c1
-0.015
∆HUF/EUR
c2
0.012
∆SKK/EUR
c3
0.269
∆ Dow Jones Euro Stoxx Broad c4
-0.003
Index
Variance equation
α0
0.004
Intercept
α1
0.122
Arch(1)
α2
0.540
Garch(1)
α3
0.0003
Intt
Estimated via maximum likelihood; adjusted R2 = 0.13
Sample: 15/1/2001 – 1/1/2003; 513 observations

Significance
level

0.006
0.004
0.037
0.001

0.02
0.00
0.00
0.00

0.001
0.048
0.101
0.0001

0.00
0.01
0.00
0.01

Overall, the empirical evidence does not support the idea that FX intervention
conducted by the CNB significantly contributed to the reversal of the appreciation trend
or had a large impact on the exchange rate volatility. Thus, should the intervention have had
any effect, it is very hard to detect it econometrically via standard methods.18 This conclusion
is in line with Disyatat and Galati (2005), who have also estimated the effectiveness

18

One important limitation of the high frequency data econometrics is that these methods by definition look at
the very short-term effects of interventions only, ignoring any possible medium-term impact of the interventions
in the monetary policy framework.
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of the Czech interventions via instrumental variables approach. Our methodology differs from
theirs in that they include other control variables in the exchange rate equation (mainly
macroeconomic and policy news). In addition, they use a slightly different type of reaction
function where explanatory variables are in the form of distances from the bottom and top
of target range, depending on where the actual exchange rate was. They found no or only very
small (cumulative) impact of interventions on spot exchange rate and on some forwardlooking indicators (implied volatility, risk reversals).19 However, our findings related
to the impact of interventions on volatility contrasts with theirs: while they did not find
any significant effect on implied volatility, we found that intervention led to increased
conditional volatility, although only to a limited extent.
The apparent lack of the interventions’ effectiveness suggests that there might be failed
attempts to influence the exchange rate, which could to some extent harm the central bank’s
credibility in the eyes of the general public and financial markets. In the end, this might have
negative consequences for the overall inflation-targeting framework, implying that the use
of interventions should be considered carefully and their application should be rather rare.
Besides that, the credibility of the central bank and its policy regime could be challenged
also in those cases when the use of interventions is not consistent with some basic principles
of the inflation targeting. This issue is the subject of the next section.20

19

Égert and Komárek (2005), who use the event-study approach and GARCH models, come to more positive
results concerning the effectiveness of CNB’s interventions in the period form mid-1998 till 2002. These
findings seem to be broadly consistent with the stylized facts that we present in Table 2.
20
Moreover, one may argue that the interventions that are not consistent with the inflation targeting framework
also have a lower chance of being effective, due to the confusing nature of the signal that they are sending.
The (in)effectiveness and (in)consistency could thus work as two reinforcing aspects with the eventual
consequences for the inflation-targeting credibility. This interaction between these two credibility aspects
is, however, not explored in the econometric analysis of section VI, as it focuses on the interventions’ episode
of 2001-02, which we assess as consistent with the inflation-targeting framework.
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VII. Consistency of Interventions with Inflation Targeting
In this section, we discuss the consistency of foreign exchange interventions
with the inflation-targeting regime. The authors who propose supplementing inflation
targeting with managed floating (Bofinger and Wollmershaeuser, 2001; Goldstein, 2002)
typically assume implicitly that this can be done without adverse consequences
for the credibility of the monetary policy regime. Nonetheless, there is abundant experience
showing that multiple monetary policy goals may be very harmful for credibility,
which may apply for this case too.
There is no generally accepted set of criteria for assessing if the foreign exchange
interventions are not in conflict with the inflation-targeting regime. We thus propose
such criteria, and then assess how the CNB past interventions perform on these.
The consistency with the inflation targeting may be assessed on three levels.
A) Target consistency: The exchange rate policy should not be in conflict with achieving
the policy goals of inflation targeting and send confusing signals compared with the interest
rate policy. The primary goal should be the inflation target, and without compromising
it the central bank may also take into account stabilisation of the real economy. Interventions
against appreciation (depreciation) are target consistent only when the inflation forecast points
below (above) target and/or the output gap is negative (positive). In other words, they should
be limited to cases when a monetary easing (tightening) is consistent with the inflation
targeting.
B) Regime consistency: The use of interventions should not be in conflict with the underlying
philosophy of inflation targeting. This includes the belief that the central bank can not
systematically follow policies that are not consistent with free international capital mobility
(the “impossible trinity”). The central bank does not have two independent policy
instruments, that is, it can not choose the mix of monetary conditions at its will. The foreign
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exchange interventions should not push against the uncovered interest rate parity (UIP) logic.
They should be rather viewed as an attempt to restore the UIP relationship in periods
of exchange rate disturbances. On the practical level, this criterion can be assessed by looking
at the monetary conditions developments. For interventions against appreciation
(depreciation) to be regime consistent, the exchange rate should be judged as seriously
overvalued (undervalued), or moving in that direction quickly. At the same time, interest rates
should be relaxed (tight) and/or declining (rising), reflecting that the primary monetary policy
tool has been used in line with the inflation targeting.
C) Procedural consistency: The procedures governing the interventions – such as
the decision-making rules and communication to the public – should be consistent with
the procedural constraints imposed on the decision-making under inflation targeting. The lack
of clear procedures may be a source of problems, as the credibility of the inflation targeting
crucially depends on observing its key principles. In general, there have been attempts
in the economic literature to define best practices for the use of interventions (IMF, 1999;
Chiu, 2003), and some inflation-targeting central banks have indeed took the lead in making
the rules for interventions clearer and the decisions more transparent.21
In the first step, let us discuss whether the CNB’s interventions had a direction that was
in line with the required changes in the overall monetary conditions (i.e. target consistency).
Table 6 presents for each of the three intervention periods the deviation of inflation forecast
from the target (ex ante consistency), the actual deviation of inflation from target (ex post
consistency), the output gap, and the direction of interest rate changes.

21

The Sveriges Riksbank (2002) has been one of the leaders in this respect. Chiu (2003) argues that the
Canadian system has also become quite transparent in terms of its objectives and openness since 1998, but it has
not been tested by any actual intervention episode so far.
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Table 6: Consistency of Interventions with Inflation Targets and Business Cycle
Period
I

II

III

Month
02-03/1998
06/1998
07/1998
10/1999
12/1999
03/2000
10-12/2001
01/2002
04/2002
07-09/2002

Deviation
from ITa
+0.5 %
+0.2 %
-0.2 %
-0.9 %
-1.4 %
-1.2 %
-0.1%
-0.9 %
-1.0 %
-1.3 %

Ex post Output gapc
deviationb
-4.3 %
-3.1 %
-4.3 %
-3.5 %
-4.3 %
-3.9 %
-1.5 %
-2.7 %
-1.5 %
-2.7 %
-1.5 %
-2.0 %
-3.2 %
-0.3 %
-4.1 %
-0.7 %
-3.8 %
-1.0 %
-3.7 %
-1.5 %

Exchange
rate gapc,d
0.5 %
2.6 %
6.5 %
-1.9 %
-1.9 %
-0.3 %
2.0 %
5.4 %
8.3 %
6.1 %

Interest rate Interest rate
gapc,e
trend
3.7 %
→;↑
1.2 %
→
-0,1 %
↓
2.1 %
↓
2.1 %
↓
1.4 %
→
-1.5 %
→;↓
-1.0 %
↓
-0.8 %
↓
-0.7 %
↓

Notes: aDeviation of the CNB’s inflation forecast from centre of the inflation target twelve
months ahead (for net inflation targeting the announced targets closest to the twelve months
horizon were used). bDeviation of the actual inflation after one year (or closest to that) from
centre of the inflation target. cEx post assessment in April 2005 (ex ante assessment for
July-September 2002, the only case in which it is available). d A positive/negative number
means exchange rate overvaluation/undervaluation. e Measured by real one-year money
market interest rate. A positive/negative number means tight/ loose interest rate conditions.
Source: Czech National Bank; own computations.
From the ex ante view, most interventions against the CZK’s appreciation were carried
out during periods in which the inflation forecast was pointing below the target and the output
gap was negative. This is consistent with the logic of inflation targeting. The only exception
were the interventions during the first half of 1998, when the inflation forecast was heading
into the upper half of the targeted interval and the interest rates were increased once during
this period. With the benefit of hindsight, though, even these interventions were helping
to bring the inflation closer to targets, as the actual inflation fell significantly below
the forecast.22
In the second step, we are asking if the interventions were carried out in periods
of lax interest rates and an overvalued exchange rate, or at least in periods when the situation
was moving in that direction quickly (i.e., regime consistency). The assessment is made hard
by the fact that the ex post judgement on the equilibrium real interest rate and exchange rate
22

On the other hand, one could hardly find periods in which interventions to support the CZK would have been
target consistent as the whole period since 1998 has been characterised by subdued economic activity and
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is often very different from the ex ante assessment, which is however not available for most
of the analysed period. Moreover, there is a range of alternative theories to derive
the equilibrium trajectories, which may often give contradictory results. For this paper, we use
an ex post assessment estimated by a multivariate Kalman filter (see Beneš and N’Diaye,
2003).23
The interventions pass easily the regime consistency criterion in the last three quarters
of 1998 and from late 2001 till 2002 (see Table 6). For the other periods, the judgement
on regime consistency is less certain. In early 1998, the exchange rate was probably close
to equilibrium from the ex post view. The real interest rates were still rather high, giving room
for easing through the interest rate component of monetary conditions. This preference
of restrictive interest rates and depreciated exchange rate could have been motivated
by a desire to stabilise the current account after the currency crisis, and to avoid a spillover
of capital flows volatility from the emerging market crises. In other words, the policy may
have followed the goal of external stabilisation, which is perhaps understandable
for that turbulent period but questionable in terms of the regime consistency with the inflation
targeting. In late 1999 and early 2000, the exchange rate appears to have been undervalued,
while the interest rates were restrictive. The ex post regime consistency of the interventions
is thus also questionable for that period.
In the last step, we focus on the procedural aspect of the interventions. In terms of their
public communication, the CNB’s procedures can be judged as quite discretionary. As shown
in Table 7, many of the interventions were publicly disclosed in real time (on 31 March 1998,
4 October 1999, 21 January 2002, and 10 April 2002). But on other occasions, the CNB
frequent inflation target undershooting. This may partly explain why the CNB intervened in one direction only
(see section V).
23
This filter estimates simultaneously the output gap, exchange rate gap an interest rate gap. It is based on
the key equations describing the monetary transmission mechanism in the core quarterly projection model
of the CNB (see Coats, et al., 2003). In particular, it takes into account the effect of monetary conditions
on the output gap, and of the output gap on core inflation. As a result, the estimated equilibrium values focus
on the internal equilibrium of the economy.
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carried out hidden interventions (e.g., in December 2001 or July-September 2002).
Discussions of the exchange rate issues appeared in the minutes of the regular
or extraordinary monetary policy meetings. Only sometimes, however, the minutes
also included information on interventions. As a minimum communication standard,
the monthly volume of interventions is published with a lag of two months since July 1998.24
Table 7: Public Communication of the Interventions
Period Starting Final
Short description
month month
02/1998 04/1998 Open interventions on 31 March announced by a press release
I
(but interventions already in February), no minutes
06/1998 07/1998 Open entry to the market on 14 July; stated in minutes of the
monetary policy Board meeting of 16 July
10/1999 10/1999 Open interventions on 4 October, published in minutes
(detailed explanation; unanimous voting)
12/1999 12/1999 Minutes only mention a consensus on the necessity to prevent
II
excessive appreciation (+warning was issued in 11/1999)
03/2000 03/2000 Open interventions on 30 March, announced by press release,
published in minutes (unanimous decision)
10/2001 01/2002 25 October: decision to intervene published in minutes
(unanimous); 20 December: interventions discussed, but no
decision announced; 21 January 2002: extraordinary meeting,
interventions announced and published in separate minutes
III
(unanimous decision)
04/2002 04/2002 4 April: extraordinary MP meeting, interventions announced
by press release; 10 April: interventions with a press release
07/2002 09/2002 11 July: extraordinary meeting, no decisions announced
immediately, minutes include decision on interventions (no
voting ratio); subsequent interventions not disclosed directly
Other institutional aspects of interventions are also less rule-based than the interest rate
decisions. No sufficiently clear opinion has been explicitly given under what circumstances
are the foreign exchange interventions consistent with the current policy regime, no formal
document is produced as a background for the interventions’ decisions, etc.
To conclude, most interventions of the CNB appear to be target consistent, perhaps
except for the interventions in the first months of the inflation targeting regime.
24

As reported by Canales-Kriljenko (2003), interventions volumes are published by 25 percent of all central
banks that responded to a survey’s questions concerning the transparency of their interventions policy.
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These interventions also have problems with passing the ex post regime consistency test,
together with the interventions from late 1999 till early 2000. There is also some room
for improvement on the procedural side of the CNB’s foreign exchange interventions.
VIII. Summary and Conclusions
In this paper, we discussed the role of foreign exchange interventions in the inflationtargeting regime, concentrating on the Czech experience since 1998. Since May 1997,
the Czech Republic has operated a managed floating exchange rate with the DEM (EUR at
present) serving as a reference currency. In line with that, the CNB has intervened
occasionally in the foreign exchange market. The interventions were almost exclusively
directed against the CZK’s appreciation. The periods of intervention activity included early
1998, October 1999 to March 2000, and the period from late 2001 till September 2002.
Moreover, a special account for the government’s foreign exchange privatisation
revenues was established at the CNB in early 2000, and strengthened by an agreement
between the CNB and the government in January 2002. This agreement has kept all
the government’s foreign exchange revenues out of the market. So far, the CNB
has purchased over EUR 5 billion directly from the state.
Both the stylised facts and econometric analysis presented in this paper do not give
a clear answer concerning the effectiveness of the interventions. Even though we have found
some evidence that the interventions had a statistically significant impact on the exchange rate
and its volatility, it seems to have been quite short lived and of little economic relevance.
They were surely not able to prevent prolonged periods of exchange rate overvaluation
in 1998 and 2002. The initial impact of the CNB’s agreement with the government was
also disappointing, even though its longer-run influence on market expectations might
be more positive.
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To judge whether the foreign exchange interventions are not in a conflict with
the inflation targeting regime, we propose three basic criteria, which look at the consistency
of the interventions with the inflation targets (target consistency), at the mix of monetary
conditions (regime consistency), and at the clarity and transparency of the decision making
(procedural transparency). Using the proposed criteria to assess the CNB’s interventions,
we found out that most of them can be judged as consistent with the inflation-targeting
regime. Some open questions remain, however, concerning the interventions in early 1998,
and from late 1999 till early 2000. We also point to the lack of clear rules and discretionary
communication strategy surrounding the interventions, which contrasts with the clearly
defined procedures guiding the interest rate decisions.
The suggested policy conclusions are the following: (1) Larger economies that are not
so much influenced by exchange rate fluctuations are probably better of with freely floating
exchange rate under the inflation-targeting regime; (2) even in small open economies,
interventions should be relatively rare under the inflation-targeting regime and be viewed
at best as a supplementary monetary policy tool; (3) interventions should be avoided
especially in those circumstances when they would go against future fulfilment
of the inflation targets, when they would push the exchange rate away from equilibrium,
and when interest rates could be adjusted in the first instance without compromising
the inflation-targeting goals; (4) procedural and communication aspects of the interventions
could be brought closer to the inflation-targeting standards, as long as this does not reduce
substantially their effectiveness. In practice, of course, many other aspects will have
to be considered when deciding on the interventions’ use under the inflation targeting.
The above proposals are only meant to constrain the discretion, which is in the end inevitably
exercised under the inflation-targeting regime.
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Abbreviations
CNB: Czech National Bank
GDP: Gross domestic product
CPI: Consumer price index
ECB: European Central Bank
EUR: euro
CZK: Czech koruna
FDI: Foreign direct investment
DEM: German mark
USD: US dollar
FX: foreign exchange
SKK: Slovak koruna
HUF: Hungarian forint
UIP: uncovered interest-rate parity
IMF: International Monetary Fund
REER: real effective exchange rate
NEER: nominal effective exchange rate
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